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Abstract
The increasing amount o f sentiments disseminated by traditional and social media and their 
impact on human societies including financial markets made the automatic detection and 
analysis o f sentiments an important research area in academia and industry. In this thesis, 
techniques rooted in corpus linguistics and language for special purposes (LSP) have been 
used to develop a method for the automatic sentiment polarity analysis o f  financial news. 
Contrary to the existing practice in sentiment analysis where manual analysis is usually 
required to construct sentiment lexicons, the novelty introduced here is that the method can 
automatically extract a set o f  domain specific keywords and a set o f  polarity bearing words 
from training coipora comprising financial news across languages. The method requires only  
general news corpora for extracting keywords and historical market data time-series for 
extracting polar words. The method also automatically labels the extracted polar words as 
positive or negative and extracts the patterns in which these words are used. The language 
dependence o f  the use o f  polarity laden words was examined by looking at such patterns o f  
usage in two typologically distinct languages: English and Arabic. Despite the cultural and 
linguistic differences, the patterns o f  words used in expressing sentiments have remarkable 
similarities. The method has been evaluated using two evaluation coipora comprising 
financial news in English and Arabic using a tri-partite strategy. First, human volunteers were 
asked to label the polarity o f  all the sentences in the evaluation coipora. Second, a w idely  
used polarity lexicon, the General Inquirer, was used to automatically label the polarity o f  the 
same sentences. Third, LoLo, a system implementing the method, was used to label the 
polarity o f  the same sentences as w ell using automatically extracted polar words and patterns 
from training corpora. LoLo’s results were closer to that o f  humans when analysing the full 
content o f  financial news items and when analysing only lead sentences, in both English and 
Arabic, than that o f  the General Inquirer based analysis.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1 Introduction
Sentiments and polar facts on different types o f  entities and objects such as products, services, 
financial instruments and people are increasingly disseminated by traditional and social media 
on the web. There is a need to continuously monitor such information to improve awareness, 
forecasting and decision-making. Because the internet is a source for the abundance in choice, 
there is a growing number o f  e-businesses providing information aggregation, comparisons 
and recommendations on products and services. The large volume o f  sentiments and polar 
facts available in textual form and their impact in human societies made their automatic 
detection and analysis in traditional and social media among other sources an important area 
o f research in computing. Such research could lead to the development o f  systems that are 
more capable o f  assisting humans to detect, analyse and model different aspects o f  societies 
from the turbulence in financial markets to the unexpected fall o f  political candidates.
Though computing intelligence is currently far from the abilities o f  a human mind and has 
many limitations, computers are much more capable o f  processing and recognising patterns in 
enormous volumes o f  information quickly, technological evolution is improving such 
capabilities continuously. Text analysis systems can help in extracting and summarising key 
information to reduce the negative effects o f information overload on decision making. 
Computers can process large amounts o f  news sources and items compared to human 
analysts. Such systems could derive basic conclusions on the status o f  the markets or their 
future directions by analysing a large number o f  financial news items almost instantly. 
Systems that could analyse financial news in different languages might be able to assist 
international investors and firms in following information about foreign markets and also 
encourage more investors to invest globally.
The aim o f  this thesis is to propose a language-informed framework useful for the 
automatic sentiment polarity analysis of multi-lingual financial news using techniques of 
corpus linguistics and special language terminology. The sentiment expressed by market 
players specifically refer to objects and events that usually are in the context o f  a given 
financial instrument. And, despite the ambiguous nature o f  phrase ‘sentiment’, the sentiment 
bearing sentences in financial news comprise technical terms, and the sentences are typically 
declarative. The use o f technical terms and the informative/declarative nature o f  sentences 
suggest that, like other special languages o f science and technology, the sentiment and 
polarity bearing sentences are constructed using a special language o f  finance.
1
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Metaphorical expressions abound in economic and financial literature and are one way o f  
expressing sentiments and polar facts. For example, the physical notions o f spatial location, 
and that o f  velocity and acceleration, related to tangible objects are usually used to describe 
entities as complex as economies and currencies: economies can ‘accelerate’; negatively 
when economies ‘slowdown’ and positively when economies ‘move out o f  recession’ In 
addition, currencies and shares may be ‘up’ or ‘down’ or ‘rise’ and ‘fall’, in an abstract spatial 
location o f relative values. Biological metaphors which are typically used for living beings 
are also used to describe economies; ‘healthy’ or ‘sick’ and ‘growing’ or ‘stagnating’. Such 
markets may be deemed to be ‘vital’, ‘anaemic’ and ‘bleeding’. Then psychological 
metaphors related to aggression/repression as in: ‘bullish’ and ‘bearish’ markets.
In this thesis, our analysis, identification, and computer-mediated representation o f  sentiment 
and polarity bearing sentences is language-based. Language plays a key role in finance, trade 
and commerce (Figure 1): traces o f what was often said about the markets and how decisions 
are made are sometimes available in the documents written and spoken excerpts o f the 
decision makers. Usually, this trace-based approach is used in corpus linguistics on texts that 
cover a range o f  topics discussed by a range o f  language users: the only unifying factor here is 
the shared knowledge o f  language. The restriction imposed by a special language community, 
initially voluntarily and subsequently through standardisation, results in texts that use a 
specific terminology couched in an idiosyncratic local-grammar.
Financial 
News
Financial
Markets
Figure 1. A framework for the role of language in finance.
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There is a great deal o f  discussion in financial economics, econometrics, and in the newly 
emergent discipline o f  behavioural finance about the impact o f ‘good’ and ‘bad’ news on the 
behaviour o f  both investors and brokers. Economists studied some aspects o f  human 
behaviour in relation to financial markets. They argue that markets are efficient in  that news 
and rumours can be discounted by market mechanisms. There is another school o f  thought in 
economics that is based on the analysis o f  human behaviour in economics/financial 
transactions. The argument here is that there are limits to rational analysis in human 
behaviour where the efficient market hypothesis (EMH) (Fama, 1970) may not work and one 
has to look at information that may influence or be influenced by rumours, fears, hopes and so 
on. Three Nobel Prizes in economics have been awarded to Herbert Simon, Daniel Kahneman 
and Robert Engle on research related to the impact o f  market (trader and investor) news and 
sentiment on the value o f  shares, currencies, derivatives and other financial instruments. 
Financial news, in addition to e-mails and blogs, has contributed to the catastrophic failures o f  
major trading institutions (Mackenzie, 2000; Hardie & Mackenzie, 2005).
Simon (1982) introduced the concept o f  ‘bounded rationality’ which was further elaborated 
by Daniel Kahneman (2003) who emphasised the study o f  finance from a psychological point 
o f view  (Behavioural Finance) to better understand some financial phenomena. The roots o f  
behavioural finance are in bounded rationality in one hand and in group or herd behaviour on 
the other hand. Kahneman used a cognitive psychological approach o f  study to challenge the 
view  in standard economics which suggest that economic agents are rational. Since, die 
processing abilities o f  humans is limited, they can perform one or few operations at a time 
and could consider a very little amount o f the information generated by the environments 
where decisions are taken. Rationality in taking decisions is bounded by the complexity o f  the 
environments and the limitations o f  a human mind, thus, it is feasible to find a satisfactory 
solution instead o f  a maximising solution. Here, cognitive biases, emotions and preferences 
play an important role in the ability o f  a person to manage risks that are influenced by his 
emotions.
The impact o f  news (new information) on financial and commodity markets is o f  considerable 
import, the study o f  which is sometimes called ‘sentiment analysis’. The prefix ‘sentiment’ is 
used to distinguish this land o f  analysis from the more quantitative analysis o f  assets (called 
fundamental analysis) and that o f  price movements (called technical analysis). In financial 
economics and amongst financial market operatives the term sentiment is used to describe the 
aspirations and fears o f  market players about the potential change in the value o f  financial 
instruments over and above what can be predicted using the so-called fundamental and
3
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technical analysis. Market sentiment especially relate to human behaviour particularly what 
may be regarded as irrational behaviour such as reactions to rumours and judgments based on 
preferences and personal biases rather than in-depth and rational analysis. There are many 
studies that show that despite the unreasonable value o f  an instrument there is an 
unquantifiable demand for that instrument (e.g. Shiller, 2002). Contrarily, despite the overall 
good performance o f an instrument, the players appear either not to be interested in that 
instrument or pay heed to rumours and unsubstantial allegations.
Engle (2004) states that news and rumours can have different impact on different actors in a 
market. He remarks that information is the key to changes in asset prices, which change as 
new information arrives. In addition, new events affect prices in relation to current economic 
and financial conditions. For example, i f  a new valuable invention comes out from a company 
that is near bankruptcy then this w ill have a high impact on its stocks, but i f  the company 
operations are at their peak then this may have a small effect. Thus, the response o f investors 
to new positive news may be higher in a period o f  recession than in a period o f  boom. Engle’s 
statistical ‘news impact analysis’ on Japanese stock data suggests that ‘bad’ news has a longer 
lasting effect than ‘good’ news (Engle, 2004; Engle and Ng, 1993). He found through 
regression analysis that news impact is asymmetric because the effect o f  bad news on 
volatility is larger than that o f  good news. High volatility is observed when prices are falling 
‘bear markets’ compared to low volatilities when prices are rising ‘bull markets’.
Usually, sentiment analysis in economics is carried out using news proxies which include 
dates/times and the names o f  agencies releasing key items o f  financial data (Engle and Ng, 
1993; Andersen et al., 2002; Evans and Lyons, 2003; Boyd et al., 2005; Omrane et al., 2005) 
or data like the age o f  a firm, its number o f  initial public offerings and return on investment. 
These proxies are then regressed with share, currency or commodity prices. N ews impact 
analysis is moving into its next phase where the text o f  news is analysed (e.g. Davis et al., 
2006; Tetlock et al., 2007) albeit to a limited extent. The obstacle, however, is that processing 
qualitative data is more difficult compared to quantitative data. In addition, unlike numerical 
data, the structure o f  qualitative data can vary according to the language and the source o f  the 
data.
There is a growing body o f  linguistic research that seeks to ascertain the nature and function 
o f language by looking at carefully sampled text coipora in particular. Some authors have 
argued that coipora are amongst the key resources for objective language studies replacing or 
minimising intuition (Sinclair 1991, Quirk et al 1984). I have found that the use o f  corpus 
linguistic techniques for analysing special language texts particularly useful.
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We aim to automatically extract important sentiment bearing keywords and patterns from a 
corpus o f  financial texts without prescribing any keywords, example patterns or entities and 
use them as discriminators to classify texts as positive or negative. This, we believe can be 
achieved using a statistical corpus-based method, by looking at the ‘lexical signature’ o f  a 
specialist domain and extracting collocational patterns o f  the individual items o f  the lexical 
signature (Figure 2). The lexical signature could lead to the main vocabulary items o f  the 
domain and help in developing corpus-driven algorithms for automating the analysis o f  
financial texts. W e have deliberately chosen typologically different languages (English and 
Arabic) to evaluate the extent to which our method is language independent.
Training
Corpus
i >
Discovery
Algorithm ©
Major Keywords 
and Patterns in 
Corpus
© DiscoveredKeywords and i— ;Patterns c>
Figure 2. How corpora are used.
The thesis introduces a system that can help in building domain specific information 
extraction (IE) tasks, LoLo (Local-Grammar fo r  Learning Terminology and means ‘pearl’ in 
Arabic),. The development o f the system was inspired by Engle’s (1982, 2004) work in 
econometrics where news impact analysis is regarded as critical to the analysis o f market 
movement. However, much o f  the work in financial economics relates to the correlation o f  
the timings o f news announcements rather than the content o f  the news stream. LoLo can 
manage a corpus and extract key terms. Given a keyword list, the system then identifies 
collocates and selects significant collocates using statistical criteria. Finally, domain-specific 
patterns are identified and an information extraction (IE) system is created. The system can 
help visualise the distribution o f  extracted patterns synchronised with the movement o f  
financial markets over a specific period o f  time.
1.1 Overview
Herbert Simon, a polymath and Economics Nobel Laureate, was one o f  the first to foresee 
that the effect o f  an information-rich world caused by the media and to link between 
information and economic activity. Simon (1971: 40) explains: “in an information-rich world.
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the wealth o f  information means a dearth o f  something else: a scarcity o f  whatever it is that 
information consumes”.
Even if  we consider one type o f  news items such as financial news, it is currently available in 
significant amounts from many sources and in many languages as publication became easier 
and less costly. N ews Providers spotted the increasing demand for financial news and realised 
that more business value could be achieved by providing tools to analyse and exploit news 
than to only provide the news. They also compete on publishing the personal views o f  
experts through online columns and blogs hence increasing the volume o f  information they 
provide. In addition, the web has emerged as a new medium for transmitting financial news 
and views through videos as a result o f  the increase in the bandwidth o f  Internet connections. 
A  few years ago, Reuters and Bloomberg, among few  other major media organisations, 
effectively controlled the flow  o f  news. However, now, social media and communications 
between individuals in economic and financial networks play an important role.
Technological advancements among other factors facilitated trading and helped in integrating 
and expanding financial markets around the globe. Electronic trading made it possible for 
small and individual investors to trade directly instead o f  going through brokers and with less 
transaction costs. Electronic trading enabled funds to be transferred easily and quickly around 
the world for better returns and growth. In addition, information that is available to individual 
investors is now more similar to what is available for institutional investors as both require 
market data, news feeds and market analysis reports. This reduces information asymmetry 
and increases information overload.
An important investing and risk management strategy is to have a diversified investment 
portfolio, such a portfolio could be spread internationally. In this case, information about 
financial markets in different parts o f  the world would be important before, w hile and after 
taking investment decisions. Emerging markets around the world are attracting global 
investors and those require access to local information but one important obstacle could be 
the lack o f  accessible and adequate information in the language o f  a foreign investor and 
frequent market data1.
This globalisation o f  media, trade and investment and the increasing integration and 
interaction o f  the world economies had made news that emanates from different parts o f  the 
world more important. After the emerging o f  Brazil, Russia, India and China (BRIC)
1 Personal communication with an emerging markets analyst at a global financial services company 
based in Europe (2007).
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economies on the global scale, a research paper by Goldman Sachs investment bank on the 
global economy argues that there exist next eleven (N -11) promising economies for 
investment and trade in the near future in different parts o f the world. In addition to the N -1 1, 
the research paper also notes that the Arabian G ulf Cooperation Council (GCC) states (Table 
1) also have strong prospects o f  growth due to the increasing demand on energy by emerging 
economies (Akarli, 2007). The ability to digest news and reports emanating from different 
parts o f the world is becoming increasingly important for global organisations such as 
investment banks. For example, our examination o f investment banking jobs openings posted 
on a notable financial careers website showed a demand for market researchers and analysts 
based in Europe and the US and who are fluent in Arabic, Chinese, Hindi, Russian, or 
Turkish. Investment banks are starting to realise the potential o f  text mining for their 
business, for example, a major N ew  York based investment bank had a vacancy in 2007 for a 
‘T ext Data Mining” position for their proprietary trading desk whose main duty will be to 
“mine text data from numerous news sources and incorporate the information into the 
proprietary trading systems”2.
Table 1. Emerging and promising economies for investment and trade spanning across 
countries with diverse languages (Adapted from Akarli, 2007).
Emerging Economies 
(BRIC)
Next-Eleven (N -1 1) Promising 
Economies for Investment
Other Promising Economies 
(GCC States)
Brazil, Russia, India, 
China
Bangladesh, Egypt, Indonesia, 
Iran, Mexico, Nigeria, Pakistan, 
Philippines, South Korea, 
Turkey, Vietnam
Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, 
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, UAE
With the increasing importance o f  emerging markets in the world and the capital growth 
opportunities they offer for local and global firms, major global financial news providers 
started to offer national financial news services in English and in the local languages for more 
detailed coverage o f government policies, economies, companies and financial markets in 
specific countries or regions. For example, a major global news publisher provides now 
financial news in many languages and the regional and local news written in these languages 
are not always translations from English3. Due to the increasing amount o f  news items 
published each day in each language (Table 2), news publishers provide targeted news 
services.
2 Posted at www.efinancialcareers.com
3 Personal communication with a representative o f a major financial news provider (2007).
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Table 2. Number of news items published by some news agencies (data from each news 
agency website).
News Items Bloomberg Reuters Dow Jones Xinhua
Per day (average) 5,000 6,845 10,000 15,000
Per year (average) 1.8 million 2.5 million 3.6 million 5.4 million
Languages 1 18 10 6
1.2 Motivation and Research Question
The first motivation o f  the research concerns the importance o f  financial news to financial 
professionals and the explosive growth o f  such texts resulting in information overload and 
increasing impact o f bounded rationality. The work Engle, Simon and Kahneman has 
indicated the importance o f  impact o f  news on the markets, bounded rationality on decision 
making and investor psychology on the movements o f  the markets. The second motivation 
lies within the increasing need for automatic IE from financial texts, the globalisation o f  
finance and trade and the rise o f  emerging markets but with the lack o f  research that attempts 
to provide tools and techniques for automating the analyses o f  financial news across 
languages with minimum or no knowledge engineering. The third research arises as a result o f  
the increasing availability o f  multi-lingual and multi-source financial texts and the availability 
o f tools and services for querying and collating such collections easily and quickly, thus 
providing a rich resource for developing natural language processing (NLP) systems based on 
utilising the distributional properties o f  words. The fourth and final motivation was the 
outcome o f  our survey o f  financial traders who have indicated the importance o f  developing 
systems for analysing financial news across languages.
Hence the primary goal o f  this research is to investigate whether or not w e can develop a 
method that will allow us to automate the extraction of positive and negative lexicons 
useful for sentiment and polarity analysis o f financial news across languages. W e focused 
on the distributional properties o f  words in financial texts, utilising the increasing availability 
o f multi-lingual and multi-source financial texts, to automatically extract polar words and 
patterns with minimum human intervention and without pre-selecting any keywords or 
patterns. The key advance here w ill be minimising the current dependence in sentiment 
analysis on the so-called hand-crafted polarity and sentiment lexicons.
1.3 Scope
In this thesis we outline a method for analysing the presence o f ‘sentiment’ in financial texts. 
Our* framework is corpus-based to obtain the evidence o f  market-specific terms from a 
collection o f  domain specific texts. W e have developed algorithms for the identification o f
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affect (sentiment-bearing) words based on their collocation with domain specific terms and 
with market data reported in text. W e have attempted to automate the polarity marking o f  the 
candidate affect words. Our evaluation is two fold: first w e have asked humans to label 
sentences in financial news corpora as positive and negative. These labels were then 
compared with the automatic labels generated by our system and with those generated by the 
manually compiled positive and negative lexicons o f  the General Inquirer (GI). Second, we 
have evaluated the language-specificity o f  our method. Like most IE work, our initial 
investigations were based on English language texts. As sentiments can be culturally rooted 
and articulated differently in different languages, our investigation showed that in two other 
languages, Arabic and Urdu, our algorithms generate similar results; the results related to 
Arabic are quite detailed and reported here and the work in Urdu is at preliminary stages and 
has been reported in a workshop proceedings. LoLo helped in sentiment analysis o f  financial 
texts and perhaps can be used to test the claims made by behavioural economists and made by 
the proponents o f  bounded rationality.
1.4 Contributions
The research presented in this thesis relates to statistical and corpus-driven methods and 
techniques for analysing specialist texts. It contributes with the design o f  a system for the 
polarity identification in financial newswires and adapts a comparative approach that 
contributes to the understanding o f  opportunities and challenges in processing multi-lingual 
and multi-source corpora. The contributions can be further detailed as the following:
1. A  corpus-based approach, focusing on the frequency distribution (statistics) o f  
keywords, for analysing a corpus o f  special language text. This approach first leads to 
the identification o f patterns where specialist terms strongly collocate with sentiment 
laden words. From the results o f  the coipus-based approach, a second corpus-driven 
algorithm is introduced which identifies the sentiment and polar words automatically. 
The words and patterns are represented in an automatically labelled patterns-base for 
the subsequent identification o f  polarity and sentiment bearing sentences from unseen 
texts. The approach does not require any pre-requite linguistic knowledge but only raw 
corpora and no word or patterns need to be prescribed to the system.
2. An evaluation strategy has been developed at two levels: First, a comparative type o f  
strategy where lexicons and patterns generated by our algorithms are used to label 
reference data labelled by humans to estimate the effectiveness o f  the approach. The 
General Inquirer (GI) positive and negative lexicons are also used to label the reference 
data to compare the performance o f  our algorithms with manually constructed lexicons 
in labelling unseen data. Second, a cross-linguistic contrastive analysis, between two
9
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typologically distinct languages, to see whether the special language hypothesis holds 
for analysing, identifying, and representing sentiment laden sentences.
3. Make available a prototype (LoLo) that provides generic computational linguistics 
functions useful for researchers interested in coipus-based or corpus-driven analysis, 
especially for those using Arabic corpora where LoLo fills a gap in tools and resources 
available for processing Arabic script-based languages corpora. LoLo provides other 
specific functions which are then implementations o f  the algorithms presented in this 
thesis including the generation o f  polarity-tagged corpora, multilingual extraction o f  
meaning bearing and domain specific patterns from special texts and the extraction o f  
polar words from financial texts. LoLo has been tested and used by researchers 
interested in different types o f  computational approaches to Arabic texts. The potential 
applications o f LoLo can be in the following areas:
(i) Financial Econometrics: Correlating news with numerical values o f  financial 
instruments.
(ii) Financial Decision-Making: Visualising sentiments and polar information in 
financial news
4. Make available two lexical resources. The first resource is the Modern Standard Arabic 
Coipus (MSAC); a representative corpus o f  Arabic useful for corpus-based studies, to 
the best o f  our knowledge Arabic lacks any available representative corpora. The 
coipus was compiled following the genre distribution used in the compilation o f  the 
written part o f  the British National Coipus (BNC). The second lexical resource is a 
translated (automatic) version o f  the General Inquirer (GI) positive and negative 
lexicons to Arabic and Urdu useful for sentiment analysis and for evaluating coipus- 
based and thesaurus-based sentiment analysis approaches.
The work presented in this thesis also resulted in five refereed publications, the published
work can be categorised according to each paper main topic into three sub sections as follows:
1. Methods for extracting sentiments and polar information from multilingual financial news 
(Almas and Ahmad, 2007b; Almas and Ahmad, 2006; Ahmad et al., 2006).
2. A  tool for assisting researchers with several tasks in Computational and Coipus 
Linguistics especially when analysing Arabic script-based languages (Almas and Ahmad, 
2007).
3. A  System for information visualisation o f  sentiment words in financial news in any 
language and correlation o f muti-lingual news with financial instruments (Ahmad and 
Almas, 2005).
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1.5 Structure
The rest o f  this thesis is organised as follows: our* motivation; the strategic importance o f  
financial news and automatic information extraction are described in chapter 2 followed by a 
survey o f  some o f  the approaches to sentiment and polarity analysis in general and to 
financial texts in specific. Then Chapter 3 presents our method after discussing its basis and 
demonstrates its mechanism using English and Arabic coipora. Chapter 4 discusses our 
empirical results and finally Chapter 5 gives conclusions and future directions.
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2 Motivation and Background
2.1 Introduction
The advent o f  the Internet as a source o f  massive unstructured and continuously updated 
information that is valuable for an unlimited number o f  tasks, presents many challenges to 
information extraction systems. One o f  these tasks is the automatic extraction and analysis o f  
sentiment bearing information from different types o f  texts such as financial news or political 
blogs. In this chapter, we discuss the motivations o f  the thesis and set the scene for the rest o f  
the thesis by reviewing the literature on sentiment analysis and automatic analysis o f  financial 
texts. In Section 2.2 w e discuss two motivations; (1) the relation between financial news and 
the behaviour o f  financial markets (2) automatic information extraction. Then w e survey two 
areas o f  research related to our study; in Section 3.3 w e survey computational approaches to 
sentiment analysis and in Section 3.3 w e survey the more specific research on the 
computational approaches to the analysis o f  financial news.
2.2 Motivation
Day traders interested in short term investments are required to decide frequently and 
constantly on whether to buy or sell specific financial instruments. Hence, they need to be 
constantly updated on what is happening in the markets and with any information that could 
affect the markets. Financial professionals try to do research and collect information as much 
as they can to avoid risks o f  loss and grasp any opportunities for profit. Those who can’t 
understand or process information about the markets adequately and in timely manners could 
lose to those who are more capable. But still, no one can process and combine all available 
information about the markets due to their large volume and number o f  sources. In addition, 
the movements o f  financial markets are difficult to predict. These facts largely contribute to 
make investment decisions include uncertainty and risk. Automatic IE systems could reduce 
such information overload by automatically analysing and summarising news. They might 
also help in analysing the impact o f  news or its correlation with financial markets.
2.2.1 Financial News and the Behaviour of Financial Markets
News is important for decision making; one o f  the Principles o f  the American Society for 
Newspaper Editors (ASNE, 2006) ascertains that “the primary purpose o f  gathering and 
distributing news and opinion is to serve the general welfare by informing the people and 
enabling them to make judgments on the issues o f the time”.
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In a survey we conducted which included eight financial traders in two different international 
banks based in the middle-east, seven declared that they consider news items along with 
technical/fundamental analysis to predict prices and volatility when taking buy/sell decisions. 
Four traders declared that they invest in the Middle East financial markets and watch and read 
financial news in Arabic. All the traders stated that they b y  to identify short trends from 
analysing news and would be interested in a system that can analyse financial news across 
languages.
Academically and according to Kulpmann (2004), only after the long successful years o f  
financial economics and after several Nobel laureates in Economics, researchers realised that 
important aspects o f  human (market participants themselves) behaviour are not considered in 
standard finance and economics theories. Such observations might have led the Central Bank 
o f Sweden to award half o f  the 2002 Nobel Prize to Daniel Kahneman, a psychologist, for 
“having integrated insights from psychological research into economic science, especially 
concerning human judgment and decision-making under uncertainty”.
Kahneman along with his colleague the late psychologist Amos Tversky are considered to be 
the founders o f  the fields o f  economics and behavioural finance; their paper “Prospect 
Theory: An Analysis o f  Decision Under Risk” (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979) is regarded as 
a classic in the field. The prospect theory is based on psychology and it is about choice under 
risk and uncertainty. Kahneman and Tversky found that humans put more effort trying to 
avoid losses than to gain benefits and they tend to be risk-averse when talcing decisions (e.g. 
in finance) with a potential for loss or gain. In the recent years, behavioural finance has drawn 
the interest o f  a large group o f  people from academia and the financial industry. A  study by  
the United States National Academy o f  Engineering on the impact o f  academic research on 
industrial performance lists research in behavioural finance on decision making under risk 
and econometrics as two fields where academia had contributions and impact on the financial 
services industry (NAE, 2003). For example, many financial institutions use econometrics 
techniques for forecasting puiposes and there exist asset management companies that utilise 
behavioural finance theories for taking investment decisions.
Davey (2004) summarises how behavioural finance challenge traditional economic thinking 
in two points: (a) it has shown that psychological costs and benefits are a major influence on 
the cost/benefit analysis that drives decision making and that these can be very different from 
the economic costs and benefits and (b) it has demonstrated that decision making suffers from 
misapplied heuristics (mental shortcuts), biases, and cognitive errors.
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Behavioural finance is a field that considers the markets to be inefficient and emphasises the 
role o f  investor psychology including emotions (positive and negative), mood and cognitive 
errors in financial decision making and analysing financial markets movements. It emphasises 
that traditional economic and financial techniques are not enough to explain the rationales 
behind markets movements or provide the reasons for the financial crisis that did hit the 
markets. Behavioural finance researchers argue that the study o f  economics and finance in 
isolation from social sciences is not adequate. For example, the EMH, which advocates that 
economic agents are rational, fails to explain periods o f  high volatility or crashes. Under the 
rubric o f  rational expectations and the efficient market hypothesis, deviations from 
fundamental value should not be systematic, or predictable. Behavioural finance researchers 
call for attention to the existence o f  “market anomalies” and “irrational exuberance” (Shiller, 
2000) which can not be reasoned and contradict with the rational economic behaviour models 
(Schuster, 2003).
Research in behavioural finance is based on research in psychology, sociology and 
anthropology; hence it is more similar to social sciences than to other fields in economics 
because it is based on several hypotheses or concepts instead o f  a unified economic model 
(Kulpmann, 2004). Investors’ sentiments and irrationality factors are all in the prices from the 
point o f  view o f  behavioural finance, hence market movements can be explained using the 
concept o f  market sentiment; an important concept in behavioural finance. Nofsinger (2005) 
argues that there is an impact from the overall degree o f  optimism or pessimism in a society 
on the majority o f  financial decision-makers. This causes biased financial decisions that are 
connected throughout the society. Studying news could be helpful in analysing the effect o f  
language on societies including financial markets.
It is worth mentioning the work o f  Antonio Damasio (1994). He discuses the role o f  emotions 
in rational thinking through the study o f  patients with brain damage (e.g. frontal cortex) that 
are still holding many aspects o f  their rational thinking (e.g. memory, language, calculation 
and abstract reasoning) and able o f  carrying necessary day-to-day actions, but have lost the 
ability to feel emotions (e.g. they are cold, distant, and unfeeling). As a result o f  their wounds, 
the patients could not take into account the effects o f  the actions they take. Thus, the concepts 
o f  reward or benefits and punishment or cost do not affect their decision making and this led 
them to take poor decisions in their lives. Emotions help to avoid taking a poor decision 
because, for example, one might feel bad about a decision or its results and force one to look  
for more information to reduce the uncertainty and increase accuracy o f  the decision. Thus, 
for Damasio, reason and emotion are undividable and ‘rational faculties’ can not perform 
optimally, naturally and in a healthy way without the involvement o f  emotions which help in
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filtering and processing information, that is to say that either the reduction or the increase in 
emotions from the mediocre levels can increase irrationality.
Research in psychology has shown that negative events have a stronger and longer effects on 
humans compared to positive events (Baumeister et al., 2001). Hautsch (2004: 46) remarks 
that “it is a well known result that ‘bad’ news lead to stronger price and volatility responses 
than ‘good’ news”. The empirical work o f  Engle (2004) mentioned earlier in Chapter 1, 
where he found that negative news has more impact on volatility compared to positive news, 
may serve as an evidence for behavioural finance proponents where human psychology is 
considered in studying the dynamics o f  financial markets.
2.2.1.1 The Relation between the Media and Financial Markets
Media organisations including publishers o f  investment magazines, business papers, business 
websites, newswires and daily press advocate that the information they choose to disseminate 
comprise information that affect the future directions o f  financial markets. In this case, the 
EMH is not applicable, at least not in its strongest form. The more this message is accepted 
the more attention is paid by investors to the media information products leading to more 
subscriptions and sales, and subsequently the stronger the role o f media in the rise or fall o f  
investor confidence. Certain market players believe that the business news available to the 
public through the media is valuable and contain important and ‘economically realizable’ 
information that can be related to the behaviour o f  the markets. Others believe that there is a 
‘systematic’ relationship between business news and the movements o f  the markets (Schuster, 
2003).
Economists, traders, risk analysts, and other financial professionals need to keep updated on 
the conditions o f  the financial markets and economies continuously and they rely on time- 
sensitive financial news provided by the electronic media. Kiier (2005) perceives news as a 
social intermediary that adds an additional cognitive element to the process o f  assessing the 
value o f financial instruments because it comprises information that can not be incorporated 
with the analysis o f (numerical) market data. And the wide spread o f  financial news through 
the internet increased the number o f  individual and amateur traders beyond the financial 
centres and resulted in a wider cognitive participation in speculating the markets.
Around the world, it is increasingly the case that publicly traded companies are required to 
disseminate all the validated information about their operations to all investors at the same 
time so that investors can take buy/sell decisions in an informed manner. The same is true for 
other financial institutions like central banks and commodity and petroleum organisations
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whose decisions and actions could affect different markets like stock, energy, precious metals, 
commodities and foreign exchange prices (Heim, 2002). Companies listed on the NASDAQ 
index in the United States should address any rumours causing market activity with 
unambiguous public announcements. Press releases to the media and companies websites are 
one of the main methods of distributing company information and announcements equally to 
all investors and helps in increasing the importance of business media. Journalists follow and 
use press releases to write news articles about the company’s performances and activities.
There are major financial services firms that provide financial analysis and forecasting 
services for businesses and individuals. Financial analysts forecast the future financial 
prospects of firms, demands on commodities, inflation rates, interest rates, etc. For example 
hi forecasting the future results of a company, analysts use information provided by firms 
along with the prospect of each firm industry (e.g. airline or petroleum) of the firm business 
and economic conditions in general. The results of such analysis are also an important feed to 
the business media, who after publishing the analysts expectations, would compare the actual 
figures with the earlier analysts’ forecasts which might be over or below expectations. 
Information that goes in line with expectation appear to have less impact compared to 
information that is above (positive) or below (negative) expectations. Companies sometimes 
release early warnings so that analysts can adjust their forecasts and the markets handle any 
unfavourable news with less surprise.
Analysing how economies might be affected by political events and news are also important 
but it is a harder task due to the lack of data about the expectation of the public populations on 
events before they occur (Amihud and Wohl, 2003). In addition, the interpretation of political 
events changes by time. Prices move due to news observed by market participants and not by 
news analysed by researchers. Additionally, expectations predate events, therefore the effect 
of news could be reflected on prices before the news is actually announced. Researchers who 
analyse the effect of news appear to neglect such phenomena and thus undervalue or 
overvalue the effects of events announcements. Amihud and Wohl (ibid) have analysed the 
affect of political news on financial markets and found that stock prices incorporate other 
firings than mere fundamental values. They suggest that it is possible that the amount of focus 
that the media provides for specific news make them grasp more attention and so have bigger 
influence on stock prices. They studied the effect of the 2nd Gulf War on stock prices in the 
United States and found that stock prices change slowly over time in reaction to war 
information before it starts. However, in the time of war and with larger media coverage on 
the war when expectation about the outcome of the war became major news, the war had a
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noticeable larger effect on stock prices, exchange rates, oil prices and stock prices reacted 
more quickly to information on the war.
2.2.1.2 ‘Irrational Exuberance’
Robert Shiller (2000) discusses the impact of news media on the behaviour of stock markets 
in his book ‘irrational exuberance’. He argues that the impact of news on stock markets is 
usually not simple nor predictable. It could be at a time when news is thought to be the cause 
of a decline in the value of a stock market; the real reason could be that a number of 
mathematical and technical analysis models have generated a sell signal. The analysis of 
investors’ views on news items released before significant prices changes led Shiller to 
conclude that “news media do play an important role both in setting the stage for market 
moves and in instigating the moves themselves” (Shiller, 2000: 71) through a feedback loop. 
A major change in a market would occur when there is a large group of people who share the 
same view or sentiment on the market and this shared view is created through the news 
media. According to Shiller, the public attention to news is not very sensitive and reactive on 
every clue in the news about market fundamentals, but news is more usually a starting place 
for spreading a series of events resulting in the change of the public sentiment about the 
markets. The effect of news events are sometimes delayed and are reflected on the public by 
setting a series of public attentions that could be due to the stories or to facts that are already 
known and might have been neglected or not considered as part of a series of related news. 
Again here, this loop can be related to the hypothesis that frequency correlates with 
acceptability. Furthermore, this acceptability can be biased because of the media; hence a 
relationship could exist between frequency and behavioural finance. A human analyst has a 
limited processing capabilities, but if  we can have a computer system equipped with adequate 
lexicons and language analysis capabilities, it could monitor very large number of traditional 
and social media sources to delect the emergence of any feedback loops.
In Sliiller’s view, the media industry is under continuous pressure to survive by producing 
interesting news especially news that can spread by word-of-mouth to large audiences such as 
stock market expected direction and news on ongoing stories that encourages customers to 
continue using their services such as daily stock markets reports. Financial markets are great 
sources of continuous news because of the daily changes in performance and prices. Stock 
markets are one of the best sources of news for media because of the frequency of the number 
of news items that they can generate. One of Shiller’s investigations on the impact of news 
was the crash of Dow Jones in 1987 where he found that the institutional and individual 
investors being surveyed have selected the news item reporting a “200 point drop in the Dow 
on the morning of October 19” as the most important news item for selling on that day. The
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second most important news item was the preceding week news of a record decline. The 
investigation also showed that the majority of the institutional and individual investors 
selected market psychology as the reason behind the decline instead of market fundamentals 
such as interest rates and profits confirming the theory of psychological feedback loop caused 
by the price declines and leading to further declines.
Within the efficient markets hypothesis (EMH), the argument is that as soon as the 
information becomes available to the public it will be discounted in the markets through price 
change before it is published by the media. But sometimes the media could be the fust source 
of information and here news could have impact within the framework of EMH. In such 
similar scenarios, a computer system could also be useful if  it has the capability to filter 
‘noise’ news from ‘significant’ news.
2.2.2 Automatic Information Extraction
Designing intelligent systems that can carry out tasks similar to humans require encoding 
knowledge into such systems. The inteiplay between knowledge and language is important as 
language helps humans in understanding and interpreting the world around them. Language is 
also the main mediator for acquiring, representing, storing and transferring knowledge. 
Humans find it easy to extract specific information from text because they always have 
expected semantic concepts in mind, which in turn guides in locating and understanding 
information related to what is expected (Chan and Lam, 2005). Researchers in knowledge 
representation deal with how to represent knowledge in machine-readable knowledge bases.
Knowledge acquisition is a major obstacle for advancements in the implementation of natural 
language processing systems. In the early days of computing, researchers attempted to create 
intelligent computer systems that comprise declarative knowledge for many applications. The 
main limitation of these systems was that they had to acquire knowledge manually by means 
of human experts, a time-consuming and labour intensive process. To overcome this 
bottleneck, trainable algorithms that can learn rules using for example probabilistic and 
statistical models have been developed to acquire knowledge from examples and training data 
(Chen et al., 2005).
Systems that can learn with fewer resources, such as linguistic and domain knowledge or 
human involvement are advantageous. While learning algorithms might not achieve the 
performance of hand-crafted rules for some tasks, they can be an attractive alternative when 
large training data is available (when data acquisition is easier than knowledge acquisition) 
particularly in specialist domains and when consulting experts is expensive. Learning
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algorithms can also be domain and language independent. Learning algorithm can perform 
best when large and quality training data are provided together with good feature discovery 
and selection techniques.
Solomonoff (2006) views the goal of machine learning as a solver of hard problems faster and 
better compared to humans and not as a simulator of human behaviour. He draws an analogy 
between the problems of learning by humans and die problem of probability by machines. In 
the first instance the problem is: how could humans chaw their best decisions by using the 
information they gathered throughout then lives and some they had when born? In the second 
instance: how could the machines predict the future based on some given data and some priori 
information?
IE applications are concerned with transforming information and knowledge in free text into 
structured representations or databases for easier analysis by humans or machines. Wilks et al. 
(1996: 110) define IE as “an automatic process which performs a task similar to one that a 
human would in reading a document and filling out a predefined form [..] corresponding to 
that document”.
This is achieved by the automatic identification of entities, relations, or events referring to a 
(prescribed) set of related concepts in texts that are important to a given task and is usually 
domain-specific (Grishman, 2003a; Turmo et al., 2006). The important objects and events 
might be different from one domain (e.g. the name of companies making profits or losses and 
the amount) to another domain (e.g. name of proteins interacting and the type of interaction). 
In Grisliman’s (2005) view, IE from a specific domain can be roughly divided into three sub­
tasks: (1) determining what the important types of facts are for the domain or the task; (2) for 
each type of fact, determining the various ways in which it is expressed linguistically; (3) 
identifying instances of these expressions in text.
The extraction of information from free text is not an easy task because texts are written to be 
read by humans and not computers and so they do not have a clear structure compared to texts 
that are produced to be manipulated by computers. Besides that, language use is creative and 
the same information can be conveyed in many direct and indirect linguistic expressions. 
Therefore, extracting the same information will require many rules and knowledge to cope 
with linguistic variations. The idiosyncrasies found in special languages help in designing IE 
systems. Classical examples of what IE systems are intended to extract are the names of 
companies involved in mergers and acquisitions or murderers and their victims including 
location and time from news. The most successful type of IE systems are those intended to
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extract named entities which for the English language have high precision (accuracy) and 
recall (coverage) rates reaching near-human performance (humans also have error rates) and 
are being widely exploited commercially. Other types of IE systems still require a lot of 
improvement.
The goal of learning in IE is to identify lexicons, grammars and patterns necessary for 
extracting information such as named entities, text segments, sentences, concepts or thematic 
information important to a task. Extracted information can be manipulated automatically by 
several text mining techniques like automatic classification, question-answering, 
summarisation, data mining information integration and information visualisation. Exfraction 
patterns can be expressed using simple lexical structures to deeper syntactic and semantic 
constraints depending on the task and the depth of the learning algorithm. Learning 
approaches use statistical models and knowledge sources with linguistic information. 
Statistical models are more language independent and more adaptive. Knowledge sources are 
important for deeper linguistic analysis or understanding of text when the task requires 
extracting complex relations or specific features. It is common to view the linguistic and 
statistical approaches as complementary and utilise both of them in one system.
Learning algorithms can be supervised, minimally-supervised or unsupervised. Supervised 
learning usually produces more precise and relevant patterns but requires training examples. 
IE developers or domain experts provide examples of what to be extracted, or in other words, 
sets of inputs and correct outputs, through corpus annotation or another similar method before 
the learning process can start to train (statistically) a system. Minimally-supervised 
algorithms require part of the training data to be labelled or require seed patterns or words 
from which the algorithm can learn and generalize extraction patterns using different 
knowledge sources. Unsupervised methods do not require training examples and aim to 
minimise human involvement, they require only raw training data and perhaps knowledge 
sources. They typically return patterns that require further filtering and possibly some 
modification.
The amount of knowledge resources required differs from one system to another. Usually Part 
of Speech (POS) taggers, shallow syntactic parsers4 and named entity recognisers (NER) 
along with descriptions of what to be extracted are used during the training stage to identify 
syntactic constituents and attributes useful for extracting patterns in knowledge-based
4 Shallow syntactic parsers group syntactically related groups o f words (or phrases) known as syntactic 
constituents e.g. noun groups, proper name groups, cardinal groups and verb groups without describing 
the internal structures o f the word groups.
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approaches. Part-of-Speech (POS) taggers and syntactic parsers can derive abstractions of 
language use using known grammar theories like phrase structure or dependency grammars. 
POS taggers can be utilised for many NLP tasks including information extraction. For 
example, verbs (carry action) can be identified as events and the noun phrases of people and 
companies (actors involved in the action) as slots in extraction patterns for template-filling 
tasks.
The usual shallow approaches usually produce fewer errors in analysis because shallow or 
partial parsing is more accurate than full parsing. Deep analysis or representations could 
result in better results for resolving the errors produced by shallow analysis due to syntactic 
variations. But according to Grishman (2005), they generally result in more errors due to the 
difficulty of full parsing, particularly in some specialist texts where more unknown words and 
multi-word expressions (or collocations) are encountered. This is a problem faced by IE 
developers for a long time and led some developers to incorporate multiple levels of 
representation (e.g. to combine information from n-grams, chunks and grammatical relations) 
for improving performance by referring to shallower analysis when errors are encountered in 
deeper ones as in Zhao and Grishman (2005).
One of the problems in IE is to find linguistic expressions of an event or relation (Grishman, 
2005), methods of pre-processing, shallow and deep parsing along with NE recognition will 
provide only instances of linguistics expressions. But still, the diversity of linguistic 
expressions of an event must be taclded to find as much as possible of paraphrases of an 
expression of an event. Essentially this means generalising differences in expressions that are 
not important to a task without losing any important meaning. The most common approach to 
tackle this problem is to annotate all the instances of an event in a corpus that is large enough 
to contain as much as possible of the linguistic expressions.
Grishman (2005) remarks that it is important to differentiate between syntactic and semantic 
paraphrasing. One way of reducing semantic paraphrasing is through collapsing words in text 
in to standard set of synonymous, for example, by changing all the instances of the words up, 
rise, hike and jump to up. One helpful resource for this task is WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998).
IE systems designed for specific tasks and used for extracting simple relations produced 
reasonable results particularly on special and structured texts (Grishman, 2003b) but many 
would fail or produce unsatisfactory results when tested on different texts, tasks or languages 
without a major customisation. This is because of the high dependence on specialised and 
domain (or language) specific knowledge encoded in such systems and the need to define the
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details of what to be extracted beforehand, which all must be redefined with each different 
task or domain. Designing adaptive IE systems which can be used quickly for new tasks and 
domains (Wilks and Catizone, 1999; Grishman, 2001) has thus become an active field of 
research. IE systems need to be adaptive, as the specialisms in particular and the world in 
general is changing rapidly and this change is usually reflected in language use. There is an 
equally important need to build cross language IE systems as information may be in different 
languages.
AutoSlog (Riloff, 1993) was one of the earliest systems to leam lexicons and extraction 
patterns automatically from corpora annotated with noun phrases (targeted strings) of interest. 
The system learns the syntactic constitutes (e.g. active verb or passive verb) of the context 
surrounding the targeted strings and triggering words (e.g. bombed or was murdered), then 
the targeted strings are represented as slots for extracting information using heuristics along 
with their syntactic constitute (e.g. subject) in the extraction patterns (e.g. <subject: victim> 
was murdered_passive verb). The system generates many extraction patterns that require 
further manual selection. Many bad patterns are generated because the target strings maybe 
mentioned in sentences that do not contain the desired event or due to wrong syntactic 
analysis and selecting irrelevant triggering words. AutoSlog patterns reported to achieve 
similar results compared to hand-crafted rules.
There are many limitations for supervised techniques. In addition, corpus annotation and 
finding examples manually is costly and time consuming. Annotators usually disagree when 
annotating natural language (this is also a problem when evaluating an unsupervised 
algorithm) and annotation can be biased toward specific linguistic theories or views of 
language. Because of these limitations of manual annotation, AutoSlog-TS (Riloff, 1996) was 
designed to be more adaptive by discovering the important events and relations automatically 
based on the distribution of patterns in un-annotated corpora. The system required a training 
corpus with texts classified as both relevant and irrelevant, from which the learning algorithm 
then finds extraction patterns for all the noun phrases using a syntactic parser. Patterns are 
evaluated automatically by finding how often they occur in the relevant texts compared to the 
whole training corpus. Finally, a human must review and label the generated extraction 
patterns. Riloff reported approximately similar results to AutoSlog with a lower recall and 
higher precision.
One fiend in adaptive IE has been motivated by the empirical argument that seed words 
(Riloff and Jones, 1999), patterns (Yangarber el al., 2000) annotating seed documents or 
small subsets of corpora (McLernon and Kushmerick, 2006) can provide sufficient
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information for creating the knowledge base of an IE system. In turn, active-learning and 
bootstrapping methods use seed documents or patterns to learn new related patterns from un­
annotated coipora. The advantage of bootstrapping approaches is that they reduce 
handcrafting. But at the same time they require large training corpora and their performance 
can degrade rapidly if  wrong patterns are accepted in the bootstrapping rounds. Hence, 
introducing statistical confidence measures for patterns is important (Turmo et al., 2006).
The work of Riloff and Jones (1999) was an attempt to further automate AutoS log with fewer 
resources by using a mutual-bootstrapping technique. Overall, the extraction patterns are used 
to generate new members for the semantic categories which in turn are used to discover new 
extraction patterns. The algorithm generates a semantic lexicon for different categories 
together with their extraction patterns using only annotated training texts and few seed words 
for each category (e.g. weapon or location). Their idea was to generate all the extraction 
patterns for all the noun phrases in a training corpus and then apply those patterns on the 
corpus again and record for each pattern the noun phrases it extracts. Then, in a mutual- 
bootstrapping loop, the patterns that extract more and different known members of each 
semantic category (seed words) in each iteration are identified as good patterns and their 
extracted noun phrases are added to the semantic lexicons. Because all the extractions of an 
extraction pattern that is chosen by the algorithm are added to the lexicon, the performance of 
the system can degrade rapidly if  non-category words are added to the semantic lexicon. For 
example, if a pattern that is indented to extract locations only extracts dates as well, at the 
next iteration location patterns will get points for extracting dates, promoting them more to 
appear as good patterns. An outer-level bootstrapping is used to reduce such affect, for each 
inner (mutual) bootstrapping only the five most reliable lexicon entries are selected as 
permanent ones and the inner bootstrapping is restarted. From the MUC-4 terrorism training 
set (e.g. extracting locations and weapons), the system returned 14,064 candidate patterns 
with a frequency not less than two which require further manual validation.
Motivated by the work of Riloff and Jones (1999), Yangarber et al. (2000) used manually 
selected seed patterns in the form of subject-verb-object (SVO) as high-quality examples to 
initiate learning, and then require experts to link the slots of extraction patterns to extraction 
templates.
There are instances in the part-of-speech tagging literature (Brill, 1993) and in IE where a 
coipus is used and words within a grammatical category help to extract rules and patterns 
comprising essential information about a domain or topic (Wilks, 1998; Yangarber, 2003). In 
all of these cases of grammar induction the intuition of the grammar builder plays a critical
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part whether in the choice of syntactic transformation rules (Brill, 1993), or in choosing sense 
taggers and implicitly semantic rules (Wilks, 1998; Ciravegna and Wilks, 2003), or in 
choosing user supplied seed patterns (Yangarber, 2003). Most of the work in grammar 
induction and domain specific pattern discovery is focused on English or typologically similar 
languages.
2.3 Sentiment and Polarity Analysis
The objective of polarity analysis is to identify whether facts, opinions, emotions, sentiments, 
speculations, beliefs and evaluations are conveying positive or negative content (Wilson et al, 
2005). Depending on the goal of a system, polarity analysis can be earned out on the phrase, 
sentence or document level. In addition, systems that are developed for sentiment analysis of 
opinions and subjective expressions need first to distinguish between opinions and facts (e.g. 
Wiebe and Riloff, 2005). Other systems consider facts and opinions to have equal positive 
and negative impacts on sentiments and so these systems do not distinguish between the two. 
For example, movie reviews can be classified as positive or negative documents, but in 
opinion-oriented information extraction or multi-perspective question answering, sentence 
and phrase level sentiment expressions might be required to be identified first and then 
classified as positive or negative. Orientation or polarity can be considered as one of the 
lexical properties of words and is a topic of study in lexical semantics.
The polarity of a word is a clue of the direction in which a word deviates from the norm when 
its semantic field is concerned. Because of its evaluative nature, the polarity of a word 
imposes a restriction on its usage (Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown, 1997). Words that are 
similar semantically can be extracted automatically based on their distributional analysis and 
linguistic cues, identifying the polarity of words can help in improving the quality of 
extracting semantic similarity and in identifying antonyms. Some close synonyms can have 
different orientations where one can mean something desirable and the second may mean 
something not desirable (e.g. ‘simple’ and ‘simplistic’).
Extracting polarity from text requires affect lexicons of positive and negative words, phrases 
and patterns. The usual approach to sentiment analysis is to use a lexicon of positive and 
negative words, which has been tagged with prior polarity out of context. For example, the 
words ‘good’ and ‘up’ would ideally be tagged as positive and the words ‘bad’ and ‘down’ as 
negative words. But depending on the context, they might enclose the opposite polarity:
BA faces fines of up to <no> million pounds (Reuters u k ) .
Policymakers around the world worried that inflation is on the up (Reuters u k ).
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The General Inquirer (GI) (Stone et el., 1966) was one of the earliest computer-based 
software originally developed for mainframe computers to automate ‘content analysis’ of 
textual data, it is now availaWe for personal computers5 and has been utilised in 
computational approaches to polarity analysis. It is linked with content analysis dictionaries 
(Harvard Psychosociological Dictionary and Lasswell Dictionaries) compiled manually by a 
group of humans who were given texts to identify words with the given categories. It provides 
word lists with binary tags of positive or negative attitude or polarity along with other classes 
like ‘Active’, ‘Passive’, ‘Feeling’, ‘Pain’, ‘Strong’ and ‘Weak’. The word lists are exhaustive 
of different senses and parts of speech (e.g. advance as a noun, verb and adjective each has 
one entry) and inflectional variants (e.g. advantage and advantageous). The GI can tag one 
word with more than one category. The positive and negative lists of the GI are large and 
comprise 1,915 senses (1,622 unique words) of positive outlook words and 2,291 senses 
(1,992 unique words) of negative outlook words. Table 3 shows a small sample of the GI 
positive and negative words. Because the GI is a word based only, content analysis with the 
GI will depend on the frequency of single words instead of phrases or patterns. Hence, the GI 
could not take into account the effect of context on the polarity of polar words.
Table 3. Examples of the GI positive and negative words.
P ositive  W ords N egative  W ords
abundance, bliss, abnormal, betrayal,
capability, dependable, dark, excess,
empower, faith, floor, gamble,
glad, hopeful, idiotic, lonely,
inherit, lovely, mistake, noise
nominate, optimal. outbreak, poverty,
pleasure, reputable, rebellion, secrecy,
softness, thankful, tyranny, ugly
vivid, wise vague, wrong
Hearst (1992) was one of the earliest researchers to suggest the importance of classifying 
documents that are related to the same topic based on what she called the directionality (e.g. 
is the agent in favour, against or neutral to the event) of a document to help in improving 
information retrieval. Hearst argued that she did not depend on a domain specific knowledge 
because it is time consuming to build and difficult to create one with a good coverage. She 
argues that the directionality of a document can be viewed as a cross domain property unlike
5 Downloadable at http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/~inquirer
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topicality which is domain dependent. Determining directionality requires the extraction of 
restricted information that can provide a narrow clue on the semantic content of a document 
without the need for a full semantic analysis. To determine the orientation of sentences 
towards a topic, Hearst pointed out that depending on keyword-based analysis is not adequate 
and a partial understanding of text is important, and IR queries can be utilised to minimise 
inference. In her model, lexical items will be required to determine the value of only one 
semantic attribute avoiding a large knowledge base that is required in systems that are 
supposed to carry a full text understanding.
Hearst based her model on the work of Lakoff and Johson (1980) which was based on 
linguistic evidence and concluded that most of the humans ordinary conceptual system have a 
metaphorical nature that help in structuring perception and thinking. For this reason, and 
unless we are talking about absolute physical reality, a metaphorical way of thinking has an 
important role. Hearst observed that the use of ‘general metaphor5 in language is consistent 
in terms of structure and is employed in ‘everyday’ utterances. She provides an example on 
the use of ‘downess’ as a general metaphor for what is negative and ‘upness’ for what is 
positive like in saying ‘stocks took a dip’, ‘the quality is declining’, ‘it’s going downhill’. 
Given that these metaphors are used in many different contexts, it can be claimed that they are 
domain independent and could be utilised to assign ‘directionality’ to sentences.
Recent work on computational approaches to polarity analysis can be classified into two 
groups of work. One group of work is thesaurus-based and is focused on extracting polar 
words and expressions using existing lexical resources and thesauri like the WordNet (e.g. 
Kamps et al., 2004; Godbole et al., 2007). The second group of work is coipus-based and is 
focused on the automatic construction (learning) of positive -and negative lexicons using 
annotated or raw corpora as input training data to learning and statistical approaches (e.g. 
Hatzivassiloglous and McKeown, 1997; Turney, 2002; Kaji and Kitsuregawa, 2006). The 
majority of the approaches rely on learning the polarity of words instead of phrases. Table 4 
summarises learning approaches to sentiment analysis discussed in this section and the 
languages used in the analysis, the methods are divided between two approaches, thesaurus- 
based and corpus-based approaches.
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Table 4. Comparison between lexicons for polarity analysis compiled using learning 
approaches.
Approach Method Resources for Building Lexicons Languages(s)
Kamps et al. 
(2004) WordNet, two seed words ‘good’ and ‘bad'.
English
thesaurus-based Esuli and 
Sebastiani (2006) WordNet, seed of positive and negative words.
English
Godbole et al. 
(2007) WordNet, seed of sentiment words.
English
Hatzivassiloglou 
and McKeown 
(1997)
list of frequent adjectives, list of conjunctions, 
POS tagger.
English
Turney (2002) POS tagger, seed of two words ‘excellent’ and ‘poor’.
English
Corpus-based
Yu and 
Hatzivassiloglou 
(2003)
A seed list o f  675 positive words and 679 
negative words.
English
Kaji and 
Kitsuregawa 
(2006)
A lexicon of 303 positive and 433 negative 
content indicators, linguistic extraction patterns, 
HTML tags, dependency analyser.
Japanese
Suzuki et al. 
(2006)
syntactic parser, semantic dictionaries, training 
examples, contextual information.
Japanese
Li et al. (2007) lemmatiser, POS tagger, gazetteer lists. English,Chinese
Annotated training corpora used for sentiment and polarity analysis systems are either 
manually tagged or compiled automatically. For example, training corpora can be tagged 
automatically at the document level using websites that publish users reviews, like 
‘Amazon.com’ where users reviews of books and other products are published accompanied 
with a five star scale. Such a scale can be used to tag the text it accompanies as positive or 
negative. Another approach is to prepare a polarity tagged corpus using the structures of 
HTML documents like tables that have ‘Pros’ and ‘Cons’ headers or Items lists headers with 
‘Plus’ and ‘Minus’ (e.g. Kaji and Kitsuregawa, 2006). Unlabelled training corpora can also 
be used along with seed words or phrases to extract further phrases (e.g. Turney, 2002; 
Hatzivassiloglous and McKeown, 1997; Yu and Hatzivassiloglou, 2003). The work of Turney 
(2002) can be considered as an attempt to use unsupervised learning of polarity lexicons and 
the work of Yu and Hatzivassiloglou (2003) as semi-supervised.
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Academic research on computational approaches to sentiment and polarity analysis has 
expanded quickly in the last few years and commercial software6 were also developed for 
extracting sentiments from general and financial texts. Both motivated by the increasing 
quantities of different types of text, audio and video available on the web such as news and 
social media material and at organisations particularly customer information such customer 
feedback forms and call centres logs. In the next section, we review a selection of methods 
used in developing sentiment and polarity analysis systems which are generally either 
thesaurus-based or corpus-based. We do not intend to provide a comprehensive review but 
rather a review of a selection of notable different methods.
2.3.1 Thesaurus-Based Approaches
The synonym relations between words that are mapped in the WordNet hierarchies were 
utilised by Kamps et al. (2004) to tag adjectives as positive or negative. Their algorithm uses 
graph theory to measure the minimum distance between a candidate word and the words 
‘good’ and ‘bad’. If the word is closer to ‘good’ the label would be positive and if  it is closer 
to ‘bad’ it would be labelled as negative. Figure 3 shows the clustering of words around 
‘good’ and ‘bad based on the minimum distance to these two words. Kamps et al. argue that 
since the synonymy relation connects words with similar relations, then the minimal distance 
between two words d(wit w) in the WordNet hierarchy would express the similarity in 
meaning. The evaluative function that measures the relative distance from a word to the two 
reference words is defined by the authors as:
EVA(w) = d(w’bad) - d(w’g°od) 
d  (g o o d ,b a d )
The division by the distance between the two reference words would yield results bound to 
the interval [-1, 1] where the function will assign values ranging from -1 for ‘bad’ words to 1 
for ‘good’ words. Such an approach depends on the availability of WordNet for the target 
language and how well it covers the vocabulary of a language. The authors evaluate their list 
against the manually constructed lists of the GI by counting the number of intersecting words. 
Their results show 349 words intersected between the two lists with 68.19% of agreement.
6 An Example o f  a generic sentiment analysis commercial software is ‘SPSS’ (http://www.spss.com).
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Figure 3. The geodesic distances to adjectives ‘good’ and ‘bad.’ The length of the edges 
corresponds to the distance (Kamps et al., 2004).
Godbole el al. (2007) present a system that assigns scores expressing the overall positive or 
negative opinion about entities mentioned. The system does do distinguish between subjective 
and factual information in sentiment analysis of news because they consider both as 
contributors to the public sentiment about the entities mentioned in news. The system 
functions in two phases, in the first phase, the sentiment expressions related to entities are 
identified and in the second phase extracted sentiments are aggregated and sentiment scores 
are assigned to each entity in relation to other entities. The sentiment lexicons are generated 
by providing a seed list of sentiment words in seven domains (general, health, crime, sports, 
business, politics and media), and then WordNet is used to expand the lexicons through path 
analysis. The authors point out that their approach is different in that their method considers 
that the search for synonyms recursively can result in weak coherence and wrong extraction 
of synonyms as the distance widens. For example, the word ‘bad’ can be reached from the 
word ‘good’ using the WordNet synonym paths (Figure 4). To overcome this limitation, they 
utilise both the synonyms and antonyms relations in WordNet. They assume that the longer 
the paths from a seed word to its synonyms and the more alternation between positive and 
negative words (antonyms) in a path, the weaker the relation. Scores are used to filter words 
and are based on the path distance and number of alternations. Relations below specific scores 
are considered as spurious and are discarded. Additionally, only the top commonly used 
synonym/antonym senses ordered by WordNet are accepted.
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Good
Figure 4. Four possible paths from ‘Good’ to ‘Bad’ through three hops in WordNet 
(Godbole et al., 2007).
Esuli and Sebastiani (2006) introduced ‘Sentiment WordNet’7 (SentiWordNet) which is 
defined as a lexical resource for opinion mining. The resource is based on WordNet and was 
compiled automatically using linguistic and statistical techniques in a semi-supervised 
approach. In SentiWordNet, each WordNet synset is assigned three numerical values denoting 
how positive, negative and objective (neutral) a synset is. The sum of the three values always 
equals to one resulting in a unique subjectivity value for each synset that is visualised in a two 
dimension graphical representation with a positive-negative polarity axis and an objective- 
subjective polarity axis (Figure 5). By hypothesising that WordNet relations define polarity 
together with meaning, a seed list of positive and negative terms was used to learn further 
words using WordNet relations such as synonyms and antonyms within certain restrictions on 
the path lengths and POS tags. SentiWordNet accepts a new learned word only when its POS 
tag matches the seed word POS tag. After that, and by noting that glosses are the textual 
descriptions of the synsets semantics, the words in the gloss of each WordNet synset were 
utilised as feature vectors to tr ain supervised classifiers using the seed words and the newly 
learned words as training examples. This is based on the assumption that synsets with the 
same polarity will tend to have similar words in their glosses. For example, the glosses of 
‘honest’ and ‘intrepid’ will comprise appreciative expressions and the glosses of ‘disturbing’ 
and ‘superflous’ will comprise derogative expressions. Two binary classifiers are generated, 
one that can discriminate between ‘Positive’ category and ‘not Positive’ category and the 
second to discriminate between ‘Negative’ category and ‘Not Negative’ category. Words that 
are classified as ‘Positive’ and ‘not Negative’ are considered as positive words and vice versa 
for negative words. Terms which are classified as both ‘Positive’ and ‘Negative’ or ‘not 
Positive’ and ‘not Negative’ as considered as objective words. The resultant ‘ternary’
7 Available at: http://sentiwordnet.isti.cnr.it
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classifier is then used to classify the vectors of all the synsets in WordNet resulting in a 
complete sentiment classification of WordNet. The authors reported that they produced a 
corpus with 1,000 WordNet synsets labelled by human evaluators to be used as a ‘gold 
standard’ for evaluating their method.
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(a) The graphical representation adopted SentiWordNet visualization of the opinion 
by SentiWordNet for representing the related properties of the term ‘estimable’, 
opinion related properties of a synset.
Figure 5. SentiWordNet representation of synset polarity (Adapted from Esuli and 
Sebastiani, 2006).
2.3.2 Corpus-Based Approaches
Li et al. (2007) used the ANNIE system available with the General Architecture for Text 
Engineering (GATE) system developed at the University of Sheffield to get some linguistic 
features such as token form, capitalisation information, token kind, lemma, POS tags, 
semantic classes from gazetteer lists and the types of names entities using a rule-based 
recognizer. In addition, a subjective word list comprising 636 subjective words with their 
POS tags, syntactic structures by using a parser and dependency trees were also used. Then 
the features were used as input to a binary Support Vector Machine (SVM) supervised 
classifier for identifying opinion sentences and for extracting opinion holders. The corpora 
used for training and testing was the Multi-Perspective Question Answering (MPQA) corpus 
comprising 535 news items manually annotated with subjective information. They have 
reported a 78% F-Measure for opinion sentence extraction and 61% F-Measure for opinion 
holder extraction. The same learned model was then tested on another corpus (NTCIR-6) 
available for a shared task in opinion extraction and the results were much lower compared to 
using one corpus for training and testing. The results of training and testing using the NICIR-
PN polarity ■
Positive
Objective
NegativeSubjective
Term Sense 
Position
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6 corpus were also lower compared to using the MPQA corpus because the coipus material 
was harder to model using the proposed method. The NICIR-6 coipus is also available in 
Chinese and the authors reported better results in extracting Chinese opinion sentences 
compared to English.
Based 0 1 1  the idea that search engines use could be extended to provide valuable information 
to NLP systems. Turnery (2002) introduced a ‘pointwise mutual information’ formula to 
calculate (unsupervised learning) the semantic orientation (SO) of phrases for classifying 
reviews (e.g. movie and cars reviews) as favourable or unfavourable. The formula depends on 
a search engine statistics to classify 2-word phrases with adjectives or adverbs as positive or 
negative by comparing the search engine hits o f the phrase itself and with the reference words 
‘excellent’ and ‘poor’:
'Q( 1. .  \ - 1  hits(phrase NEAR “excellent”) hits(“poor”)
^  hits(phrase NEAR “poor”) hits(“excellent”)
If, for example, a phrase appears frequently with ‘excellent’ then it would have a positive 
value and is labelled as positive. Then to label reviews, the average semantic orientation of 
all the matched positive and negative phrases in each reviews are counted and unseen reviews 
are labelled based on this value. A review would be labelled as positive when the average 
semantic orientation value is positive and as negative when the average semantic orientation 
is negative. Turney reports that his algorithm achieved an average accuracy of 74% on 
determining whether 410 reviews in four domains are recommending or not recommending 
the product or service being reviewed. Table 5 lists examples of extracted phrases using 
Turney’s method along with their semantic orientations.
Table 5. Examples of extracted phrases with their calculated semantic orientations 
(adapted from Turney, 2002).
Phrase Semantic Orientation Phrase Semantic Orientation
online service 2.780 unethical practices -8.484
online experience 2.253 low funds -6.843
direct deposit 1.288 other problems -2.748
low fees 0.333 lesser evil -2.288
printable version -0.705 little difference -1.615
true service -0.732 other bank -0.850
other bank -0.850 possible moment -0.668
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Suzuki et al. (2006) introduced a semi-supervised learning method to classify evaluative 
expressions that indicate favourable or unfavourable opinions on specific subjects. They 
argued that evaluative expressions are not only words indicating polarity such as ‘beautiful’ 
and ‘bad’ but rather a tuple with a subject, attribute and an evaluative word. Tuples are used 
because words are ambiguous without the context. For instance, the sentence “the noise of 
this HDD is high” can be analysed as a tuple with ‘HDD’ as the subject, ‘noise’ as an attribute 
and ‘high’ as an evaluative word. This sentence should be labelled as a negative sentence 
because the evaluative word ‘high’ refers to the attribute ‘noise’ of the subject ‘HDD’, if the 
context is not considered then the sentence would be labelled as positive due to the polarity of 
the word ‘high’ out of context. The authors experimented with Japanese blog data. The 
method of Suzuki el al. depends a Japanese syntactic parser to analyse the sentences and 
Japanese semantic dictionaries to find the subjects and attributes of adjective evaluative 
words, where subjects must be concrete nouns and attributes must be abstract nouns. To train 
the classifiers on unlabeled data, they used a bootstrapping method combining an Expectation 
Maximization algorithm and Naive Bayes classifiers with a seed of training examples and 
contextual information. They have utilised different types of contextual information such as 
exclamation words, emoticons like ‘:-(’ and ‘:-)’ and words in the labelled training data that 
are modifying words in the unlabelled training as features for identifying and classifying 
evaluative expressions. The authors claim a 77.9% accuracy and due some of the errors to the 
difficulty in handling idiomatic expressions or ambiguous words.
Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown (1997) in their study on the semantic orientation of 
adjectives also remarked that the morphological relationships between adjectives affect their 
semantic orientation. They observed that adjectives that have related morphological forms 
(e.g. adequate-inadequate or thoughtful-thoughtless) predominantly appear to have different 
semantic orientations. Their method relies on the conjunctions (i.e. and, or, but, either-or, 
neither-or) between adjectives to provide information about the semantic orientation of 
adjectives. They hypothesis that adjectives around, for example, the conjunction ‘and’ appear 
to have similar orientations (e.g. good and reliable) and around the conjunction ‘but’ appear 
to have different orientations (e.g. good but slow). And these properties in language can be 
used through statistical analysis of corpora to automatically predict the orientation of one 
adjective if  the other is known in such patterns of usage. In their experiments, they have 
created a training set by manually selecting adjectives that are frequent (frequency > 20) and 
express polarity and then automatically expand the list by checking their patterning around 
the conjunctions to cluster the adjective into two clusters. Their algorithm assumes that the 
cluster with larger average frequency comprises positive words based on the observation 
rooted in psychology that positive words are more abundant in English. Osgood, a
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psychologist, observed such asymmetry by concluding that humans have a universal tendency 
to use positive words more than negative words through analysing 13 types of texts (Boucher 
and Osgood, 1969). In addition, Baumeister et al. (2001: 329) explain that “Bad events are so 
much stronger than good ones that the good must outnumber the bad in order to prevail”. 
Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown (1997) claim a 92% accuracy using 236 adjectives. The 
approach requires a good seed list o f adjectives selected and labelled manually to perform 
well.
Yu and Hatzivassiloglou (2003) introduced an approach for the automatic prediction of the 
semantic orientation of opinion sentences. They use a wall-street corpus where each news 
item is labelled as Editorial, Letter to Editor, Business and News, the researchers assume that 
Editorials and Letters to Editor will comprise more evaluating words. Thus, these labels are 
used to classify news items as predominately fact bearing or opinion bearing using a Naive 
Bayes classifier. After that, and to extract semantically oriented words and their directions 
from the candidate opinion bearing sentences, Yu and Hatzivassiloglou hypothesise that 
positive words co-occur more frequently than expected by chance and similarly for negative 
words. They use a list of 1,336 adjectives compiled manually by Hatzivassiloglou and 
McKeown (1997) as seed words which are divided into 675 positive words and 679 negative 
words. They introduced a modified log-likelihood formula L(Wi, POSj) to extract polar words, 
their direction, and their polarity strength. The formula calculates the ratio of the collocation 
frequency (within a span of complete sentences) of each word Wt with POSj once with all the 
positive seed adjectives ADJP and another time with all the negative seed adjectives ADJ„ as 
follows:
L(Wi,P O Sj ) = log
Freq(Wj, P O S j, AD J p ) + e ^  
Freq(WaU, P O S j, A D J p) 
FreqjW,, P O Sj, AD J n) + s  
Freq(WaU,P O Sp  A D Jn)
Where Freq(Wan, POSj, ADJP)  is the collocation frequency of all the words Wau in the training 
corpus with a POS tag type POSj and ADJP, a small value ( s  =0.05) is added as a smoothing 
constant. The polarity of the sentences as positive or negative is determined based on the 
average polarities of the words matched in each sentence and using two cutoffs tp and 
Sentences comprising words that have an average log-likelihood greater than tp are labelled as 
positive, and sentences with average log-likelihood less than t„ are labelled as negative 
sentences. Sentences with averages that lie in between the two cutoffs are labelled as neutral 
sentences. A gold standard was created by collecting sentences randomly from a random
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selection of 25 news items on four selected topics (gun control, illegal aliens, social security, 
and welfare reform) resulting in 400 sentences that were divided equally and given to humans 
to label the polarities of the sentences that they think are opinion sentences. The authors 
claim the best accuracy of 68% when extracting polar words with POS tags of adjectives, 
adverbs, and verbs.
Kaji and Kitsuregawa (2006) argue that methods which depend on review sites are limited to 
domains that have large numbers of reviews and that these methods generate noisy training 
corpora. They describe a method for the automatic extraction of opinion sentence and the 
compilation of polarity-tagged corpora using clues in the structure of HTML documents and 
linguistic patterns for expressing opinions based on Japanese grammar and word order 
constraints. The authors utilise the itemisation and table structures with items or table cells 
comprising single sentences to extract opinion sentences and their polarity. To filter the tables 
and itemisation lists, Kaji and Kitsuregawa manually crafted an indicator lexicon comprising 
303 positive indicators and 433 negative indicators and set of Japanese linguistic extraction 
patterns. Figure 6 gives an example of an HTML itemisation list and a table structure 
comprising opinion sentences observed by the authors to appear frequently in HTML 
documents, in the itemised list the positives indicator is ‘Pros’ and the negatives indicator is 
‘Cons’ while in the table the indicators are ‘Plus’ and ‘Minus’. An example of a Japanese 
extraction patterns crafted by the authors is a pattern for extracting positive or negative topics 
by matching content words that appear after the phrase “the advantage/weakness is to” 
followed by the Japanese postpositional topic marker ‘-ha’. The opinion sentences are then 
extracted using the indicator lexicon, HTML tags for itemised lists and tables such as ‘<hl>’ 
and ‘<ul>’ tags and Japanese linguistic patterns in free text. From the 120 million HTML 
documents that were analysed, a polarity-tagged coipus of 126,610 opinion sentences was 
compiled with more than 50% of sentences extracted using the linguistic patterns. The authors 
report that the performance of training a Naive Bayes classifier with bag-of-words features on 
their polarity-tagged corpus is c. 80% accuracy when tested on reviews pages.
Pros:
■ The sound is natural.
■ Music is easy to find.
■ Can enjoy creating m y favorite play-lists.
Cons:
■ The remote controller does not have an LCD display.
■ H ie body gets scratched and fingerprinted easily.
■ The battery drains quickly when using the backlight.
(a) Opinion sentences in an itemisation list
Figure 6. Examples of ‘itemisations’ and ‘tables’ as cues for opinion sentences (Adapted 
from Kaji and Kitsuregawa, 2006).
Mileage(urban) 7.0km/litter
Mileage(highway) 9.0km/litter
Plus This is a four door 
car, but it’s so cool.
Minus The seat is ragged 
and the light is dark.
(b) Opinion sentences in a table.
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2.4 Computational Approaches to the Analysis of Financial Texts
Although computational approaches to the analysis of financial news analysis can benefit 
from the methods and resources developed for sentiment analysis approaches, there is no 
apparent interaction between researchers working 0 1 1  automatic sentiment and polarity 
analysis of general texts and researchers working on the automatic analysis of financial news. 
However, some recent work in economics such as Tetlock et al. (2007) and Davis et al. 
(2006) have used dictionaries compiled by content analysis researchers. While in polarity 
analysis of reviews and other document subjectivity where opinions are the goal of sentiment 
analysis, in financial texts, facts or objective information as well as the subjective 0 1 * opinion 
of market participants can affect the sentiments of market players and subsequently the 
markets. For example, if a company profits falls, this event might have an effect on the 
prospect value of its share and if  the demand for oil increases in the US or China and India, 
oil prices might increase in international markets.
Approaches to the automatic analysis of financial texts can be classified into three types; 
coipus-based, dictionary-based and hybrid approaches where corpora and data related to the 
financial markets are both used to develop systems. Usually supervised learning techniques 
are used in analysing financial news for extracting events related to market movements and 
sentiments where usually linguistic resources are required. The analysis sometimes looks at 
the distribution of pre-specified keywords or patterns -  directional metaphors like ‘rose/fall’, 
‘up/down’, health metaphors like ‘anaemic/healthy’ and animal metaphors like 
‘bullish/bearish’. A system can be trained to correlate and to learn the changes in the 
distribution of the prescribed metaphorical polar keywords, together with names of 
organisations, to the changes in the value of financial instruments. Commercial software are 
also now available for analysing financial news for assisting in decision making and finding 
profitable trades from companies such as Reuters and Dow Jones among others8. Before 
surveying different approaches to the analysis of financial text, we summarise them in Table 6
8 examples o f  financial news sentiment analysis commercial software are ‘M ediaSentiment’ 
(http://www.mediasentiment.com), ‘Dow JONES News Analytics’
(http://www.djnewswires.com/djna/) and ‘Reuters NewsScope Sentiment Engine’ 
(http://www.about.reuters.com/productinfo/newsscopesentiment).
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Table 6. Summary of some computational Approaches to the analysis of financial texts.
Approach Method Goal Tools/Resources for Building Lexicons Language
Corpus-
Based
Surdeanu et al. 
(2003)
Extracting the changing 
values of stock indexes 
(‘market change’).
Proposition Bank (ProbBank) 
corpus, POS, named entity 
recogniser and dependency parser 
(full parser).
English
Seo el al. (2004) Assisting in managing a portfolio.
Manual identification of patterns of 
word sequences found in a corpus. English
Chan and Lam 
(2005)
Extract market 
movements and their 
causes.
Pre-designed rules and lexicons 
from a manual corpus analysis, 
POS tagger, WordNet.
English
Lan et al. (2005)
Reduce information 
overload and assist in 
decision making.
POS tagger, NER, hand-crafted 
finite-state rules by analysing a 
corpus manually.
English
Ahmad and 
Almas (2005)
Generating a market 
sentiment index.
Selection of positive and negative 
words from a manual corpus 
inspection.
Arabic
Das and Chen 
(2006)
Extracting sentiments 
from stock message 
boards to generate a 
sentiment index.
Training several classifiers on a 
human labelled training corpus. English
Ahmad et al. 
(2006)
Extracting sentiments 
and polar information 
from financial news.
Automatic extraction of domain 
specific patterns using general 
language corpora, then manual 
filtering and labelling of extracted 
patterns as positive or negative.
English, 
Chinese 
and Arabic
Dictionary-
Based
(content
analysis
dictionaries)
Davis et al. 
(2006)
Investigating if a firm 
performance can be 
predicted through the 
analysis of earning 
reports.
Diction 5.0 content analysis 
dictionary English
Tetlock et al. 
(2007)
Investigating the affect 
of media on firms 
fundamentals and 
stocks prices.
General Inquirer (GI) content 
analysis dictionary English
Hybrid 
(corpus data 
combined 
with time- 
series data)
Peramunetilleke 
and Wong 
(2002)
Prediction rules of 
financial instruments
Expert providing a set of keyword 
records, each comprising a 
sequence of two to five words 
which they believe represent 
important events, time-series data 
are used to assign weights to the 
records
English
Koppel and 
Shtrimberg 
(2004)
Classify news as 
positive or negative.
Label news in a corpus based on 
price changes in stocks prices, use 
statistical classifiers to label words 
as positive or negative.
English
Pui et al. (2005)
Investigate the impact 
of news items on the 
financial markets.
A trend discovery algorithm finds 
trends in time-series and then news 
items in a corpus are labelled based 
on their time in relation to the 
trends, feature words are extracted 
from the labelled news items using 
statistical analysis.
English
This thesis
Extracting sentiments 
and polar information 
from financial news.
Time-series data are used to tag 
news items in corpora as positive or 
negative through numerical 
matching, and then weirdness and 
collocation analysis is used to 
extract sentiment and polarity 
bearing information.
English and 
Arabic
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2.4.1 Corpus-Based Approaches
Surdeanu et al. (2003) reported an F-measnre of c. 80% for the task of extracting the changing 
value of stock indexes (‘market change’). The system was trained using the Proposition Bank 
(ProbBank) corpus; a Treebank coipus of Wall Street Journal articles annotated with semantic 
roles of verbs, transferring sentences to propositions. They have generated a map of rules 
manually in their training coipus that links the arguments (i.e. instrument name and amount 
change) of selected predicate verbs like ‘fall’ and ‘gain’ with IE template slots (IE templates 
identify what to extract). In their experiments they showed that their predicate-argument 
semantic structures (also known as dependency structures) perform better than Finite State 
Automatons (FSA) and regular expressions in handling linguistic variations (paraphrases) due 
to their flexibility with syntactic variants and synonyms. Their system requires the coipus to 
be fully parsed, a POS, named entity recogniser and dependency parser (full parsing) must be 
applied on a coipus before the extraction patterns can be applied.
In Lan et al. (2005), a dialogue-based system for accessing extracted information from 
financial news is presented. The goal of the system is to reduce information overload and 
assist in decision making. An expert was asked to identify sentences that are important for 
decision-making in a corpus comprising financial news. The news stories sentences were POS 
tagged and a NER was applied, In addition, a set of hand-crafted finite-state rules using 
regular expressions were also applied for recognising the syntactic constitutes (i.e. shallow 
parsing or chunking) of the important sentences. After that, the main syntactic constitutes 
were classified manually based on the semantic meanings they carry in relation to the 
financial domain (i.e. company names and person names), IE templates were created by an 
expert by linking the syntactic constitutes to the templates slots.
Chan and Lam (2005) analysed news items published by Reuters related to the Hong Kong 
stock market. Their goal was to extract market movements and their causes. Their system 
requires pre-designed rules and lexicons (Table 7) which are created by analysing a coipus 
manually, which is a bottleneck if there are large multilingual corpora to be analysed. Then 
the system can learn new rules that are similar to the existing during the learning phase from 
unseen coipora. Their system requires a POS and a thesaurus (WordNet) during the learning 
phase.
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Table 7. Seed lexicon for extracting Hong Kong stock market movement (Chan and 
Lam, 2005).
M ovem ent C oncept term s
Upward higher, gain ground, gain, rise, rose, up, boosted, gaining, rally, boost, go up, surge, recovery, reversing earlier losses, reversed early losses
Downward
lower, down, cut, losses, loss, drop, falls, fall, slipping, slid, plunge, sink, cuts, 
lost ground, slip, fell, weak, slimmer, falling, slipped, slide, weaker, weakness, 
weakening, drop, decline, decrease
No change steady, tight range, little changed, flat, range-bound, consolidating, mixed 
performance, mixed, consolidate, stabilize, unchanged
Activity
fear, hope, concern, profit woe, bottoming out, lock in profits, cautious, bailed 
out, sell, emerged, weigh, sideline, concerned about, worries, worrying, worried 
about, suffer, lack o f clear signs, further, concerned over, worried, eye, lend 
support, lends support, shrugged off negative news, revitalize, brisk, plague
A financial news analysis system for assisting in managing a portfolio is discussed by Seo el 
al. (2004). They claim that their system has over 70% accuracy for automatically analysing 
news reports that reflect positively or negatively on a company’s financial outlook like 
earnings reports, revenues and movement of stocks. Their system classifies news into five 
classes ranging from ‘bad’ to ‘good’ by extracting frequent and nearby sequences of open- 
class words that would give a minimum classification error. The discovery of the sequences is 
carried out manually. For example, the words ‘shares’ and ‘rose’ detected in one sentence 
indicate or vote for a ‘good’ class. The collection of votes triggered from extracting all the 
sequences found in each news item determines the most probable class automatically.
Encouraged by the argument that there is a link between small investors’ sentiments and stock 
market activity, Das and Chen (2006) developed a method for extracting sentiments from 
stock message boards; less regular and more ambiguous texts compared to news. Their goal 
was to develop a sentiment index created from the classification of messages over time. They 
adapted five classification techniques that use linguistic features such as POS tags and 
statistical methods to label messages as ‘bullish’ (optimistic), ‘bearish’ (pessimistic) and 
‘neutral’ based on the words that appear in the messages. The classifiers are trained on a 
corpus with pre-classified messages to learn sentiment classification rules. The label of each 
message is determined by the majority vote of the classifiers, i.e. 3 of the 5 classifiers must 
agree on the class of the message. The classifiers require three knowledge sources. First, an 
English general dictionary that contains POS information to detect adjective and adverbs (the 
assumption is that adjectives and adverbs emphasise sentiment). Second, a hand-picked 
collection of sentiment words (such as bull, bear, uptick and pressure) with all of their forms
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tagged as positive and negative. Third, a pre-classified coipus to provide statistical 
information when processing unseen messages. They claim that their system achieved an 
accuracy of 30-35% for classifying unseen messages compared with human classification.
Ahmad and Almas (2005) presented a study to extract sentiment words from financial news in 
Arabic, a number of hand-picked sentiment words stems were stored in a lexicon, then the 
extraction engine matched all the morphological variants of the stems. The study showed that 
single words can be very ambiguous on their own. In Ahmad et al. (2006), an attempt was 
made to extract candidate ‘sentiment’ bearing patterns from news items in English, Chinese, 
Arabic and Urdu. Terminology and collocation extraction techniques were used to discover 
text segments comprising metaphorical polar words by extracting re-collocation patterns in 
training corpora within a window of five words on each side of a keyword. However, the 
focus of the method was on extracting keywords and not polar words which limited the 
extraction of sentiment bearing patterns to only those which collocate strongly with domain 
specific terms, the method could not determine which patterns express polarity and the 
polarity (positive or negative) of the patterns. The keywords were extracted by comparing the 
frequency distribution of a financial corpus with a general language corpus. We utilise this 
technique to extract domain specific terms and patterns from our training coipora, but our 
pattern discovery algorithm aims to present richer patterns and process topologically different 
languages more effectively.
2.4.2 Dictionary-Based Approaches
Some work on the automatic analysis of financial news utilised content analysis resources for 
the automatic analysis of financial texts. Two interesting research studies are discussed in 
Davis et al. (2006) and Tetlock et al. (2007). The work of Davis et al. relies on Diction 5.0 
(Hart, 2000); a dictionary-based content analysis software used in academic research for 
analysing narrative discourse such as speeches of politicians, federal reserve policymakers 
and annual reports to stockholders. Diction’s lexicons comprises three ‘optimism-increasing’ 
word lists labelled ‘Praise’, ‘Satisfaction’ and ‘Inspiration’ and another three ‘Optimism- 
Decreasing’ word lists labelled ‘Blame’, ‘Hardship’ and ‘Denial’. Davis et al. analysed 
24,000 quarterly earning press releases published by PR newswire between 1998 and 2003. 
The analysis of earning press releases was motivated by the difference between narrative 
disclosures and language use from numerical disclosure; unlike numbers, there is an inherent 
subjectivity in language use and there is no any explicit regulation for controlling the usage of 
language. The authors report that their analysis of the earning reports using Diction suggests 
that optimistic and pessimistic language used by managers is predictive of the firms’ future 
performance.
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Tetlock et al. (2007) used the GI to analyse news to find out if the media provides new 
information about firms’ fundamentals and whether stock markets prices incorporate such 
information. They mention literary that their findings show: 1) the fraction of negative words 
in firm-specific news stories forecasts low firm earnings, 2) firms’ stock prices briefly under 
react to the information embedded in negative words and 3) the earnings and return 
predictability from negative words is largest for the stories that focus on fundamentals.
However, Diction and GI were compiled for specific purposes by analysing specific 
documents, and using their lexicons without customisation to process financial news could be 
biased towards over or under estimating the presence of positive and negative information in 
financial texts. Hence the statistics derived would be the result of words tags analysed in 
completely different domains and contexts and to answer research questions in different 
domains. Krippendorff remarks that “most content analyses would benefit from the 
construction of special-purpose dictionaries, but developing a dictionary from scratch can be a 
formidable task” (Krippendorff, 2004: pp. 287). The task would be even more formidable 
when the content is available in a multi-lingual enviroment.
2.4.3 Hybrid Approaches
Koppel and Shtrimberg (2004) correlateed market movements with news items to train a 
model for automatically classifying financial news as positive and negative; a task useful for 
sentiment analysis. Their model considers price increases with a specific amount as a sign that 
the news published on a previous date is positive and vice versa. Then they extracted the 
frequent and non-function words found in the positive and negative news items as features 
using a SVM classifier to classify unseen news. They reported some success in identifying 
negative news. The relation between news and stock prices is not trivial and so the correlation 
procedure they follow is very limited and could be biased towards detecting coincidence 
patterns (i.e. news is released before a market move that is not a result of the news being 
analysed in the experiments). In addition, each news story can contain several positive and 
negative phrases and each phrase might have different impact on of the markets. Their model 
also does not consider neutral news. Because single words can be very ambiguous in financial 
news, they suggest that the use of collocation patterns as features instead of words for 
improving their method.
The work of Pui et al. (2005) was an attempt to investigate the impact of news items on 
financial markets within the framework of Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) using data and 
text mining approaches. They remark that their work is motivated by the increasing amount
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of important textual information that is available on the web which is related to financial 
markets such as news stories, companies’ reports and experts’ recommendations. And also, 
that it is not trivial to extract what is important and/or to discover relationships between the 
texts and financial markets. Their system starts with discovering fiends in the time series of 
stocks prices using a £t-based split-and-merge piecewise linear approximation’ algorithm. The 
goal of the splitting is to discover trends while the goal of merging is to avoid over­
segmentation. Then news stories are aligned with segmented time series of the same time 
period. After the alignment, words are considered as features and the significance of features 
and exclusiveness to trend features is calculated using a chi-square test on a 2x2 contingency 
table. The news items and the segments are the two dimensions of the contingency table and 
the significant features will be used to select only news items that are valuable for prediction 
and ignoring news that is not. Finally, the features that are aligned more with the upward 
segments are labelled as positive features and vice versa for the negative features using 
support vector machines learning approach.
Two tests are performed by Pui et al. to evaluate their system. First a simulation is performed 
to buy and sell stocks based on the system predictions and the results are compared to a buy 
and hold trading strategy where stocks are bought at the start of the evaluation period and sold 
at the end of the evaluation period. The first tests showed that the system generated an 
18.06% accumulative return compared to 20.56% for the buy and hold strategy. The second 
test comprised a hit rate analysis where the prediction ability of the system is evaluated, the 
authors reported that their system achieved the highest hit rale at 65.4% over a holding period 
of five days (compared to 51.0% for one day, 61.6% for three days and 55.7% for seven days) 
with a 21.49% accumulative return which suggests that the system is suited for prediction that 
span over three to five days. From the evaluation results, the authors concluded that there is 
strong relationship between news stories and the stock markets.
Wuthrich et al. (1998) introduced a system for predicting the direction (up, down or steady) of 
several stock indexes before they open using publicly available news related to the markets on 
the web. They argue that the advantage of analysing news is the richer content that not only 
report an event (e.g. the Dow ) but also provide the possible causes of events (e.g. because of 
a weak German bond market) among other information helping in deriving better predictions. 
Peranumetilleke and Wong (2002) used Wuthrich’s et al. system to analyse only headlines 
instead of the content of news items to forecast intraday currency exchange rates. They used a 
commercial data set comprising minute-to-minute news items and exchange rates. The 
headlines were selected due to their limited vocabulary and style restrictions which make 
them easier to process with automated analysis techniques. The authors remarked that
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headlines are still harder to process compared to processing numbers only as in technical and 
statistical analysis techniques. Their system depends on an expert to provide a set of keyword 
records each comprising a sequence of two to five words (e.g. [US, inflation, weak], 
[Germany, lower, interest, rate], [pound, lower], [US, dollar, up]) representing events which 
the expert believes are important and influence the markets. The negation of the records is 
also detected when a list of negation words are matched. Then the system automatically 
assigns weights to these records using the frequency of occurrence of the records in the same 
day or before the possible events of up, down, or steady of financial instruments. Finally, the 
weighted records are correlated with financial instruments values to generate probabilistic 
prediction rules for each instrument comprising one or more records (e.g. Dollar_UP [Time] 
<r Stock_ROSE [Time-1]). The highest accuracy Wuthrich et al. achieve is 46.7% for the 
FTSE 100 index and the lowest is 40% for the Singapore Straits with an average of 43.6% for 
six different stocks markets indexes.
Peramunetilleke and Wong claim that their tests show a prediction better than random 
guessing. According to them, the system achieves at best 51% accuracy in one of the 
experiments. They conclude that the system outperforms a time series analysis tool based on 
technical analysis techniques which only achieves 37% and two neural network approaches to 
prediction using numerical financial data. They remark that human traders usually achieve up 
to 50% accuracy in intraday prediction and that it is conceived between traders that they have 
interviewed that the 50% is a difficult level of accuracy to reach. The authors were not able to 
convince any trader to accept recording his performance. They use a limited testing material 
and predict only two currency pair’s exchange rates, so still further validation is required. But 
in general, the authors argue that their results is a motivation for further research in the 
automatic analysis of financial news including the analysis of other financial markets such as 
bonds markets. The researchers suggest that one important improvement to their approach 
would be for the system to be able to generate the keyword records automatically using a 
training set of news headlines.
2.5 Summary
Chapter 2 discussed two main motivations of this research, the relation between financial 
news and the behaviour of financial markets and automatic IE. It also surveyed the existing 
relevant literature on computational approaches to polarity analysis and to the analysis of 
financial texts. Our survey suggests that the analysis of financial news is becoming 
increasingly important and increasing research with computational and economic/financial 
motivations are being conducted. Usually, approaches to the analysis of financial texts
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usually require the manual identification of rules and depend on the developer’s intuition to 
initiate the learning process. Keywords and phrases that express positive/negative information 
or report/predict changes in the values of financial instruments are pro-selected by hand which 
require considerable amount of time and continuous updating. Most of the work is mainly 
focused on English texts. In the next Chapter, we introduce our method which aims to address 
the problem of automating the extraction of polarity lexicons from financial texts in a 
multilingual environment.
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3 Method
3.1 Introduction
The choice of lexicons of affect in the various works mentioned in the previous chapter 
appears to be subjective despite the rich underpinnings from research in content analysis (e.g. 
Davis et al., 2006; Tetlock et al., 2007) or the use of WordNet thesaurus as in a number of 
learning-based approaches (e.g. Kamps et al., 2004; Esuli and Sebastiani, 2006). Most of the 
research reviewed earlier in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 depends on a number of general NLP 
resources such as POS taggers and syntactic parsers. The majority of research in financial 
news analysis is focused on the English language. Some researchers take a simplistic view on 
the relationship between news and financial markets (e.g. Koppel and Shtrimberg, 2004) in 
order to automatically compile the necessary lexicons for analysing news. Such a view could 
lead to false generalisations when the methods and systems relate all the movements in the 
markets to the news preceding such movements without considering that the movements 
could be due to other news not included in the training corpora or to technical and numerical 
analysis indicators. In addition, some studies have shown diat the response of financial 
markets such as stock markets in emerging economies is different to the response of the stock 
markets in developed economies (Kahler, 2001).
Advancing the argument further, and at the lexical level of linguistic description there is the 
behaviour of multi-word expressions, either as collocational patterns or within a finite state 
grammar, however we see that the choice of key patterns are motivated by the knowledge of 
the grammar (e.g. Seo el al., 2004; Chan and Lam, 2005; Das and Chen, 2006) of a special 
language. The rise of special language studies complementing work in local grammars 
governing special and specific enterprises (lexicography, weather reports, frozen expressions) 
indicates that for extracting meaningful information from natural language texts one could use 
the constraint of a subject domain to good effect. Our approach to sentiment and polarity 
analysis, specifically in developing an affect lexicon, is derived using a coipus-based 
approach. Our corpus-based analysis of domain specific texts helps in the creation of a 
candidate terminology of a specialist domain. The collocational behaviour of the specialist 
terms is then used to identify the constituents of an affect lexicon of the domain. Given the 
specialist and affect vocabulary, our method facilitates the identification of key patterns of 
word usage that appear to be instrumental in the conveyance of sentiment within the specialist 
domain. Our approach to evaluation follows a conventional line and a more idiosyncratic 
approach. We extract sentiment-laden expressions using our method and compare how it 
could label unseen texts compared to humans. Our idiosyncratic approach to evaluation 
includes testing the effectiveness of our method across languages. Our work in computational
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polarity analysis was developed and refined using texts in one language (English). We then 
used the method to analyse texts in a typologically distinct language (Arabic).
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows: in Section 3.2 we discuss the basis of 
our method by introducing the field of corpus linguistics and the concepts of a special 
language, collocation and local grammar which were utilised for developing the techniques 
we propose for the automatic analysis of financial news streams. Section 3.3 describes in 
detail our corpus-based method and the corpus-driven approach we have developed. A 
prototype (LoLo) that implements the algorithms presented in Section 3.3 is presented in 
Section 3.4.
3.2 Basis of the Method
We follow the dictum of corpus-oriented lexicographers, particularly John Sinclair and 
Randolph Quirk, that frequency of a lexical item correlates with its acceptability (and by 
implication its currency) in a given language. We have adapted a related approach where the 
evidence of the existence of a specialist term is evaluated by comparing the frequency of its 
occurrence in a specialist corpora of text with its frequency in general language (Ahmad, 
1995), a valiant of the TF-IDF (term frequency-inverse document frequency) method 
developed by Sparck Jones (1972).
Sentiments expressed in specialist domains such as finance, entertainment and politics, 
invariably involve domain specific terms. It appears that in some cases affect words that are 
used in special domains could have an impact on the public, for example the ‘poor 
performance’ of an actor/director in a film can lead to a box-office crash, while the ‘poor 
performance’ of a firm is negative news for its stocks.
We have used a text external criterion for the behaviour of financial instruments reported in 
news/blogs/emails, for automatically extracting lexicons of polar words. The heuristic we 
have developed is as follows: when examining news reporting the values of financial 
instruments in a text coipus, if the news is related to an appericiation in the value of a 
financial instrument then this news item is regarded as positive and is added to a positive 
news sub-corpus. This process is repeated for the entirety of the coipus. Similarly, a negative 
sub-corpus is created. Then the distributional patterns of words in the two corpora are 
contrasted. The statistics used in the contrast showed that closed class words have the same 
frequency distribution as both positive and negative sub-corpora have the same general 
language. In addition, specialist keywords have the same frequency and collocation 
distribution because both sub-coipora belong to the same specialism. This leads to a residual
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set of words in each sub-corpus and these are our candidate polar words that inherit their 
labels from the polarity of the sub-corpus.
We are primarily interested in financial texts due to their strategic importance on the one hand 
and on the other hand the large volume of financial texts that must be analysed systematically 
by human beings in timely and effective manner. A possible process of a system of 
computational polarity analysis is given in Figure 7.
Constraints (Financial Domain)
Financial Language/Behavioural Finance/Econom ics
Input
(financial texts)
English/Arabic/Urdu/...
'
Process
Extractor
'
Output
Polar Words and 
Patterns
Support
Corpus Linguistics/Special Language 
Analysis/ Local Grammars
Figure 7. Possible process of a system for extracting polar words and patterns.
3.2.1 Corpus Linguistics
Corpus linguistics studies emphasise the importance of language use. This emphasis can be 
traced back to the work of John Firth and later refinements by Michael Halliday and John 
Sinclair who took the view that language should be studied as a social process and that 
meaning is context-dependent. To study a specific language and to confirm a hypothesis on 
language from the corpus linguistics point of view, a naturally occurring sample (or evidence) 
of such language instead of native speakers intuitions needs to be examined, this sample is 
known as a corpus.
In corpus studies, the general thought is that the larger the corpus the more reliable the 
language phenomena detected because the corpus will contain more evidence and will be 
more representative of the language. For example, determining the meaning of words without 
a context is difficult and larger corpora will comprise more contexts of words and so the 
statistics derived could be more reliable.
In corpus-driven studies the statistical conclusions about a language and information about 
recurrent structures are derived from a corpus and used as bases for formulating hypothesis 
and for improving and training language models. In corpus-based approaches corpora are 
used by theoretical linguists to “check on the evidence of their own, or their informants 
intuitions” (Atkins et al., 1992:14 cited in Pearson, 1998). Knowledge based computational
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linguists usually use corpora to evaluate the coverage of their models. John Sinclair suggested 
identifying researchers who use corpus-driven approaches for deriving or revising hypothesis 
as corpus linguists (Pearson, 1998). This term is useful for grouping researchers from 
different disciplines such as grammarians, lexicographers and NLP researchers who all 
perceive corpora as foundations for deriving any hypothesis.
Corpus-driven approaches are primarily concerned with the way in which words with close 
proximity interact with each other. The notion that “a word meaning can be known by the 
company that it keeps” (Firth, 1957) is important in corpus-driven approaches. In Sinclair’s 
(2004) view, especially in corpus-driven studies, grammar must follow the coipus and cover 
the patterning found in it as much as possible in a bottom-up approach starting from analysing 
words, and not the reverse where a corpus will be forced to accommodate a particular view of 
language. The non coipus-based views of language are usually very abstract models 
developed over many years and tested against intuitions, but not challenged by evidence of 
language usage. It was later discovered through coipus evidence that intuition led in many 
cases to study rare usages of words and left very common usages. A corpus-driven approach 
can “go beyond the identification of a fixed idiomatic core; it considers closely the patterns 
that link up tire core to its environment and tries to quantify and assess their inbuilt 
variability” (Tognini-Bonelli, 2002: 78).
The aim of coipus linguistics is to avoid intuition and trust the data. Sinclair (2004) 
distinguishes two types of intuition: (a) the knowledge a native speaker has about a language 
and (b) the analytical skills of the researcher. The first type is not reliable or trusted and 
should be avoided as much as possible, the second type is necessary to interpret the patterns 
found in corpora and possibly to devise theoretical models.
One of the most established methods in corpus linguistics studies, especially those focusing 
on the lexical level, is to use concordances to show the collocational and lexicogrammatical 
patterns in data (Aijmer and Altenberg, 2004). Concordances and collocations help in 
identifying the functions associated with lexical units. After producing the concordance lines, 
the context of words can be analysed automatically without the need of human judgment 
(Bambrook, 1996). The analysis of concordance lines is also useful for deriving linguistic 
generalisations by humans when combined with the knowledge of how language works (Ooi, 
1998),.and it is possible to ‘tidy up’ the mass of context information generated by each set of 
concordance lines in the form of a pattern (Hunston, 2003). This approach helps in classifying 
and describing data using general theoretical terms and also to derive linguistic theories or 
patterns for NLP systems. It is clear that corpus research is biased toward the lexicon; it is
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easier to detect lexicogrammatical phenomena than grammatical phenomena because corpora 
are typically stored lexically and accessed in means of orthographical words (Halliday, 2004).
3.2.2 Special Language Vocabulary and Collocational Patterns
A special language is a language used by a particular community of speakers who are 
interested in a specific subject or share a specialised occupation (Bross et al., 1972). The ISO 
1087 “Terminology-Vocabulary” defines a special language as a “Linguistic subsystem 
intended for unambiguous communication in a particular subject field using a terminology 
and other linguistic means” (ISO, 1990). The use of special language stems from the need of 
humans to moderate language to suit different types of activities and authors of special texts 
share a common vocabulary and common habits of word usage, and so special texts display 
frequent patterns of word co-occurrence (Hirschman and Sager, 1982). English special 
languages, for example languages of law, finance, science & technology, each have a 
restricted vocabulary and idiosyncratic syntactic structures when compared with English used 
in an everyday context, the same is true for other languages. For example, if one observes 
financial news headlines for a few days, regularities can be detected in reporting market 
movements and other events.
A special language is not isolated from general language but is integrated with it and a 
specialist coipus comprises special language text and knowledge and general language and 
knowledge. Kittredge (1982:193) has argued that “the full inventory of grammatical 
constructions of a natural language is significantly reduced in a sublanguage” and may be 
described using finite grammars. He showed examples from stock markets reports where a 
special language for describing trading activities is embedded in a broader special language. 
Kittredge compared weather reports in English and French and reported that the special 
language of weather reporting in English is more similar to the language of weather reporting 
in French compared to English general texts. This is due, in one hand, to the similarity in 
vocabulary where English borrows a lot of French terms, and in the other hand, to the shared 
syntactic and semantic restrictions between the special languages of a specific subject. In 
addition to syntactic and semantic constraints on language use, there are also lexical 
preferences that can not be violated in specialist domains.
Halliday (1993) has shown that in science and technology a limited vocabulary is used in a 
fewer syntactic patterns than would be the case in general language. Sager (1986) presented 
one of the earliest systems that exploited the lexical, syntactic and semantic restrictions of 
special languages to structure hospital records based on the manual identification of the 
special grammar of pharmacology. Lehrberger (1982: 102) lists six characteristics that can
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assist in identifying special languages: (1) limited subject matter, (2) lexical, syntactic and 
semantic restrictions, (3) ‘deviant’ rules of grammar, (4) high frequency of certain constructs, 
(5) text structure, (6) use of special symbols.
Quirk et al. (1985: 34) suggest that a word frequency correlates with its acceptability in a 
language community, repeated words become well known and familiar and people become 
more confident in a word and accept what it conveys when they see it more. The repeated use 
of specific words could also lead quantity to reflect quality. Hirschman (1986) points out that 
the statistical coipus analysis of special languages, especially technical, can be useful because 
of the close relation they exhibit between word distr ibution and information-bearing phrases. 
Empirically, one can observe that the frequency distribution of domain specific terms in a 
special language coipus shows characteristic differences from the distribution of the same 
terms in a general language coipus (Ahmad, 1995). There is little or no difference in the 
distribution of the so-called grammatical or closed class terms that have general functions in a 
special and a general language coipus. Furthermore, amongst the domain specific terms, few 
terms tend to dominate the frequency distribution and could represent the domain special 
lexicon (terminology). These so-called ‘lexical signature’ of a domain can be utilised to assist 
in accessing information useful for acquiring the domain specialised knowledge. Thus they 
can be regarded as linguistic representations of the concepts, objects and events of the domain 
(Sager etal., 1980).
After reaching a specific level, increasing the size of special language corpora might be less 
useful compared to increasing the size of general language coipora. Special language coipora 
might reach a degree of lexical closure after some amounts of text have been added but it is 
not the case for general language corpora. But compiling very large specialist corpora can be 
very useful for detecting synonymity and in ‘explicating (assisting in inference)’ rather than 
‘generating’ new knowledge (Antia, 2000: 158).
Concepts are the fundamental elements of knowledge and a system of concepts can illustrate 
how a specific field form and structure knowledge. Terminology can be viewed as a field 
which is concerned with assigning names to concepts from specific subjects. Sager (1990) 
suggests one definition of ‘terminology’ as “a vocabulary of special subject field” including 
nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs that have specific meaning when used in the contexts 
that they were created for.
The focus of terminology extraction is to isolate domain specific terms (single-unit or multi­
unit) from non-domain specific terms and find out the relation between the extracted terms.
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Terms could have similar meaning to the extent to which they share (syntactic) context 
(Harris, 1968; Harris 1991). The behaviour of signature terms appears to be governed by a 
grammar that is local to the specialism and is not elsewhere in the general language. Terms 
can also be used as nucleates for compound terms in a domain creating hyponym lexical 
relations with unigram terms. In other words, terminology connects ‘knowledge structures’ to 
‘lexical structures’. Terminology databases can provide computer science with the 
conceptual structures and terms which are valuable knowledge for intelligent and expert 
systems (Cabre, 1999).
For a systematic analysis of special terms compounding and co-occurrence behaviour with 
other words and phrases, two concepts are useful here: collocations and local-grammars. 
Halliday (1966) and Sinclair (1966) suggested that lexical analysis of language can be carried 
out through the analysis of collocational patterning without the need of generic grammatical 
analysis. By analysing sentences, it can be shown that clauses are created by interlocking 
collocations and that a sentence can be viewed as a reproduction with variation of an earlier 
sentence, then it can be argued that sentences exist due to the collocations they manifest 
(Hoey, 2002). According to Sinclair (1991), collocations are two or more words that co-occur 
within a short space of each other more frequently than by a chance. Thus, collocations are 
usually extracted based on statistical techniques that count the frequency of words co­
occurrences vertically in concordance lines of node words.
Jones and Sinclair (1974) found in their study of 147,000 tokens of English texts that the 
optimum span for identifying collocations is to look in a window of four intervening words on 
both sides of a node word The extraction of collocations can be limited to only rigid grouping 
of words (e.g. kick the bucket) or allow more flexible collocations with intervening variable 
words which appear as phrases comprising slots (e.g. the [financial instrument) rose [no] 
percent). Collocations can also have morphological and syntactical variations. Smadja (1994) 
points out that a collocation extraction system should avoid considering words that occur near 
each other frequently due to semantic restrictions (e.g. doctor and nurse) as collocations.
There are several statistical measures known as association measures which aim to extract 
collocations by comparing the fr equency of words occurring together and individually (e.g. 
Mutual Information, Log Likelihood, chi-square, z-score and t-score) to test whether the co­
occurrence is statistically significant or just occurs by chance. The Mutual Information (MI) 
is used frequently for extracting collocations and it is derived from the information theory and 
tends to favour content words (cf. t-score favour's function words). Its drawback is in handling 
sparse data because it is not possible with the MI to exclude low frequency collocations; a
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high MI score can be given to a low frequency collocation comprising two low frequency 
words (in a coipus) if  both words occur always or predominately together. However, a low 
MI score can tell that two words are independent of each other and are not collocations 
(Manning and Schutze, 1999). Another interesting feature of MI is that it does not give a high 
score to a frequent collocation if one of the words occurs very frequently compared to the 
other in a coipus. The advancement of tagging and parsing techniques (POS tagging, 
chunking, deep parsing) encouraged many researchers to apply them to corpora as a 
preliminary step before/after using statistical techniques to filter unwanted collocations like 
those containing grammatical words (e.g. Smadja, 1994; Seretan, 2005). Many approaches to 
collocation extraction rely on syntactic processing of text instead of using raw text to assist in 
filtering and validating collocations and to detect collocations that are flexible with respect to 
morphology and syntax. The syntactic processing could be used to find lemmas, POS tags and 
syntactic dependencies (Seretan et al., 2004).
3.2.3 Local Grammars
The concept of local grammar arose as a consequence of observing typical parsers that are 
based on the traditional models of grammar not performing adequately when analysing 
specific or unique areas of language (e.g. date and time expressions or some parts of specialist 
texts) and leaving many parts unanalysed (Bednarek, 2007). This led to the realisation that it 
is not feasible to construct one big grammar capable of analysing all varieties of text that 
humans produce. Maurice Gross (1993) suggested building parsers that are based on local 
grammars to handle such shortcomings in processing sentences. Fundamentally, local 
grammars serve as descriptors of particular parts of language use or sentences with specific 
functions such as date and time expressions, newspaper headlines about stock markets, 
language of evaluation and dictionary definitions.
Local grammars describe only sequences that make sense while global or general grammars 
(i.e. generative) can accept sequences that are grammatically correct but make no sense. In 
contrast to generic tree structures of phrase structure grammars, local grammar patterns 
describe syntactic structures as linear sequences similar to how people experience language or 
“language as it conies” (Sinclair and Mauranen, 2006) and comprising lexical (explicit 
word(s)) and abstract elements (variables) that can be linked to lexicons. In each local 
grammar, an element can be fixed, variable or optional.
In NLP, Iocal-grammars can help in improving the efficiency of systems required to analyse 
particular areas in a language because they are simple structurally, comprise weaker rules 
with less types and variety, and more limited in comparison with other grammars. When text
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is streaming, local grammars have first to identify sentences that they are capable of analysing 
and when these sentences are identified their function can be determined. Local and general 
grammars could work together where specific sentences could be analysed with general 
grammars or with local grammars. It is easy to incorporate different types of features such as 
punctuation, typographical properties and structural formatting found in textual material into 
local grammars for improving the recognition and analysis of targeted sentences. This helps 
in avoiding or reducing the need of initial or post (before or after the grammatical analysis) 
heuristics for identifying and retrieving information (Barnbrook and Sinclair, 2001).
Mason (2004) argues that inflected word forms have idiosyncratic distribution behaviour that 
cannot be observed using traditional phrase structure grammars that depend on POS taggers 
and syntactic parsers. He illustrates the limitation with an example from Sinclair’s (1991) 
analysis of the word forms ‘eye’ and ‘eyes’, which are treated equally by POS taggers as a 
noun, however they have different contextual distributions that cannot be interchanged.
Local grammars are more concerned with a short rather than a long type of restrictions that 
exist between words. The typical categories of conventional grammars can be replaced with 
more specialised and functional categories. Local grammars are usually constructed to only 
reflect and describe the types of sentences they are intended to process for a task such as 
definition sentences (Barnbrook and Sinclair, 2001) and evaluation sentences (Hunston and 
Sinclair, 2001) and to extract information from such sentences. Hence they are local and 
represent a small but not unimportant part of a coipus, or a sublanguage of a general or 
special language under study. Sager (1986: 3) remarks on an important feature of 
sublanguages which support the concept of local grammars when she says that “over certain 
subsets of the sentences of the language the phenomenon of selection, for which rules cannot 
be stated for the language as a whole, is brought under the rubric of grammar”.
The focus of the local-grammar approach is more on the phrase than the sentence level and 
depends on distributional analysis of coipora. Local grammars capture the contextual 
properties of lexical items regardless of the wider material forming the sentences, and 
describe linguistic constituents that look like idiomatic phrases more than general sentences, 
hence they can be useful for processing constrained texts from specialised domains and tasks 
that depend on terminology processing (Balvet, 2002). The ambiguity of polysemous terms 
can be constrained when captured in context. Local grammars can be described exhaustively 
using finite-state methods without looking at the rest of the grammar. Gross manually 
analysed sentences that express variations in stock markets indexes such as:
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The Dow Jones industrial average {gained + lost) 15.40 points at 3,398.37 
The Dow Jones Industrial average finished with a {gain + loss)
The Dow Jones Industrial average broke an all-time record of 5,000 points
He observed that such sentences share a basic set of syntactic features: (1) the subject which 
is the index, (2) a verb or a verbal phrase and (3) two constitutes comprising numerical 
values; one number for expressing the change in the value of the index with the previous day 
which is constantly a positive number and the sign is left for the verb to express and the 
second number is for denoting the complete figure of the stock market index. The complete 
analysis of a corpus led Gross to construct a finite-state graph representing most of the 
linguistic variations in expressing the fluctuations of stock markets as shown in Figure 8.
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Local grammars were also constructed to describe the language of evaluation (Hunston and 
Sinclair, 2001) and in lexicography for describing the language of definitions of lemmas in a 
lexicon (Barnbrook and Sinclair, 1996; Bambrook, 2002). Mason (2004) constructed 
manually local grammar patterns that describe the structures of English verbs for parsing such 
structures automatically. Bambrook (2002) constructured local grammars for parsing and 
extracting information from definition sentences, he states that the rationale for using local 
grammars is due to the “restricted analysis needed to extract the required information and the 
restricted range of possible sentence structures found within the definitions” (Bambrook, 
2002: 62).
In a more computational linguistics oriented research, Poibeau (2000) used local grammars 
for extracting named entities from a news corpus in French and reported an 85% precision 
and recall (Figure 9). Nakamura (2005) fried to use local grammar patterns to parse sentences 
in French reporting stock markets variations. He reports 22% coverage of stock markets 
variations reported in the test coipus. Both, Poibeau and Nakamura, constructed the local 
grammar patterns manually.
Figure 9. A simple local grammar transducer for extracting person names from 
newswire, the sequence between the tags <person> and </person> following the ‘Mr.’ 
string will be extracted to fill a dictionary of persons names (Adapted from Poibeau, 
2000).
Regular expressions or finite-state-automatons (FSA) can be used to recognise strings 
governed by local grammar patterns by describing word sequences, extracting similar 
occurrences from texts using pattern matching. Regular expressions can be converted to FSA 
graphs and vice versa. They can also be written to be flexible with morphological variants of 
stems in highly inflected languages. Finite state techniques are widely used as extraction 
patterns for information extraction. Appelt et al. (1993) showed that implementing extraction 
patterns as cascading finite-state automata is efficient and fast and Soderland (1999) used 
regular expressions as extraction patterns.
It appears that few researchers take advantage of the properties of special language and local- 
grammars to build multi-lingual IE systems that can learn patterns automatically. Now, with 
the availability of computers with substantive memories, the advent of the Internet and the 
concomitant treasure of multi-lingual text deposits and text streams, one can explore methods
<person> «/person>
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for the automatic extraction and use of such grammars in addressing the major challenges in 
IE. Each patterns extracted by our method can be rendered as an FSA graph and these graphs 
can be joined together if they have common nodes. Hence we can have a local grammar based 
on these joined up graphs; we have not attempted to create the grammar, rather shown how it 
can be carried out in principle.
3.2.4 Structure and Properties of Financial News
Financial information can be divided to two types; business and economic information. 
Financial news follow the same division and can be divided into business and economic news. 
The source of the news may be data from governments, organizations, regulatory reports and 
other sources and events. Companies, currencies, commodities and economies are among the 
main entities that make financial news. One of the reasons that motivate a person to read and 
analyse news is the portfolio that one owns or manages. Depending on the portfolio people 
can have different views on the polarity of a sentence, someone who is investing in oil 
companies shares might see rising oil prices as a positive indicator but anyone who made 
investments in airline companies shares might view the information as a negative one.
The style of news reporting seen nowadays is an evolution of many years of conventions, 
styles and standards that have developed as the media industry was growing and maturing. 
The most popular type of writing a news item is to use the inverted pyramid structure (Bell, 
1991: 169) where there is no introduction and the most important information come before 
less important information.
With the inverted pyramid structur e, the structure of the text serves as a mean for conveying 
the importance of the information. Readers who have limited time can quickly skip through 
many news stories by only reading the lead sentence (and possible few next sentences). A 
validity of the spread of the inverted pyramid can also be deducted from researchers in the 
field of automatic summarisation of news items who noticed that the lead sentence is a 
sufficient summary of a news item, nonetheless other important information could still 
sometimes be spread across the following sentences (Wang et al., 2005).
Reporters and editors of news agencies have to follow a specific style of writing that is 
explained in yearly updated stylebooks to be consistent in language use and make news 
stories readable easily. These books contain guides on the use of abbreviations, punctuation, 
spelling, vocabulary, grammar, etc. and contain sections specific for business writing. This 
makes the syntax of news stories different from other texts. Two commonly used stylebooks
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are the Associated Press (AP)9 and Reuters stylebooks which are used by other news 
providers including newspapers and magazines that do not have their own stylebooks. The 
Reuters Style Guide notes that reporters must use “simple and straightforward English both 
for subscribers reading economic news on screen terminals under great pressure and for 
media subscribers of which a majority translate our service into a language other than 
English” (MacDowall, 1995).
In reporting news, specially business and economic news where time is very important, 
accuracy and fairness are always emphasised on reporters in news reporting guides. In 
business writing where news could move the markets, the ‘colour’ of writing is secondary to 
accuracy (Fink, 2000). It is common to see news items headlines listed with the time elapsed 
since the news was published instead of the publication time. Some events are reported and 
published even before the news item is fully complete to reach the readers as quickly as 
possible, minutes or hours later a more comprehensive version can be published. Stock 
markets activities are reported several times a day, usually a news item before the market 
opens which commonly comprise a forecast of the market direction at the early time of 
trading, one a while after the market is opened, one at the midday of trading and one after the 
market is closed.
News stories comprise several news schema categories that can be divided into two groups 
(Bell, 1998): the ‘headline’ and the ‘main event’ which both can be considered as the core 
categories. The propositions in the core categories contain the most important ‘foreground’ 
information. In addition, there exist several optional ‘bakcground’ categories such as 
‘context’, ‘verbal reaction’ and ‘history’ which with the ‘context’ category expected to be 
more frequent than the others. The general structure of news items is given in Figure 10 
where the ‘headline’, ‘main event’ and ‘background’ are the main categories. The 
‘background’ is a general category that “dominate those portions of the text in which the 
given information is not a part of the actual news events, but provides general, historical, 
political or social context or conditions of these events” (van Dijk 1985:87 cited in Khalil, 
2000).
9 http://www.apslylebook.com/
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The short news item
Headline Main Event
ME1 ME 2 ..
Background
Verbal Context Previous History Association 
Reaction Event
Figure 10. The typical structure of news items (Klialil, 2000: 74).
Basically the lead sentence (first sentence) is the news (main event) and is the “nucleus of the 
news story” (Toolan, 2001: 208) that should be the most straightforward to read. The lead 
sentence is written from the start using the standard word order as if there is no headline 
provided with a news item, it can be considered as a minimal well formed news item in itself. 
The components of the lead sentence could be distributed in the remaining of the ‘hierarchical 
structure’ of the news item and be realised in a sequence across the news item sentences.
In the content of financial news; companies, currencies, commodities and economies are 
among the main entities that make financial news Perceiving financial instruments and 
markets as objects in motion leads to the extensive use of metaphors using words that 
describe motions and objects. The shared concepts and objects in the financial domain led the 
special language of finance to share a deep semantic structure that is spread across languages 
and adapt to their lexical and syntactic rules. For example, in English, Spanish, Arabic and 
Urdu languages of finance the metaphor ‘up’ is used to convey that there is ‘more’ or ‘good’ 
and the financial terminology denotes an increase in value as an upward (up, rise, jump, etc) 
movement and a decrease in value as a downward (fall, down, slump, etc) movement. Many 
of the metaphors that express polarity can be grouped into two groups, positive or negative 
and many of the metaphors in each group are roughly contextual synonyms or quasi­
synonyms. Objects can be described with different but contextual synonyms metaphors. One 
usefulness of the contextual synonyms or the so called ‘diversification of metaphors’ could be 
in providing lexical cohesion without lexical repetition, especially that there is a limited 
number of events that are reported. Additionally, each language and each news writing 
tradition could accept different levels of repetition (Espunya and Zabalbeascoa, 2003: 161).
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Some parallel examples of such metaphors in English and Arabic financial texts are given in 
Table 8.
Table 8. Metaphors used in English and Arabic financial reporting10.
Source
English
Positive
Arabic
Negative 
English Arabic
accelerate tsArE, £ slowdown tbAT&, >L3
Physics/ up Fwq, j j i down tHt,
Movement rise ArtfAE, fall AnxfAD,
ascent SEwd, ajM^ a descent hbwT, -Ly*
healthy SHy, sick mryD, y y y
Biological
strong qwv, weak DEyf *■ »>»
grow nmw, y* stagnate rkwd, aAj
vital Hywy, i/ y*- puny hzyl, J i>
Other
snowball krp vlj, {A bubble fqAEp,
boom Tfrp, bust AnhvAr,
The most common use of metaphorical expressions is to bring together abstract objects 
(profits, losses, etc.) and physical vehicles (rise, fall, etc.) for explaining the abstract objects 
using easy to understand physical terms. Some parts of news items especially the title and 
lead sentence where the subject is introduced use such expressions more frequently than other 
parts. The metaphors are not only used for describing the movement of financial instruments, 
but the financial terminology contains many dead metaphors serving as terms such as 
‘flotation’, ‘flow’, ‘volatility’, ‘behaviour’, ‘exposure’, ‘portfolio’, ‘deep’, ‘maturity’, 
‘liquidity’, ‘emerging markets’, ‘new economy’ and ‘correction’ (Espunya and Zabalbeascoa, 
2003).
Lakoff and Johnson (1980) argued that the emergent of metaphors is dependent on the 
physical experience of humans, and because these experiences are shaped by the culture, each 
culture could have different or exclusive metaphors. For example, the metaphorical 
expressions of ‘bear’ and ‘bull’ markets, used extensively in the English special language of 
finance, are generally not used in Arabic special language of finance; similar evidence exists 
for Urdu. The word (hAmwr, jj-u ), which is the name of a large cod that feeds on smaller 
ones and is found in the shores of the Gulf States, is used exclusively and metaphorically in
10 We use the Buckwalter transliteration scheme to romanise Arabic words (Buckwalter, 2002), the 
transliteration table is provided in Appendix G. Arabic is written from right to left.
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Arabic (especially editorials) to refer to ‘greedy’ big investors who are perceived negatively 
as being able to move the markets up or down by buying or selling large quantities of stocks 
affecting smaller investors.
For some words, the polarity is derived from the context which can cause a shift in polarity. 
For example, the polarity of the word ‘rose’ can be determined as positive when it collocates 
with ‘profits’ and as negative when it collocate with Tosses’. Synonyms (e.g. ‘up’ and ‘rise’) 
and antonymous (e.g. ‘up’ and ‘down’) can share the same contexts.
The structure of financial news is largely similar to that of general news. What differentiate 
financial news from general news is essentially the special vocabulary, terminology and 
expressions used in financial reporting. In addition, there exist a limited set of events that are 
reported frequently in financial news (e.g. company profits, commodity prices going up or 
down, stocks markets gains and losses) and these also generate a narrow set of reactions 
ranging from satisfaction to disappointment and hope to fear.
Bergler (2006: 19) notes that “utility texts such as newspaper articles expressly avoid using 
belief reports because they represent an evaluation by the reporter which the readers might 
not share. Instead, newspaper articles offer evidence reports which only give rise to beliefs 
through an additional interpretation step”. He also asserts that the way speech is reported in 
news helps in detecting and analysing it without the need of a complete syntactic analysis but 
rather shallow means are adequate and he suggests that statistical methods have the potential 
for such tasks.
3.2.5 Multi-Lingual Analysis
In a study on the future of the English language, Graddol (1997) remarks that by the middle 
of the twenty-first century the English language will not hold its ‘monopoly’ position in the 
world and it is expected that there will be an ‘oligopoly’ comprising of several world major 
languages, that is Chinese, Hindi/Urdu, Spanish and Arabic each having its own degree of 
influence. According to Graddol’s predictions, English will remain as a lingua franca or the 
language of international communication and science while languages like French, German 
and Japanese will have less influence. Given the dominance of English due to the successful 
economies of English speaking countries (e.g. US and Canada) and the colonial legacy of the 
U.K., English is the global language of the world. It is been predicted that in the next 10 to 15 
years the economies of China and India will surpass the US economy which is the world 
largest economy thus increasing the importance of Chinese and Hindi. Furthermore, given the 
large oil reserves and the growth of ‘soverign wealth funds’ owned by oil rich Arab states in
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the Middle East, it is plausible to rank Arabic as among the world major languages from an 
economic point of view as well.
Based on Graddol's predictions, multi-lingual systems that can process topologically different 
languages will be even more strategically important in the future. When processing multi­
lingual textual data, it is important to consider that different languages could have similar or 
different properties. Tognini-Bonelli (2001) remark that discovering a function in a language 
based on lexical or grammatical analysis does not mean that one should expect equivalent 
lexical or grammatical patterns in another language. Specific language phenomena can be 
studied using comparable cross language coipora to find out if they are language specific or 
exist across languages. Corpora that have similar sampling procedures and are of similar size 
and content can be compared against each other and are known as ‘comparable coipora’ 
(Sinclair, 1995). Aijmer et al. (1996:12) list what can be learned from multi-lingual 
contrastive and comparable coipora:
■ they give new insights into the languages compared, insights that are likely to be 
unnoticed in studies of monolingual corpora;
■ they can be used for a range of comparative purposes and increase our understanding of 
language-specific, typological and cultural differences, as well as of universal features;
■ they illuminate differences between source texts and translations, and between native and 
non-native texts;
■ they can be used for a number of practical applications, e.g. in lexicography, language 
teaching, and translation.
Many of the adaptive IE systems rely on existing part-of-speech (POS) taggers (e.g. Debnath 
and Giles, 2005) and/or syntactic parsers (e.g. Stevenson and Greenwood, 2005) among other 
NLP tools for analysing and annotating text coipora. The successful use of POS/syntactic 
taggers is dependent on the availability of the knowledge of (natural) language used by the 
authors of documents in a given corpus. There is a wealth of POS taggers and parsers 
available for English language, as it has been the most widely used language in computational 
linguistics. However, this is not the case for strategically important languages like Arabic and 
Chinese. For example, to start processing Chinese text one does not have the luxury of 
separating word-tolcens by a white space and in Arabic complex rules are required to identify 
morphemes compared to English. The development of segmentation and tagging programs 
(e.g. Gao et al. 2005; Habash and Rambow 2005) in these languages has certainly helped. 
More work is needed in understanding these languages so that the knowledge derived can be 
used to build taggers and parsers. The development of the Penn Arabic Treebank allowed 
trainable POS taggers and syntactic parsers to be trained on Arabic (e.g. Diab et al., 2004).
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The statistical methods of collocation analysis can be considered as language independent. 
However, Seretan and Wehrli (2006) point out that for the multilingual extraction of 
collocations, the properties of each language, particularly morphological and syntactic 
(morphosyntactic) variations affect the extraction results because frequency counts of tokens 
may appear low due to morphological and syntactic complexity, language models adapted 
from English might not perform similarly on more complex languages, each statistical 
measure can work better for one language than for the other. The usual 5-word window for 
locating collocations in English might not be adequate for other languages. Lemmatizalion or 
stemming, which is the process of conflating different word forms to a dictionary entry 
(lemma) or a stem, is often ignored for English but might be important for highly inflected 
languages, syntactic analysis is more essential for languages that have a free word order. Each 
language must be studied to optimize the approach being used and to test how well an 
existing statistical method is adaptable.
Since the corpora used in our experiments are in English and Arabic, we compare the main 
properties of the two languages from a computational perspective in Table 9. These properties 
are useful to be aware of before designing the experiments and deriving conclusions from the 
results. A detailed discussion of the Arabic language from a computational perspective is 
provided in Appendix B.
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Table 9. Comparison between English and Arabic.
Category Feature English Arabic
Derivational morphology Simple using stems and affixes (concatinative)
Complex using roots and 
patterns (interdigitation)
Inflection morphology Weakly inflected, less systematic
Highly inflected, systematic 
(concatinative)
Lexical
Level
Clitics Many are reduced forms of 
words
Usually equal to English stop 
words and conjunctions
Short Vowels Written (alphabet) Omitted (abjad)
Capitalisation Employed Absent
Spelling More standardised Less standardised
Writing direction Left-to-Right Right-to-Left
Common word order SVO VSO
Sentence
Level Span of collocations
Usually 5 words before or 
after a node word No common span is known11
Punctuation use Systematic Unsystematic
Sentence structure Favours subordination Favours coordination
Resources Computational resources Most resourceful
Under-resourced (compared to 
English and western European 
languages).
The advantage of adapting a local grammar approach to Arabic is that we do not have to 
worry much about the absent of diacritical marks or the root-and-pattem morphology because 
domain specific patterns capture the contextual properties of each lexical item under study 
and help in disambiguating the correct word sense which is already more restricted in a 
specialised domain. The complex morphology of Arabic can further restrict the variation of 
the context in which the domain specific patterns occur. However the complex morphology 
also leads to more word sparsity in Arabic special-language corpora compared to English 
(Almas and Ahmad, 2007a).
3.2.6 Summary
We have discussed the concepts of terminology, collocation and local grammar which are 
useful in frequency and corpus-based approaches to computational linguistics, particularly 
when special languages are concerned. Corpus studies are empirical and use quantitative 
information mainly frequency counts and statistical measures of linguistic items. It has been 
argued that terms abound in special languages and that they are governed by specific contexts 
which result in strong word collocations and local grammars patterns to appear more in
11 We have asked about the optimal length o f collocation analysis in Arabic at two conferences on 
Arabic language processing and posted a question to an Arabic language mailing list, we didn’t get any 
response.
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special texts compared to general texts. The grammar itself is related to regulatory which in 
turn can be observed through frequency of occurrence.
Taking these properties of special texts into consideration is useful for developing systems 
intended to analyse specific texts, ambiguity is constrained in special languages and learning 
tire terminology and the local grammar of a specialist domain can lead to the automatic 
acquisition of knowledge or lexical resources necessary for text analysis tasks. Domain 
knowledge can be captured based on key terms and their contexts because terms are linguistic 
representations of domain knowledge and can be linked to specialised concepts or represent 
events mentioned in text.
3.3 Materials and algorithms
Approaches that are based on pre-conrpiled glossaries, term lists and gazetteers generally rely 
on a team of human beings for updating these records. In dynamic domains, like financial 
trading and consumer goods reports, new products and services continue to replace 
established instruments, products and services. The instruments and commodities that are 
being traded in these days could be different from the commodities that would be traded in 
the future. Thus, financial glossaries12, available freely on the web have to be updated on 
regular bases. The approach we introduce next reduces the burden of updating by 
automatically identifying keywords and finding environments in which the keywords are 
used. We would like to claim that our approach covers a life cycle of IE system development 
from the analysis of text to the identification of key sentiment and polarity bearing patterns 
along with their labels and onto the representation of such patterns in a candidate pattern base 
without human intervention. We build patterns around domain specific terms and consider 
those patterns to be the core of the sentences they occur in.
It is expected that a pure statistical approach that does not employ knowledge sources for 
tasks like POS tagging, extracting entities and detecting semantic relationships between 
words would face difficulties in discovering patterns, hence a lower performance. However, 
analysing the distribution of N-grams is more adaptive and language independent as 
algorithms that analyse N-grams use only statistical and string matching techniques in an 
attempt to alleviate the need for costly and complex processing using external knowledge 
resources.
One difficulty with statistic methods is in how to handle language variation. Some variations 
change the meaning and should be preserved while other variations do not change meaning
12 e.g. Invcstwords (http:Wwww.investorwords.com) and Investopedia (http:Wwww.investopedia.com).
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and their abstraction would improve the statistics behind a pattern discovery algorithm. Gross 
(1997) mention that syntactic and semantic information are required to group local grammar 
patterns that express similar meanings. However, meaning cannot be easily abstracted in 
numbers and mathematical formulas, which is a limitation facing statistical methods for 
grouping such patterns. Research in statistical semantics aim to fill this gap in statistical 
methods for discovering some semantics like discovering similarity and relations between 
words based on distributional analysis. Our method aims to utilise the properties of special 
languages and the existence of collocations and local grammars to capture the various 
keywords and patterns used in expressing positive and negative information.
As with any finite-state method at the lexical level of description, the pattern base of a domain 
specific local grammar patterns will not contain a comprehensive coverage of the special 
language in use and less frequent patterns will be ignored. Similar to any frequency based 
method, the algorithm will not be able to discover patterns for events that are mentioned very 
divergently or that are not very common and have low frequency. However, given that we 
focus on restricted domains, it could generate an efficient pattern base that is able to extract 
key information at the cost of losing some coverage.
3.3.1 Compiling Corpora using Data Collection Robots
The pace of change could make information that is collected and its sources for feeding and 
training intelligent applications or for decision making obsolete. Research experiments and 
practical applications could be delayed due to the cost of collecting and integrating large 
amounts of data from multiple sources. Data collection robots can help in such situations, 
such robots can be used for extracting structured and unstructured data from multiple 
heterogeneous sources, formats and structures. The data can be on the web such as HTML, 
XML, PDF and spreadsheet files or available from local databases and file systems for 
feeding applications quickly as the need arise. Research questions that could not be answered 
before due to the lack of large data and the cost of collecting and preparing data can be 
investigated now with large corpora derived from the web using robots.
Robots are especially useful when API’s and data feeds are not available or when repetitive 
data entry and GUI navigation are required to collect data. For example, collecting all the 
archived economic news items of many newspapers websites require navigating through the 
calendar and selecting each issue or date and then selecting the economic section. After that, 
each article must be selected and each article headline, dateline and main text among other 
attributes must be copied to a target data file without including any other information 
displayed on the page such as navigation information, advertisements, related articles
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headlines, etc. There exist software packages which facilitate the design of robots using web 
scraping and automatic page navigation techniques among other visual scripting techniques to 
easily and quickly collect target data.
A range of the so called ‘mashup’ web applications are emerging which use data collection 
robots to combine data from several sources into one application such as fusing online textual 
databases about houses for sale with online spatial data of cities maps (e.g. Google Maps) for 
visualising the exact locations of the houses. Data collection robots can be configured to 
automatically retrieve new market data every few days, weeks or months and query news 
archives using the new market data for updating and increasing the size of the training 
coipora. The output of the robots can be stored in many formats including XML as shown in 
Figure 11.
-  <Artide>
<datearidtime>2D06-10 -06  0G:18:00.Q</dateandtmia>
<titie>FTSE set to open higher</title>
<body>LONDON (Reuters) -  The FTSE 100 <-FTSE> is seen up 2-3 points on Friday, according to 
financial bookmakers, after the index closed up 38 points to end at a five-month high of 6,004.5 
on Ttiursday.Stocks to watch on Friday are:CABLE & WIRELESS <CW.L>A turnaround plan at the 
UK business of the British telecoms group is on track, John Plulhero, its UK head, told the Financial 
Tim es.</body>
</Article>
Figure 11. An element of an XML corpus comprising financial news articles collected 
using a data collection robot
3.3.2 Algorithm for Extracting Domain Specific Patterns
Our method relies on (a) the Quirkian notion that the acceptability of a linguistic unit can be 
typically correlated with the frequency of the use of that unit (Quirk et al, 1985), and (b) the 
observations of John Firth, refined substantially by John Sinclair, that lexical items collocate 
strongly with other lexical items and that the collocations of a linguistic item will inform us 
about its behaviour in a domain. A special language vocabulary item, especially the name of 
a key concept or the name of an important process or object, will dominate the writings within 
a specialism. This frequent item is seldom used on its own and is found either as a part of a 
compound or within syntactic constructs not found elsewhere in the general language. It turns 
out that these items place selectional restrictions within domain specific special texts.
We derive the domain specific patterns using a bottom-up approach which is based on and 
expands/modifies the work of Ahmad et al. (2005; 2006) by using top-news corpora instead 
of general language coipora as reference coipora for weirdness analysis, automating the 
pattern generation, allowing gaps in the patterns and analysing wider contexts. In this method, 
the distributional differences of a word in special and general language corpora is taken as a 
measure of its significance for a given domain. The differences are measured at the level of
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single word frequencies first and single keywords are selected. Subsequently collocations of 
the keywords are selected using frequency-based criterion.
Our method relies on the overall statistical properties of words in corpora and tends to be 
useful for deriving the common properties and senses of words instead of their very specific 
properties, which is more practical than doing it by hand for each different domain. In 
addition, we aim to extract specific information (sentiment and polarity) from the structural 
and distributional properties of the words in corpora. We believe that the extraction of domain 
specific terms and patterns will help us in achieving such a goal.
Term extraction
Collocation Extraction
________________________ Y 7 ___________________________
N-gram Collocation Extraction
V
N-gram Normalisation
V
Pattern Generation
Pattern Pruning
Example
percent
I
rose x percent 
1
the secon d -b iggest listed life insurer prudential rose <no> percent after it 
said its <no> operating profit w as ahead of
bp's sh ares rose <no> percent to <no> p en ce at <no> p 
1
the * rose <no> percent after it said its <no> #  profit w as #  of 
#  shares rose <no> percent to <no> p ence at <no> #  <no> #
1
the * rose <no> percent 
#  shares rose <no> percent to #
1
the * rose <no> percent 
shares rose <no> percent to
Figure 12. Overview of pattern discovery method.
3.3.2.1 Algorithm
For the extraction of domain specific patterns from a corpus of special language texts it is 
important to focus on the domain specific terms. The patterns or common sentence structures 
in which the keywords are embedded are assumed to comprise the principal elements of a 
subject specific local grammar which may help in extracting the local meaning. The manner 
in which we derive the patterns that follow a local grammar is a bottom-up approach and the 
algorithm is presented in Figure 13. the algorithm is divided into three phases: analysis, 
identification and representation.
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Algorithm 1: Extract Domain Specific Terms and Patterns 
Input: Special Language Corpus, General Language Corpus 
Output: Domain Specific Terms and their Patterns of Usage
Analysis
1. ANALYSE a special language corpus (Sh  comprising N spcciai tokens) as input.
i. Use  a frequency list of single words from a corpus o f texts used in day-to-day communications (S G 
comprising Ngei:cya, tokens):
p ( N A  —  f  f w \ f w l  f W 3 f Wn  \
general L / g  , J g  5 J  g  " V j  J
ii. C r e a t e  a frequency ordered list o f  1 voids in Sl texts:
p ( N s )  _  r  f w l f W 2 r»'3 f w n \
* special \ J s  » J s  * J s  " V s  J
iii. C o m pu te  the differences in the distribution o f the same words (weirdness) in S G and S L:
f  /  A
W / ( w f) = f s ' \
J g y
=1= I R g en era l.
N special
iv. C a lcu la te  z-score for the Fspei.ai and W:
z(/,)=£©Z. 2( S( )=<Mz<
Identification
2. IDENTIFY keywords and their contexts
i. C r e a t e  k e y  a set ofNtcy keywords ordered according to the magnitude of the above two z-scores:
For i = \to  N s
i f  I> (./?  ) > L ®  *(wf (W/)) > t2 ] then
J = J + 1 
key(j) -  w,. 
end i f  
Next i
ii. E x tra ct  collocates of each keyword in SL over a window o f M  word neighbourhood:
collocate(w,) = [ f ~ M . . . f f f j f l , f f l , f \ , f *
iii. C o m pu te  the strength of each collocate in each position using three measures due to Smadja 
(1994):U-score, k-score andp-strength
iv. E x tra ct  wider N-grams collocations in the corpus that comprise highly collocating keywords (k0, 
kj, Uo) = (1,1, 10) with weirdness z-score > t3
key ~
v. F o rm  sub corpus SL, J for each key)
Representation
3. REPRESENT the discovered patterns o f each keyj as regular expressions
key •
/. C o m pu te  the frequency> of eveiy ymrd in SL< ’
key ~
ii. R e pl a c e  words with frequency z-score less than a threshold tA in SL. 1 by a place marker, merge 
contiguous place markers
iii. DISCOVER longest possible patterns where each pattern =  {  w ’N . . . , 1 V 1, k e y  ■, W 1, . . .  1VN } 
nucleating around key>j with frequency> threshold > ts
iv. P RUNE patterns by removing any preceding or trailing place markers.
Figure 13. Algorithm for the acquisition of domain-specific patterns.
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In the ‘analysis’ phase, we use a method in candidate terminology extraction due to Ahmad 
(1995) and is known as ‘weirdness analysis’ it is based on the empirical observation that there 
exist a number of domain terms that are used more frequently in English special languages 
compared to general language usage. Words are more domain specific ‘weird’ and can be 
considered as term when the following equation returns a value greater than one or more than 
a specified threshold indicating a higher relative frequency of occurrence in a specialist 
corpus compared to a general language corpus:
Where / s & / g are the frequencies of a word (WJ in a special language (s) corpus and in a 
general language (g) coipus, wliile JVge,ierai & AspeCiai are the total counts of tokens in a specialist 
and in a general language corpus respectively. Following Ahmad et al. (2006), in a given 
specialist coipus ( S l ) ,  keywords can be identified by calculating their frequency and 
weirdness standard scores (z-scores), a dimensionless measure that shows how much a value 
is above or below the mean (expected value) and expressed as units of the standard deviation:
X -  LI 
Z  = ------------
cr
Where z is the z-score and x  is the actual raw score being standardised, p  is the mean of the 
frequency distribution and cr is the standard deviation of the frequency distribution. The mean 
of any frequency distribution is sensitive to the corpus size, the z-score is independent of a 
coipus mean and thus can be used to compare values across different coipora. The z-score is 
derived by calculating how much a value deviates from the mean or the expected value (this 
eliminates the mean), then normalizing the new value by the standard deviation (division). 
For any z-score value the mean is 0 and the standard deviation is 1.
In the ‘identification’ phase of the algorithm the collocates of each identified keywords are 
extracted. Here we consider collocations specifically as Smadja’s (1994) puts it: domain- 
specific, context-recurrent and cohesive lexical collections. Smadja introduces the following 
formulas for extracting significant collocations:
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> k0 (a)
or
spread > UQ m
(62)
P j ^  Pi + (/ci X ) (<0
Wliere (a) is the strength of a collocation or a k-score and used to filter out low frequency 
collocates, freq\ is the frequency of occurrence of a node word with a candidate collocate w,
within a window M  of words in a sentence, /  is the mean frequency of all the collocates of a 
node word, a  is the standard deviation of frequency distribution of all the collocates of w*. 
(bl) is a statistical test for the histogram of tabulated frequencies of occurrence of a collocate 
around a node word, and a histogram is accepted only if it has at least one peak. The test is 
useful for distinguishing strong collocates which should appeal- regularly in at least one 
specific position around a node word (e.g. predominantly at one word before the node word) 
from semantically related words that appear in neighbourhood of each other frequently but at 
no specific positions (e.g. ‘doctor’ and ‘nurse’). (b2) is used for calculating the variance of a
histogram (U-score), p  \ is the frequency of occurrence of a collocate wj at position j  and p .
is the average of the frequencies of vt>i at all the positions within a distance M  at each side of 
the node word, (c) is the p-strength used to extract collocates at specific positions around the 
node word, specifically positions that appeal- as peaks in the histogram. Hence this formula 
filters columns while (a) and (b) filter rows. A threshold /c, specifics how many folds above a 
standard deviation should be the frequency of a collocate at a specific location to be picked as 
a strong collocate. Smadja’s experiments on collocation extraction for language generation 
suggested that the best values (determined empirically) for the three thresholds are 
( IcQ, /Cj, U 0) = (1, 1, 10). In this algorithm, we use the thresholds suggested by Smadja. After 
extracting the collocations of a keyword, wider N-grams comprising contexts not wider than 
M  words around a keyword and comprising significant collocations (i.e. a keyword with one 
of its strong collocates) are used to construct a sub-corpus (SL’).
Finally, in the ‘representation’ phase the sub-corpus (SL5) of each keyword is normalised by 
replacing words below a frequency z-score with place markers, contiguous place markers are 
merged as one multiword place marker denoting a slot that might have any combination of 
words within a certain limit of word-sequence length. Next the sub-coipus is searched for 
frequent collocational patterns across the normalised N-grams. The normalised N-grams are
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analyzed for the existence of frequent bi-grams by looking to the immediate left and the right 
positions of the keywords (roots) for frequent tokens. Bi-grams above the pattern frequency 
threshold are accepted as new roots and are used again for searching for tri-grams, the same 
process repeats for larger N-gram collocational patterns. The number of iterations equals the 
length of the longest sequence in the normalised N-grams is to the left or right of the 
keyword. In each iteration, roots included in larger patterns that are above the frequency 
threshold are removed; it is possible to keep roots that have a higher frequency than all of 
their larger patterns except for unigrams to overcome data sparseness. Roots that could not be 
part of any larger pattern are accepted as final patterns. Being flexible with the length of the 
patterns (variable-Iength N-grams) makes the algorithm more adaptive and flexible with the 
differences in the spanning of content words between different languages. Filtering out 
(thresholding) could result in loss of information, but it could also help in improving the 
precision (quality) of the patterns by discarding the rare one. Meaning could be inferred more 
reliably from N-grams (where N > 1) than from a group of independent words (unigrams) and 
more information about the context can be guessed by N-grams.
The domain specific patterns (or patterns that appeal' to follow a local grammar) then 
comprises all the final patterns and can be used directly as regular expressions to extract 
similar patterns from a test coipus to validate the patterns found in the training coipus. In the 
following two sections we demonstrate how the algorithm works using English and Arabic 
corpora.
3.3.2.2 Extracting Patterns in English
We present an analysis of a coipus of financial news wire texts comprising 7,710 news items 
and 2,758,191. tokens published by Reuters UK. The most frequent word with positiveI
frequency andj weirdness z-score above zero is ‘percent’, occurring 25,622 times with a 
relative frequency of 0.0092%. When the frequency of this keyword is looked up in the 
British National Coipus (100 million words), it was found that the weirdness of ‘percent’ is 
317, this means it appears 317 times more frequently in the financial coipus than in the 
British National Corpus. The weirdness of grammatical words like ‘the’ and ‘to’ is unity as 
these tokens are distributed with the same (relative) frequency in Reuters Financial and the 
BNC. The z-score computed using the frequency of the token in the Reuters UK Financial is 
20.48. This means that the distribution of ‘percent’ is 20.48 standard deviations above the 
mean of all words in the financial coipus. The z-score computed for the weirdness is 0.1. 
The heuristic we use here for extracting a keyword is this: a token is a candidate keyword if 
both its frequency and weirdness z-scores are greater than a tiireshold. Therefore ‘percent’,
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the most frequent token with frequency and weirdness z-score over zero can be accepted as a 
keyword.
Collocates of the keyword ‘percent’ were then extracted by using statistics proposed by 
Smadja (1994). A collocate in this terminology can be anywhere in the vicinity of +/- 5 
words. The frequency at each neighbourhood is calculated and then used to compute the 
‘peaks’ in the histogram formed by the neighbourhood frequencies and the strength of the 
collocation calculated on a similar basis. Domain specific keywords generally collocate with 
certain words that have frequencies higher than keywords themselves ‘upward collocates’ and 
collocates with certain words that have lesser frequency ‘downward collocates’, these terms 
were coined by Sinclair (1991). There were 51 collocates of ‘percent’ in our corpus, 42 
downward collocates and 9 upward collocates. The top 5 frequent downward and upward 
collocates are shown in Table 10.
Table 10. Top-ranked 5 upward and downward collocates of percent ( f  = 25,622).
Collocate
Type Collocate Corpus / Left / Right / U-score k-score
Upward
the 145,682 1,854 5,674 835,311 13.94
to 78,284 2,805 4,212 584,104 12.99
in 65,085 906 5,357 562,284 11.59
of 64,766 1,963 3,416 406,876 9.945
a 66,676 3,155 1,859 317,448 9.26
Downward
at 21,285 796 2,842 198,654 6.70
up 9,591 3,143 201 516,487 6.15
by 21,716 1,645 1,218 74,314 5.25
rose 3,773 2,146 72 248,725 4.05
shares 7,967 1,796 188 79,674 3.62
Financial texts comprise a large number of numerals (integers and decimals), we denote all 
the occurrences of such numerals as <no>. The two word collocates are then used to create a 
sub-corpus by extracting N-grams that comprise the two word collocates. There are many 
frequent patterns where the frequency of individual tokens is quite low, such low frequency 
tokens are omitted and marked by the (#) symbol. Sometimes more than one low frequency 
token precedes or succeeds high frequency tokens; these are denoted by the symbol (*) as 
shown in Table 11.
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Table 11. N-grams and normalised N-grams o f ‘percent’.
N-gram Normalised N-gram
miner antofagasta was down <no> percen t, rio 
tinto fell <no> percent and london-listed 
kazakhmys ,
* was down <no> p ercen t, * fell <no> percent 
and * ,
spectris says sales up <no> percent * sales up <no> percent
shares in microsoft were <no> percent down at $ 
<no> ( <no> pounds ) by <no>
shares in # were <no> percent down at $ <no> ( 
<no> pounds ) by <no>
hong kong’s hang seng index rose <no> percent 
and msci's index o f the biggest asian companies 
outside o f
* index rose <no> percent and # index o f  the * 
o f
The search for frequent and contiguous tokens in the normalised N-grams leads to larger and 
more complex domain specific patterns. Table 12 provides some examples.
Table 12. Examples of discovered patterns with ‘percent’.
Pattern Example(s) /
shares were up <no> percent at arcelor shares were up <no> percent at <no> euros 247
shares were down <no> percent at axa shares were down <no> percent at <no> euros 156
rose <no> percent to $ time wamer rose <no> percent to S <no> 140
the * index was up <no> percent at the broader topix index was up <no> percent at <no> 59
fell as # as <no> percent
the market fell as much as <no> percent from those highs in a 
may-june sell-off
the world's biggest online gaming firm , partygaming , fell as far as 
<no> percent to <no> p after a u.s house committee approved a bill 
aimed at stamping out the $ <no> billion ( <no> billion pounds ) 
internet gambling industry
51
3.3.2.3 Extracting Patterns in Arabic
Given a 2,757,989 token corpus comprising 16,374 texts of Reuters Arabic Financial News 
and the same thresholds we used with the English corpus, ‘percent’ (Almjp, ^ ' ) 13 is the third 
most frequent term with a frequency and weirdness z-score greater than zero. It has 17,809 
occurrences (0.0064%) and frequency z-score of 27.06. The weirdness is 67 with a z-score of 
2.87 when compared to the Modem Standard Arabic Corpus (MSAC); our ‘indicative’ 
general language corpus of MSA that comprises 2.6 million tokens (Appendix C contains 
more details about the MSAC).
13 The exact meaning of percent in Arabic is created by preceding the word ‘hundreth’ (Alm jp , ^ 0  
with the word ‘in’ (Jy, ^ ) or the proclitic ‘with/by’ (b , -j).
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There were 25 strong collocates o f ‘percent’; 6 upwards and 19 downwards. The downwards 
collocates of ‘percent’ appear to collocate with names of instruments, i.e. shares and indices 
and the upward collocates are with the so-called closed class words as in English like ‘in’, 
‘on’ and ‘that’ (Table 13).
Table 13. Top 5 upward and downward collocates o f ‘percent’ (Alm}p, *+4') (/= 17,809).
Collocate
_Type Collocate Corpus/ L eft/ Right/ U-score k-score
Upward
in
0 W ) 135,570 4,603 18,769 26,738,347 53.28
to
{AlY, J i ) 33,734 4,595 1,048 1,372,275 12.82
from 
{nm, i>)
62,860 3,065 1,124 303,701 9.50
on
{ElY, A *  ) 29,551 766 356 5,091 2.50
dollar
{dwlAr, jVyi) 30,939 421 256 7,141 2.50
Downward
million
(mlywn, u J+ )
14,392 816 467 2,267 2.70
from 
{En, Jc.) 12,287 1086 297 21,947 2.92
with 
{maa, c f) 12,175 1,086 297 21,947 2.92
the-year 
{AIEAm, / J ') 11,007 1,519 919 8,190 5.18
point
(nqTp, 8,428 3,181 2,219 434,185 11.55
Table 14 shows samples of the filtered N-grams and the affect of frequency-based 
normalisation on them.
Table 14. N-grams and normalised N-grams o f‘percent’ (Alm}p,
N-gram Normalised N-gram
a+uuj aJsu <no> uiLLj ijYi qsL+li
<no> ^  <no> 
(And the wider international commercial index rose 
by <no> percent to <no> points)
^3 <nO> AauUJ UaflJ <00^  iAlaJ
''LSj <no> cJ' 
(And the * index rose by <no> percent to <no> 
points)
Cf- (jl 4-uJl <nO> ft** j ' j
cjui jail itii j,. c-L. t.1 ,<~i
(And Berson share rose <no> percent after it released 
reports about its activities matching expectations)
* jc  * ji  Aidi <no> # s f j j  
(And it share rose <no> percent after it * about *)
J )  if* <no> mi j* <^ 3 j j A ylc-ij 
^  <no> Uaaj <no> 
(And Dubai bourse closed with a <no> percent rise to 
<no> points and Abu-Dhabi index was up <no>)
<no> * #  Ujs iLii <no> J )  ++-1' ^  <no> mj_>. *
A
{* <no> percent rise to <no> points and * index was # 
<no>)
ji < 00-^  Li ,*Tu»ti5U _>■ <~l. r-uy
Egypt Cement Qana profit rose <no> percent
^  <no> * t ^  j*
(* rose <no> percent)
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Five examples of collocational patterns discovered in the normalised N-grams are given in 
Table 15.
Table 15. Examples of discovered patterns with ‘percent’ (Alm}p,
Pattern / Example
fr  <no> * 
percent increase 324
<no> f r  f r  <no> frfr-t iiiiali jjj] JjUJ ^ 5/ 
(It is expected that the US consumption of energy will increase in 
the year <no>)
A  <no> * ijl 
percent rise 318
<1*11 f t  <no> if- V yfrJ) £l»jj\ jSjjj Ifji . I' j
JJJi U*L <nO> -bji jc. 
(And Adidas said they expect that their yearly profit will rise but 
not less than <no> percent compared to last year profits that were 
<no> million euros)
<no> f r  fr  <no> *
181
f r  <no> f r f r  *++ <no> ?frfix  j^i-ijj' jiijl jfr)l\
W + <no> tfh
(And for other shares the share of Orascom Telecom rose <no> 
pound by <no> percent to <no> pounds)to percent rose
<no> J '  fr  <no>
82 <no> ^  J* <no> f r y  JlA'j (And Dubai bourse closed rising <no> percent to <no> points )
Point to percent rise
fr  j  <no> #
60
J  fr\ y  m'.li j fr l '' f r  <i*ll <no> f r f r  Cm ijjl j i  jlci TiJi jlSj
(And the bank announced that their profits rose by <no> percent in 
the first nine months of the last year)In percent rose
3.3.2.4 A Comparison between English and Arabic Patterns
To compare the results obtained from the English and Arabic corpora for the keyword 
‘percent’, Table 16 shows the properties of the keyword ‘percent’ in both corpora. A look at 
the collocates shows similarities in the words that collocate strongly with ‘percent’ but in 
English more strong collocates are extracted compared to Arabic.
Table 16. Properties of the keyword ‘percent’ in the English and Arabic corpora.
Language 2 / 2-he ird
Up
collocates
Down
collocates Key downward collocates
English 20.48 0.8 9 42
at, up, by, shares, $, pounds, from, year, with, 
rose, rise, up, down, fell, down, as, million, 
billion
Arabic 27.06 2.87 6 19 by-a-ratio, point, the-year, share, pound, rising, million
Table 17 provides more detailed comparison between the collocates o f ‘percent’ in English 
and Arabic. The table categorises the strong collocates based on their meaning and shows the 
difference in their distribution between the two corpora. Metaphorical movement words that 
are related to sentiments in financial texts appear in both languages in similar contexts. 
Instruments mentioned are mainly shares and currencies.
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Table 17. Similar Collocates of percent in English and Arabic.
Category Language Collocate Left f Right f U-Score K-Score
shares 1,796 188 79,674 3.62
English $ 98 880 21,012 1.74
Pounds 182 667 24,239 1.50
Instruments share(shm, ft**) 126 425 6,424 1.20
Arabic
dollar
{dwlAr, jYjj) 421 256 7,141 2.50
pound
(jnyh, M+) 379 157 5,573 1.17
Numbers
English million 92 590 18,723 1.19
Arabic million(mlywn, JjL.) 417 72 12,297 1.06
up 3,143 201 516,487 6.15
rose 2146 72 248,725 4.05
Metaphorical English rise 283 941 65,063 2.20
movement fell 1252 60 85,773 2.37
words down 1413 133 116,197 2.80
Arabic rise(mrtfEA, ^  j*) 502 20 16,213 1.13
English year 348 1,342 27,950 3.07
Dates
Arabic
the-year
{AlEAm, (Ldl) 983 447 14,319 3.21
year
(EAm, 4*0 445 71 2,332 1.12
The comparative data of the collocates o f ‘percent’ in English and Arabic show that in Arabic 
the number of collocates are much less compared to English (Table 16). This is due to the 
complex morphology and word order in Arabic. Less polar words are extracted as strong 
collocates in Arabic because many of the instances of metaphorical polar words occur around 
‘percent’ {Almfp, 4+J1) in Arabic within distances more than five words, thus, they do not 
appear as strong collocates. This is because Arabic words follow an VSO word order and 
noun phrases of company names (subjects) or other entities intervene between the occurrence 
o f ‘percent’ and metaphorical polar words, an example of a frequent pattern is given in Figure 
14. Therefore, the VSO word order of Arabic makes the verbs appear in a distance far more 
from the term ‘percent’ compared to English, especially when the subject (e.g. company 
names) is long.
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6 intervening tokens
J ^
Arabic (VSQ): ^  138 ciWj' pLfcji
Gloss: percent by-ratio Gulf Cement profit rise
English (SVO): Gulf Cement profit up 138 percent
t t t
length is neutral 1 intervening token
Figure 14. Example of the affect of word order on the collocation analysis of Arabic 
domain-specific terms compared to English.
Many of the extracted patterns in English had similar equivalent patterns in Arabic. Table 18 
provides a sample of these patterns which are related to the rise and fall of shares, indices and 
other instruments.
Table 18. Examples of similar patterns in English and Arabic.
English / Arabic /
was down <no> percent at <no> 118
<no> * f r y  j
355
percent in index increased
shares in * rose <no> percent 93
<no> J '  fr  * <no> £*jj'
64
to percent in share rose
the * index was up <no> percent 81
<no> J '  <no>
58
point to percent in falling
the * index was down <no> percent 64
fr  <no> # <no> * f r y
58
percent in point falling index
shares in # were up <no> percent at 40
<no> f r  fr  <no> * i**-** -> 'j
55
to percent share increased
To summarise this comparison, more keywords can be extracted from the Arabic corpus but 
with fewer collocations compared to English corpus and with the same statistical thresholds. 
This is due to differences in the morphological systems and word orders.
The domain specific term ‘percent’ appear frequently with numerical cardinals and with 
metaphorical polar words, both of which are changing within a set of semi fixed domain 
specific patterns of the term or keyword ‘percent’. If a method can directly extract the polar 
words instead of the domains specific words then it could be more useful for our goal and 
might be able to cope better with variations in morphology and syntax of different languages. 
In the next section we introduce such a method.
3.3.3 Algorithm for Extracting Polarity-Bearing Words and their Polarity
In the previoues section we have been able to extract the domain specific terms by using the 
weirdness measure. We then argued that a specific group of words that strongly collocate with
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the domain sp ec ific  terms are the polar words (e.g. up, down, rise and rise). The claim  that 
these words are polar words w as based on a visual inspection and our know ledge o f  the 
E nglish and Arabic languages. The important question that arises here is that is there anyw ay  
for creating the polarity lex icon  autom atically? W e  b elieve  that there is a text external factor 
that w e  can utilise to m inim ise or avoid  taking any role judgm ents in selecting polar words 
and patterns and labelling them  as p ositive  or negative.
In the previous section, the frequency analysis o f  the Arabic and E nglish corpora using the 
discover dom ain sp ec ific  patterns algorithm  show ed that the token ‘percent’ is the m ost and 
3rd m ost frequent keyword in the tw o corpora and that the numerical cardinals appear in  
alm ost all the patterns where ‘percent’ collocates w ith polar words. A  close  exam ination o f  
the numbers reveals that they are predom inately representing changes in  the values o f  
financial instruments. U nlike words, it is a straightforward computational task to determine 
the polarity o f  any financial instrument value by sim ply com paring it to the previous value to 
determine i f  the change is p ositive  or negative.
Num bers denoting the values o f  financial instruments are usually fractional numbers w ith one  
to four digits after the decim al points (noted in our corpora) because sm all changes can be  
significant to institutions and investors w ith large investm ents. The values are reported in  
financial new s w ith the sam e accuracy and this helps in reducing the probability o f  such  
numbers appearing in different contexts in  new s archives, especially w hen lim iting the search  
to the same day or few  days after the date o f  the num erical value.
The m ovem ent o f  financial instruments is reported at fixed  intervals (hourly, daily, m onthly, 
yearly, etc.) and the changes in the instruments are reported in alm ost an y  financial news- 
stream. For exam ple, consider new s item s about the F T SE  100 over a 5-day trading period as 
show n in Table 19 (polar words are show n in  boldface type), for each day there exist a report 
o f  the index w hen the market c lose  w here the overall change is reported and can also be  
com puted using the ind ex’s tim e-series. Importantly for us, new s about the changes have the  
obvious idiosyncrasy that i f  the change is positive  (or negative) then there is a preponderance 
o f  words that can be labelled as p ositive  (or negative) affect words. W e are arguing that an 
algorithm can be written to  extract the frequent polar words and label them  as positive or 
negative.
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Table 19. Sentences showing the correlation between market change and the associated 
polar words.
Market Data News
Date Open Close Change Date News Snippet
18/05/2006 5675.5 5671.6 -3.9(0.07%) 18/05/200617:28
The index closed 3.9 points lower at 5.671.6 but onlv 
after a slide to 5,618,- the level at which it ended 
2005,- in a 7-session run which has all but wiped out 
the year’s gains of around 9 percent.
17/05/2006 5846.2 5675.5 -170.7
(2.9%)
18/05/2006
18:17
The FTSE 100 share closed 170.7 points, or 2.9 
percent lower at 5.675.5 points.- the first time it has 
finished below 5,700 since January and registering the 
biggest points fall since September 2002 and largest 
percentage fall since March 2003.
16/05/2006 5841.3 5846.2 4.9(0.08%)
16/05/2006
17:18 The FTSE closed 4.9 points higher at 5.846.2 points.
15/05/2006 5912.1 5841.3 -70.8(1.2%)
16/05/2006
06:04
The FTSE 100 ended the session down 70.8 points, or 
1.2 percent, at 5.841.3 points, having earlier slumped 
to 5,755.4 -  its worst level since February.
12/05/2006 6042 5912.1 -129.9(2.1%)
12/05/2006
17:48
The FTSE 100 slid 129.9 points to close at 5.912.1.- a 
session low and its lowest level since mid-March.
O bserving such numbers show s that each record o f  market data is not lim ited to one news 
item per news provider but spans over a number o f  new s items. An exam ple o f  such repetition 
in the use o f  the sam e market data is show n in Table 20  where the FTSE 100 stock market 
index closing value on 23-05-2006  is reported more than once. At each o f  these instances, 
different polar words and phrases could be used.
Table 20. Repeated use of market data in multiple news items by one news provider 
(Reuters).
News Headline and Date News Snippet with Market Data of 23-05-2006
FTSE bounces to strongest daily gain 
since 2003
2006-05-23 17:43:00.0
The FTSE 100 closed 146 points, or 2,6 percent, 
higher at 5.678.7 points, its biggest one-dav points rise 
since March 2003, its largest percentage gain since 
April 2003, and adding 36 billion pounds to its value.
Stocks set to fall on bird flu worries 
2006-05-24 06:51:00.0
FTSE dow n 53-56 points in early trade from Tuesday’s 
close at 5.678.7 points, when the index soared 146 
points,- its biggest daily gain since 2003.
Since financial markets are global and as there are m any providers o f  business media, such 
numbers can be utilised to group different new s item s that report the sam e events. For 
instance, searching on G oogle  N ew s Archive for “5 6 7 8 .7 ” which is the FTSE 100 closing  
value on 23-05-2006  returned 38 distinct new s item s written in English, 18 o f  these news 
items report the FTSE 100 c losing value on 23-05-2006  either as a main or secondary event. 
In Table 21 w e g ive  exam ples o f  som e o f  these new s items. W e notice that the news 
publication date can serve as a filter for excluding non-relevant new s items. For the stock
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markets, w e notice that the values are predom inantly reported on the sam e day or the next 
day, they are also reported after a w eek  or a month but less frequently.
Table 21. Snippets of news items published by different news providers reporting the 
FTSE 100 closing value on 23-05-2006 and retrieved using the closing value as a search 
string on Google News Archive.
Source Date News Snippet
The Independent 24-05-2006
The sighs of relief were audible across the City as a 
wave of buying interest sent the FTSE 100 surging 
146 points to close at 5678.7.
BusinessWeek 23-05-2006 In London, the Financial Times-Stock Exchange 100 index rebounded 146 points, or 2.64%. to 5678.7.
Associated Press 23-05-2006 At close, the FTSE 100-share index was up 146.0 points, or 2.64 percent, at 5678.7.
Ireland Online 23-05-2006
With hopes that the savage correction in share prices 
had run its course, the FTSE 100 index rebounded 
sharply to close 146 points higher at 5678.7.
Xinhua News 
Agency 23-05-2006
In London, oil and mining shares rose on the back of 
hikes in commodities prices, driving the index up 146 
points to 5678.7.
Historical market data are easily  and freely accessib le on the w eb as w ell as new s archives, 
both can be utilised in computational approaches to financial news analysis. There is an 
increasing availability o f  large multi source new s archives through web-based services such  
as G oogle N ew s, which according to G oogle  aggregates new s from more than 4 ,500  news 
sources and provides a new s archive spanning more than 100 years (for English). It has 40  
regional editions in 17 languages including world major languages such as Arabic, Chinese, 
Hindi and Spanish with new s archives spanning over a varied period o f  time. These archives 
are valuable resources for develop ing NLP system s. Similar to news archives, historical 
intraday data tables com prising open and close values are available for free and over a long 
period o f  time (e.g. over 80 years for D o w  Jones Industrial Average index).
Stock markets such as the N A SD A Q , D o w  Jones and N Y SE  in the U S and currencies such as 
the U S dollar, Euro, British Pound and the Y en and com m odities such as O il, G old and Silver  
are all important to  the global econom y and so  information about them is frequently reported 
in the global and regional media a round the world (Table 22).
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Table 22. Examples of reporting market data of world major financial instruments.
Instrument Example Reporting Sentence in News Source
Euro In European trade on Fridav. the Euro gained to 1.4491 dollars from 1.4479 dollars in New York late on Thursday.
AP
Brent Crude Oil March Brent crude fell 6 cents to USS87.72 a barrel on the ICE Futures exchange in London.
Forbes
Gold Gold rose to $914.00 a trov ounce in London from $904.80 late Thursday.
AP
Wheat Wheat futures for March delivery rose 30 cents, or 2J5 percent, to a record $10.93 a bushel on the Chicago Board of Trade.
Bloomberg
FTSE 100 Index The FTSE 100 index of top companies shed 0.76 percent to 5828.30 noints in earlv afternoon trade.
AFP
Due to their importance globally, market data about such major financial instruments is 
expected to occur in financial news in all the world’s major languages as shown in Table 23. 
Such numbers could also be utilised as features for grouping or aligning similar news items or 
sentences from different languages and to classify news items based on the instrument 
without any linguistic analysis. For us, the market data of such instruments could help to 
automatically extract polar words and patterns across languages.
Table 23. Examples of the occurrences of one market data numerical value (i.e. 
2,360.92) in financial news in different languages. The number is the closing value of the 
Nasdaq index on 28 January , 2008.______________________________________ ________
Language Example Sentence Source
English The Nasdaq composite index advanced 1.9 percent to 2360.92. AP
Arabic
r i * 1. 92 iti c^i iaLaj 44.51 4+J  . + ill .j ■ Y  ^.... S^l.luLj +  y z  feS
2360.92 ,4!
(The Nasdaq composite index for technology shares jumped 44.51 points, 
or by 1.92 percent, to reach 2360.92 points.)
Reuters
Chinese
M & j £ ^ & ± ; * 7 4 4 . 5 l £  , i& ± 2 3 6 0 .9 2 £  , 3M® 1.92%o
(The Nasdaq composite index rose 44.51 points to close at 2360.92 points, 
or 1.92%.)
AP
Spanish
El Nasdaq, impulsado por Qualcomm y Nokia, fue un poco mas lejos y 
trend un 1.92% a 2360.92 pts.
(The Nasdaq, impelled by Qualcomm and Nokia, was a little more far and 
climbed 1,92% to 2360.92 points.)
Invertia
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W hat the data in Table 23 indicates is that there is a basis for arguing that the text external 
information (change in the index value reported on its own) can be used to label the polarity  
o f  candidate affect words w hich collocate strongly w ith market data values in a m ulti-lingual 
environment.
It seem s feasible to  com pile m ulti-source and m ulti-lingual training corpora in a w ay  that an 
algorithm  can use market data to leant polar words and patterns, thus creating a polarity- 
tagged corpus. This idea can b e  im plem ented b y  designing data collection  robots to 
repeatedly use market data to query one or m ultiple new s archives spanning over a number o f  
years, and store both the market data and new s item s in a coipus where each new s item  is 
linked to the market data value that fetched it. A lternatively, i f  corpora are available locally, 
an information retrieval routine could be im plem ented to query such corpora. Then an  
algorithm  can analyse each news item  w ith  the associated market data to predict i f  it 
com prises positive or negative text. The selection  o f  market data shall not be done arbitrary 
but based on frequency analysis o f  financial corpora available to identify the m ost frequent 
financial instruments appearing in  new s from  each source or language. Alternatively, som e  
new s sources already list all the new s item s related to sp ecific  financial instruments or 
com panies being displayed, data collection  robots can sim ply com pile a corpus o f  these  
instruments or com pany specific  new s and then the related market data tim e series can be  
used to query the corpus.
3.3.3.1 Automatic Compilation of Polarity-tagged Financial Corpora
In this section , w e  propose a m ethod for com piling new s corpora and autom atically tagging 
the new s item s they com prise as positive  or negative to create a polarity-tagged corpus. The 
coipus could be autom atically d ivided into tw o sub corpora; a positive  part and a negative 
part so that the p ositive  and negative texts can be analysed individually and the tw o groups be  
contrasted with each other.
W e design robots to retrieve sp ecific  values (e .g . closing values) o f  financial instruments 
recorded over a period o f  tim e (tim e-series). The robots can retrieve such data from  historical 
market data w eb pages or spreadsheets available on the w eb. Then the robots w ill use each o f  
these values to query one or m ore new s archive w ebsites and store the returned new s articles 
or their snippets together w ith the associated market data values in a data file  to create a 
corpus.
W e adapt the X M L  standard for organising the data o f  the corpora generated b y  the robots. 
X M L is an open and platform  independent standard that is flex ible and useful for defining
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custom ised tags for describing, storing and exchanging data for automatic processing. In  
X M L format each tag is denoted b y  opening and closing angle brackets and the c losin g  tag is 
known by  a forward slash before the tag name. A  pair o f  opening and closing tags forms an 
elem ent. Computer programs can be easily  m odified  to read different X M L  structures and the 
contents o f  specific  tags could  be included or excluded.
One set o f  numbers that w e  can look  at are the daily opening and closing values o f  stock  
markets indices that are reported in financial new s streams. A n exam ple o f  the output o f  a 
robot is show n in Figure 15, this robot w as im plem ented to use stock markets closing values 
to queiy  an online new s archive and store the results in an XM L document. T he content is 
nested inside the items elem ent, and for each new s item  returned from  each numerical query a 
new  ArticleWithTradingValues elem ent is created to store information about the new s item  
source, URL, date, title and snippet and the corresponding market data.
<?xml vers ion=”1.0" encoding=”UTF-8s ?>
-  <dtems>
~ <ArticisW ithTradingVakias>
«£>pen>4875.4</0pen>
<C lose>48S3.2<yClose>
<D iffe rence>17.8-^D iffe rence? .
< T ra d ingD a te > 2005 -05 -12  O 0;O 0:O 0.Dc/TradingO ate>
<source>BI<KJ(Tiberg < /source >
<uti>!»ttp://www.btoomberg.cani/apps/new5?pid=10000102&sid=aytwrV/qtXGZQEjrefer=uk</url>  
<date>2Q 0i-02-15 GO:flO:GD.O</data>
<title>UK FTSE 100  Stocks Rise, Led by Royal & Sun; B A  Cains cm Oil«/title>
<snippet>the FTSE 100 In d ex  added 1 7 .8 , or 0 .4  percent, to  48 9 3 .2 , it s  first gain In four d ays. More than  
sev e n  Stocks advanced for every  1 0  In th e  beiiclimark.</snippat>
</ArticleWtthTradingValues>
</item s>
Figure 15. An XML document with a sample element linking a record of market data 
and a news item creating a polarity-tagged corpus.
3.3.3.2 Algorithm
W e recall that the financial language is a special language w ith frequent use o f  sp ec ific  terms 
and metaphors to describe events. Reporters w ou ld  choose the polar words that reflect the 
direction (positive or negative) o f  the market over a sp ec ific  period o f  tim e. Such words are 
used  across different financial markets for reporting on different instruments and events. 
Searching in archives o f  new s item s from  m ultiple sources using market data w ould  return 
several different new s snippets w ith textual expressions that com prise a range o f  near­
synonym  words and collocations w ith  sim ilar polarity. These snippets could b e  clustered into 
positive and negative groups using the direction o f  the associated numbers in the markets data 
without using any linguistic know ledge sources or applying statistical analysis.
A fter the new s snippets are clustered, the challenge is to autom atically extract the polar words 
in such snippets. Tangible objects can not have two directions at the sam e tim e w hen at
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m otion, numerical values and financial instruments fo llo w  the sam e rule as they can have one 
o f  tw o conceptual direction o f  m otion, upward or downward. Thus, sentim ents, whether 
related to financial instruments or other tilings, can be v iew ed  to have one o f  tw o  directions, 
either positive or negative. H ence reporters and users o f  language have to choose betw een tw o  
clusters o f  words and patterns w hen expressing polar facts or sentim ents. S ince financial 
instruments can not have tw o directions at one point o f  tim e, so  is the language expression  
that describes the past, current or future direction o f  a financial instrument at one point o f  
time.
I f  w e  assum e that the positive  and negative parts o f  polarity-tagged coipora com prise the 
positive and negative lexicons, where the positive part or sub-corpus is dom inated w ith  
positive words and the negative part is dom inated w ith negative words, then w e  can adapt the 
weirdness measure used for contrasting the frequency distribution o f  general and special 
language corpora to extract the keywords o f  each cluster by  contrasting the frequency 
distribution o f  each cluster w ith the other. In this case, the w eirdness o f  w ords that are 
predom inate in one cluster but not the other w ould b e  high, and the weirdness o f  the words 
that appear equally in both clusters and the w ords that appear m uch m ore frequently in the 
other cluster w ill be low . U nlike m any m ethods for extracting polar w h ich  are lim ited to 
extracting polar words o f  sp ec ific  syntactic categories (e.g. H atzivassiloglou and M cK eow n, 
1997; Turney, 2002) or patterns w ith sp ecific  lengths (e.g. Turney, 2002); our approach w ill 
not be lim ited to specific  syntactic classes or specific  lengths for patterns.
Therefore after the coipus is divided into positive and negative sub-corpora using market data 
values w e  could autom atically extract polar words by noting their frequency o f  occurrence in 
one sub-corpus versus the other. Words that are more frequent in a positive sub-corpus 
compared to a negative sub-corpus (positivity-w eirdness) can b e  extracted autom atically and 
labelled as positive  words and v ice  versa for negative words:
The extracted polar words can then be used  as nucleates for extracting collocations w ith their 
polarities already identified. Thus, the algorithm  does not require human judgm ent on the 
polarity o f  the extracted words and patterns because such inform ation w ill be  extracted from  
the training corpus. Figure 16 show s the framework o f  the algorithm.
n e g a t i v i t y — w e i r d n e s s ( w f.) —
p o s i t i v i t y - w e ir d n e s s (w.) =
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Negative
Lexicon
Financial
News
Archive,
Training Corpus
Date Open Close
09/06/03 4150.8 4129 1
06/06/03 4104.3 4150.8
Concordance of market data numbers kn the corpus
.. the benchmark FTSE-100 Index dropped 0.5% to 4 1 2 9 . 1 .  
.. the FTSE 100 index closed up 46.5 points at 4 1 5 0 . 8  ,
:
<ArticleWithTradingValuos>
<Open>4150.8</Open>
<Close>4129 1 <Close>
<Difference>-21,7</Difference>
<TradingDate>2003-06-09 00:00;00.0<^radingDa«e>
<sourcc>Fort>es</source>
<url>hap://www.fort>es.com/markets/curTencies/newswte/2003/06/09/rtr994329 html</urt> 
<date>2003-06-09 00:0000 (X/date>
<tkle>Bid talk blossoms but FTSE ends down as telcos dp</tltle>
<snippet>the FTSE 100 index closed down 21.7 points at 4129,1. wifii banks unsettled by 
news US mortgage finance company Freddie Mac had fired senior staff for not</snippet> 
</ArticleWithTradingValues>
W ord 2 , Z»
the 42 +1.1
at 19 -0 .1
up 12 6
Polarity-tagged corpus
Frequency
Distributions
Figure 16. Framework for extracting polar words.
Figure 17 illustrates the algorithm  in detail, it accepts as an input a historical market data and 
a news corpus and extracts positive and negative words and patterns. Step 1 creates the XM L  
docum ent for storing the corpus. In Step 2 a polarity-tagged corpus is com piled as explained  
in the previous section, the market data table is opened briefly and the specific  field selected  
(which appears frequently in new s) is retrieved and used to query a new s archive. Step 3 has 
two functions, the first is to further validate that each new s item  in the generated polarity- 
tagged corpus is associated with the market data and the matched number is not appearing in 
the new s item  because o f  sim ilarity in value but that that they represent the sam e event. The 
validation is carried out by com paring the publication date o f  the new s item  and the date o f  
the market data value, i f  the difference is within a specific  threshold then the tw o values are 
assum ed to be representing the sam e event. Additional validation checks can be added such as 
checking for the occurrence o f  a second numerical value in the news item that is present in the 
market data record, either directly or derived from other values such as a percentage change 
which can be calculated i f  the ‘open’ and ‘c lo se ’ values are available. The concept o f  local 
grammar is useful here, an exam ination o f  the local grammar patterns o f  the first value can 
show  i f  any other values are frequently occurring with it, it might be adequate to observe such 
a pattern in one language and use it for other languages. After the validation, the second  
function o f  Step 3 is to divide the polarity-tagged corpus into two sub-corpora, a positive sub-
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coipus and a negative sub-corpus based on the direction (increase 01* decrease) o f  the market 
data value compared to it previous value. In step 4, the word frequency distributions o f  the 
two sub-corpora are generated. I11 the next step, the positivity-weirdness o f  each words in the 
positive sub-corpus is calculated using the frequency distribution o f  the negative sub-corpus 
as a reference and vice versa for the negativity-weirdness. In step 6 and 7, the z-scores o f each 
word frequency and weirdness in the two sub-corpora are calculated. I11 step 8 words in the 
positive sub-corpus that have a frequency z-score above a threshold and a positivity- 
weirdness z-score above a tiireshold are extracted as positive polar words and their 
collocations and patterns are extracted, the same process is repeated in step 10 with the 
negative sub-corpus to extract negative polar words and their patterns o f  usage. The pattern 
extraction function is the same function used for extracting the patterns o f  keywords in 
section 3.3.2 (Algorithm 1).
Algorithm 2: Extract Polar Words and their Polarity
Input: Historical Market Data Time-Series, Financial News Archive (online) or Coipus (offline)
Output: Positive and Negative Words and Patterns
1. Create an XML document to store a polarity-tagged corpu
2. Open a market data historical table
a. For each MarketDataRow (RJ in the selected time-series 
i. Query a news archive using InstrumentValue(R)
1. For each news item (NJ returned
o Add an XML element ArticleWithTradingValues with the following
attributes:
■ ImtnimentValue(R) as CurrentTimeSeriesValue
■ InstrumentValtie(Ri.i) as PreviouslimeSeriesValue
■ TradingDate(Rj), NewsDate(NJ
■ NewsTitlefNf Ne\ vs Si iippet(NJ, NewsBody(Nff
3. For each ArticleWithTradingValues (AJ in the polarity-tagged corpus
a. I f  ((AffNewsDate - (Aj) .TradingDate) < t j  and [other optional filters]
i. I f  ((AJ. Current Value - (AJ.Previous Value) > 0
1. Add (A J.News Snippet to PositWesCorpus
ii. Else i f  ((AJ.CurrentValue - (AJ.PreviousValue) < 0
1. Add (AJ.NewsSnippet to NegativeCorpus
4. Generate wordfrequency distribution tables o f PositivesCorpus and NegativesCorpus
5. Calculate the Positivity-Weirdness o f the tokens o f the PositivesCoipus using the NegativesCorpus as a 
reference corpus and vice versa fo r  the Negativity-Wierdness:
positivity -wierdness(wi) = \ ^ posUiy fn, ]*[ ]
k /  Jnegative J  \  /  positive J
negativity -  wierdness (wf) = L w y  j * f ]
/  J  positive J  \  /  negative J
6. Calculate the z-scores o f the frequencies o f  the words in the PositivesCorpus and NegativesCorpus
frequency distributions
7. Calculate the z-scores o f the Weirdness o f the words in the PositivesCorpus and NegativesCorpus
8. For each Word (W,) in the PositivesCorpus.FrequencyDistribution
a. I f  (Wi).z-scoreFrequency > tz and (Wi).z-scorePositivityWeirdness > t3  
i. Add Word (W,) to PositivesLexicon
1. Extract patterns o f  (W f and label them as 'positive' //call step 2(ii) in Algorithm 1
2. Add the patterns o f  (W i) to the PositiveLexicon
9. For each word (W i) inNegattvesCorpus.FrequencyDistribution
a. I f  (fU/.z-scoreFrequeiKy > ti and (Wi).z-scoreNegativityWeirdness > t3 
i. Add Word (ff't) to the NegativesLexicon
I. Extract patterns o f  (Wi) and label them as 'negative ’ //call step 2(ii) in Algorithm I
_______________________ 2. Add the patterns o f  (WQ to the NegativesLexicon_______________________________
Figure 17. Algorithm for extracting polar words, their polarity and patterns of usage.
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In the following two sections we show how the algorithm can lead to the automatic extraction 
o f polar-words from financial news corpora in English and Arabic.
3 .3 .3 .3  E xtracting  P olar W ord s in E nglish
Using the FTSE 100 index closing values between 1996 and 2007 and Google N ews archive 
as input for the algorithm, a polarity-tagged corpus was compiled comprising 12,821 news 
items snippets (in this case the snippets are the pieces o f  text displayed in the search results) 
with 286,827 tokens and 6,137 word types. Comparison between the top 50 words in the 
polarity-tagged corpus and the standard corpus show that the polarity-tagged corpus 
comprises more tokens o f  open class words and that more polar words appear as frequent 
words. There are 8 polar words in the list o f the top 50 frequent words compared to only 1 in 
the standard corpus (Table 24). The 50 most frequent words in the polarity tagged corpus 
comprise 59.86% o f the total tokens in the corpus compared to 38.89% for the standard 
corpus.
T able  24. T he 50 m ost freq u en t w ord s in the polar ity -tagged  corp us and the stan dard  
corp us.
Ranks
Polarity-tagged corpus 
(N= 286,827)
Cumulative 
Number o f  
Tokens (%)
Standard Corpus 
(N= 2,758,191)
Cumulative 
Number o f  
Tokens (%)
1-10 the, at, ftse, points, to, index, of, a, in, closed
94,648
(33.00%)
the, to, a, in, of, and, said, on, 
for, percent
603,809
(21.89%)
11-20 up, was, down, per, or, cent, london, and, 's, on
31,536
(10.99%)
it, that, its, by, at, is, as, with, 
was, from
195,678
(7.09%)
21-30
close, with, shares, stock, %, 
share, exchange, higher, 
percent, as
19,576
(6.83%)
year, be, has, which, million, 
billion, $, would, but, reuters
109,911
(3.98%)
31-40 its, for, by, lower, ended, market, fell, after, day, rose
14,457
(5.04%)
an, pounds, have, up, had, 
will, are, market, not, shares
90,917
(3.30%)
41-50
while, financial, prices, 
volume, times, p, blue, high, 
off, from
10,960
(3.82%)
after, company, this, he, 
more, were, u.s., we, group, 
new
72,640
(2.63%)
Analysing the frequency distribution o f  the positive and negative sub-corpora o f  the polarity- 
tagged corpus each individually shows that there are words that are shared by the two sub­
corpora such as closed class words and domain specific terms (e.g. the names o f  instruments) 
and there are words that are predominate in one sub-corpus compared to the other. An 
examination o f  these highly weird words shows that they are predominately polar words 
(Table 25). The positive sub-corpus comprises 5,727 news items with 129,750 tokens and 
3,858 word types while the negative sub-corpus comprises 6,216 news items with 139,027
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tokens and 4,355 word types. The sum o f the tokens and the total number o f  news items in the 
two sub-corpora is less than the whole polarity-tagged corpus due to the exclusion o f  news 
items with corresponding market data that do not include any changes (i.e. the difference in 
the value between the two time periods is zero).
T able  25. T he 25 m ost freq u en t w ords in th e  p o sitive  and n egative  p o larity -tagged  su b ­
corpora.
Rank
Polarity tagged positive sub-corpus 
(N= 129,750)
Polarity tagged negative sub-corpus 
(N= 139,027)
Word f z f W Z». Word / Zf W z„
1 the 11,721 40.91 1 -0.16 the 12,236 43.35 1 -0.19
2 at 5,497 19.12 1 -0.16 at 5,868 20.73 1 -0.19
3 ftse 5,311 18.47 1 -0.16 ftse 5,744 20.29 1 -0.19
4 points 4,607 16.01 1 -0.16 points 4,688 16.54 1 -0.19
5 to 4,131 14.34 1 -0.16 to 4,407 15.54 1 -0.19
6 index 4,030 13.99 1 -0.16 index 4,233 14.92 1 -0.19
7 up 3,313 11.48 5.58 down 3,342 11.76 12 8.65
8 of 2,297 7.30 1 -0.16 of 2,351 8.24 1 -0.19
9 a 2,236 7.71 1 -0.16 in 2,233 7.82 1 -0.19
10 closed 2,098 7.23 1 -0.16 a 2,157 7.55 1 -0.19
11 In 2,007 6.91 1 -0.16 closed 2,014 7.04 1 -0.19
12 Was 1,747 6.00 1 -0.16 was 1,875 6.55 1 -0.19
13 Or 1,541 5.28 1 -0.16 per 1,489 5.18 1 -0.19
14 higher 1,480 5.06 7.49 cent 1,462 5.08 1 -0.19
15 london 1,326 4.52 1 -0.16 or 1,448 5.03 1 -0.19
16 Per 1,277 4.35 1 -0.16 and 1,417 4.92 1 -0.19
17 Cent 1,248 4.25 1 -0.16 london 1,409 4.89 1 -0.19
18 's 1,232 4.19 1 -0.16 lower 1,337 4.64 8 5.43
19 On 1,181 4.02 1 -0.16 's 1,306 4.53 1 -0.19
20 And 1,116 3.79 1 -0.16 on 1224 4.23 1 -0.19
21 Close 1,100 3.73 1 -0.16 fell 1158 4.00 6 3.82
22 stock 1,066 3.61 1 -0.16 close 1149 3.97 1 -0.19
23 with 1,043 3.53 1 -0.16 with 1085 3.74 1 -0.19
24 shares 1,041 3.53 1 -0.16 shares 992 3.41 1 -0.19
25 rose 1,034 3.50 6 4.62 % 929 3.19 1 -0.19
Then a weirdness analysis using the positive sub-corpus as a reference for the negative sub­
corpus and vice versa is used together with frequency analysis to extract the candidate polar 
words useful for polarity and sentiment analysis. With frequency and weirdness z-score 
thresholds set to 0 the algorithm extracted 57 candidate polar words from the positive sub­
corpus and 77 candidate polar words from the negative sub-corpus. Table 26 lists the top 10 
candidate polar words in each sub-corpus ordered by frequency and weirdness z-scores.
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T ab le  26 . T op  10 ca n d id ate  po lar w ords extracted  from  the p ositive  and  negative  
p olarity-tagged  su b-corp ora .
Keywords in polarity tagged positive sub­
corpus (N= 129,750)
Keywords in polarity tagged negative sub­
corpus (N= 139,027)
Rank Word Z„ Rank Word Zf z».
1 up 11.48 5.58 1 down 11.76 8.65
2 higher 5.06 7.49 2 lower 4.64 5.43
3 rose 3.50 4.62 3 fell 4.00 3.82
4 high 1.86 0.79 4 off 2.41 1.41
5 gained 1.50 5.58 5 low 1.83 0.61
6 added 1.22 6.53 6 lost 1.36 3.82
7 firmer 0.91 4.62 7 dropped 1.137 7.03
8 gain 0.82 2.70 8 weaker 0.78 4.63
9 gains 0.82 0.79 9 fall 0.66 2.22
10 better 0.68 4.62 10 lowest 0.63 19.09
The extracted polar words can then be used on their own to analyse unseen texts or their 
patterns o f  usage can be discovered using the collocation and pattern discovery parts o f  our 
first algorithm introduced in Section 3.3.2. The polar words and patterns discovered using this 
algorithm can then be used to automatically analyse other financial news items which use the 
same polar words in similar or different contexts such as earning reports, inflation, economic 
growth, and other instruments prices. Table 27 contains a snippet from the concordance o f  the 
positive polar word ‘gain’ in the training corpus. It shows different positive contexts in which 
the word ‘gain’ appears in the corpus.
T able  27 .C on cord an ce  lin es w ith  exam p les o f  the usage o f  the p o lar  w ord ‘g a in ’ in 
d ifferent p ositive  contexts o th er  than  stock  m arkets perform ance.
Left Context Keyword Right Context
... from a power plant sale and an undisclosed gain on its stake in NYSE ...
... last month's sales gain was the strongest since ...
Toyota, Honda gain as May sales sink for ...
It made a $ <no> million gain on the weaker U.S. dollar ...
Last year's results included a gain of <no> cents per share ...
In addition, news reporting on past events (e.g. stock market closing values) usually 
comprises the same polar words used to express expected events and analysts views in news 
and editorials among others as shown in Table 28.
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Table 28. C on cordan ce  lin es o f  the p o lar  w ord ‘u p ’ expressing  expected events.
Left Context Keyword Right Context
“i think the stock will go 
“we expect the stock to trade
up
up on the eps and restructuring news
“i wouldn't be surprised if the market ends 
“i would think our market share would turn
up
up
in positive territory by the end of 
the session ...
a little bit, ” in the fourth quarter
... we always do but the trend we still think is up , ” said Phil True , head of institutional equities ...
3 .3 .3 .4  E xtracting  P olar W ord s in A rabic
For Arabic, we used a historical market data o f  the Saudi Stock Exchange (Tadawul), Kuwait 
Stock Exchange (KSE), Cairo and Alexandria Stock Exchanges (CASE 30), NASDAQ Stock 
Exchange, Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) and Tokyo Stock Exchange (Nikkei 225) 
indexes to compile a polarity-tagged corpus from Google N ews archives in Arabic. More 
instruments are used to construct the Arabic polarity-tagged corpus due to the smaller archive 
available for Arabic in Google News. The resulting corpus comprises 1,961 news items 
snippets with 38,785 tokens and 3,617 types. The positive sub-corpus comprises 1,108 news 
items with 21,278 tokens and 2,460 types and the negative sub-corpus comprises 801 news 
items with 16,738 tokens and 2,359 types. 52 news items are associated with no changes in 
the values o f  the financial instruments and so are not included in any o f  the two corpora. 
Table 29 lists the top 50 most frequent words in the Arabic polarity-tagged corpus and the 
standard financial news corpus used in section 3.2.2. There exist 4 polar words in the polarity- 
tagged corpus compared to only 1 word in the standard corpus indicating that the polarity- 
tagged comprises more polar words than the standard corpus in relative to their sizes. The 50 
most frequent words in the Arabic polarity-tagged corpus comprise 47.53% o f the total tokens 
in the corpus compared to only 25.43% for the standard corpus reflecting the limited 
vocabulary used in writing the snippets. These findings resemble the earlier results for 
English.
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Table 29. T h e  50 m ost freq u en t w ord s in the polarity-tagged  corp us and  the standard  
corp us.
Ranks Polarity tagged corpus 
(N= 38,785)
Cumulative 
Tokens (%)
Standard Corpus 
(N= 2,757,989)
Cumulative 
Tokens (%)
1-10 ‘A* ‘A ©  1A  1-lic.
A j.ii'i i iD* <
9,926
(25.59%)
‘J 6 ‘j'Yj-2 ‘A  ‘A ‘ 3* -A
(JlSj iJaLlll
395,303
(14.33%)
11-20 OjA* ‘A+'-d' idiVjIjJ caUI i°/0 3,477
(8.96%)
IfljJl 4^1 tj t  ijl 4jjaL 
JLL 4jV>Ji 4 )L*_u.'i 117,963
(4.28%)
21-30 ‘AM ‘M* iA
Ajlfj 4 l_J3l 4A_jX— 4^lijjl
2,057
(5.30%)
4AfeJ 4<1a1Lj 4^ jJl 4 
ijA 4 4^ ju*ia 4^ -^IaL*!! 4 ^ Ic-
78,755
(2.86%)
31-40 4^S_J 4 jl^Lo iclua. 4<JjljJ 4(J^ U1 ‘ - j ‘"Vi 1 - ~ ~ 1 ,
1,609
(4.15%)
4|»JJ IfLaJl I V '  4(Jli 
cljUjV^  iLa 44&J1 4^ 1* 4A UuVl
59,422
(2.15%)
41-50 j'j *0® tl'ul 1 
4' jT\..)1
1,371
(3.53%)
4(Jo-»^ )jll j| iA-Llj 
‘(JAJjVI tljVjM 4vjjkU*aJl 4jjU 
Ajl .j j jJI
50,003
(1.81%)
As in English, the frequency analysis o f  the words in the Arabic positive and negative sub­
corpora (Table 30) reveals that the closed-class words and frequent domain specific keywords 
have similar relative frequencies and thus a weirdness o f  one. On the other hand, there exist a 
number o f  words that are predominate in one sub-corpus compared to the other which appear 
to be the positive and negative polar words o f the domain.
T ab le  30 . T he 25 m ost freq u en t w ords in the polar ity -tagged  corp us and  the standard  
corp us.
Rank
Polarity tagged positive sub-corpus 
(N = 21,278)
Polarity tagged negative sub-corpus 
(N= 16,738)
Word f z f w Zh Word / Zf W 7*-'W
1 point (aLL) 1,945 37.95 1 -0.08 point (aA3) 1,424 36.37 1 -0.20
2 in (,A) 732 14.18 1 -0.08 in (A) 579 14.68 1 -0.20
3 at-time M ) 667 12.90 1 -0.08 at-time (+=) 462 11.68 1 -0.20
4 level (tiM-*) 596 11.51 1 -0.08 level (<-sM“) 423 10.68 1 -0.20
5 index (MM) 384 7.36 1 -0.08 index (M >) 356 8.96 1 -0.20
6 to (A') 364 6.96 1 -0.08 the-index (A M 1) 277 6.93 1 -0.20
7 over (Jc.) 293 5.57 1 -0.08 to (A1) 268 6.70 1 -0.20
8 the-index (M M) 287 5.45 1 -0.08 over CM) 243 6.06 1 -0.20
9 from (s>) 286 5.44 1 -0.08 from C>) 241 6.00 1 -0.20
10 with-ratio (C-3) 282 5.36 1 -0.08 with-ratio (M3) 220 5.46 1 -0.20
11 % 248 4.69 1 -0.08 percent (aUI) 193 4.77 1 -0.20
12 percent (*+3) 238 4.49 1 -0.08 % 184 4.54 1 -0.20
13 session (^Vjb3) 183 3.42 1 -0.08 the-market ( jM ) 161 3.95 1 -0.20
14 the-market (AM1) 180 3.36 1 -0.08 million ftjM*) 148 3.62 1 -0.20
15 million (uM*) 178 3.32 1 -0.08 share (•+->) 140 3.41 1 -0.20
16 share (,*-) 166 3.08 1 -0.08 session (vjYj'jj) 123 2.98 1 -0.20
17 the-year (<3d’) 164 3.04 1 -0.08 at (a 'M 122 2.95 1 -0.20
18 at (jsi j t ) 159 2.95 1 -0.08 percent (a! 3 ) 120 2.90 1 -0.20
19
%1cd 158 2.93 1 -0.08 fall (£*'>) 116 2.80 2.65
20 percent (*33) 142 2.61 1 -0.08 to-close (AM) 115 2.77 1 -0.20
21 rising 0*iM) 134 2.46 11 7.45 after (-wj) 113 2.72 1 -0.20
22 day ( f J i ) 130 2.38 1 -0.08 whose (MO 108 2.59 1 -0.20
23 rose (t*M) 127 2.32 6 3.69 to (A!) 103 2.46 1 -0.20
24 whose CM') 125 2.28 1 -0.08 the-year (33) 100 2.38 1 -0.20
25 to-close (AM) 124 2.26 1 -0.08 the-financial (M 3) 86 2.03 1 -0.20
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Table 31 shows the top 10 candidate polar words with positive frequency and weirdness z- 
score values in each o f  the positive and negative polarity-tagged sub-corpora. Most o f  the 10 
words in both sub-corpora are polar words that are used to express polarity and sentiments in 
financial texts.
T a b le  3 1 . T op  10 ca n d id a te  p o lar w ords ex tracted  from  the positive  and  negative  
polarity  tagged sub-corp ora .
Keywords in negative polarity-tagged 
sub-corpus (N= 21,278)
Keywords in positive polarity-tagged 
sub-corpus (N= 16,738)
Rank Word Zf z„ Rank Word z f z*
1 rising (mrtfEA, LL j*) 134 2.46 1
fell
(trAjE, £+>) 116 2.80
2 rose(Art/E, r f j ) 127 2.32 2
falling 
(mnxfDA, U ^ j-) 86 2.03
3 rise(ArtfAE, fr'+’j') 120 2.18 3
fall
{ArtxfD, 53 1.18
4 today(Alywm, (*j4') 93 1.65 4
and-dropped 
(whbT, j) 51 1.13
5 and-rose(wArtfE, cp J j 79 1.38 5
from 
(En, j f ) 47 1.02
6 likewise{km AM ) 60 1.01 6
and-fall
(wAnxfD, j  ) 42 0.90
7 worthiqdrh ,»__+) 52 0.85 7
lost 
(fqd, 4i) 35 0.72
8 higher(>EIY, Jc.1) 48 0.77 8
lost
(xsr, 32 0.64
9 the-previous (AlsAbq, 3+4') 48 0.77 9
ratio 
(nsbp, + “*j) 28 0.54
10 reaching (wSwlA, V 47 0.75 10
the-technology
(A ItknwlwjyA ) 27 0.51
3.4 L o L o  System
LoLo (Almas and Ahmad, 2006; Almas and Ahmad 2007a) was developed using Microsoft 
Visual Studio .NET development environment and runs on any operating system that has the 
.NET framework installed14. Visual Studio is fully Unicode compatible out o f  the box and this 
is an important feature for implementing multi-lingual systems as it supports text processing 
and display o f  o f  texts o f  right-to-left languages. Furthermore, it is a multi programming 
language development suite and allows source code in different language (i.e. C, Visual Basic 
and Java) to be integrated easily, LoLo was mainly developed using Visual Basic .NET. The 
system contains four components summarised in Table 32.
14 LoLo was tested only on Windows.
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T a b le  32 . L o L o 's  com ponents.
Component Main Functionality
C o r p u s  A n a l y s e r Discover domain specific lexical patterns.
R u l e s  E d it o r Group, tag, edit and evaluate patterns.
In f o r m a t i o n  E x t r a c t o r Extract and tag information using pattern matching.
In f o r m a t i o n  V i s u a l i s e r
Visualise patterns (e.g. events or sentiments) over 
time as time-series and correlate such information 
with other time-series data (e.g. price or volatility of 
financial instruments).
All o f the system functionalities can be accessed through a GUI (Figure 18); which is 
presented in Appendix A and all the output can be exported to clipboard to be used with other 
applications. LoLo is largely a language and domain independent15 for extracting domain 
specific terms and patterns, it has utilities to change the direction o f  text analysis and display 
(Arabic script-based languages are right-to-left and English is leff-to-right).
---- , ..........  t? s— i  : rr — --- rr jJ .. )**.' *—* ** '**’ * ii
. ■*' « H
l 7ZZ£7 'LZfr.Z „
r Q ^  * £ **—  1 j —  i«* ■«£&*» |
r i l f l  1 1
~ '■" *§ T E i i  **
 ^-._f~ L_;— I/ / ♦ J S ....... _ =
e* p- : ' •
: " ' ' ■ . ; ' '
\  ... .,............... .,............. t r y  .............- ”
, E = F = S ^ i s ? 5 ::i  W t w - l— n ---------------------------------------"
..;«> <*»... >,.,«> «» «**,;«*» <»> *cm»> t*Jj
“ riV • r  f• ff% [it .ft HR ib» Ith- “
I I  i i i ! 1 i n n i n i i  m n m l
<:> «»e»i txjj
«*> «®>-> «*»
_...... . ... .......... ..Iwrw— r«te, »+c«ot
g - i l f i r p t p S I I  1
liis» t ..“ ...
F ig u re  18. L o L o ’s G U I.
Figure 19 illustrates how the various components o f  LoLo; the Analyser, Editor, Extractor 
and Visualiser, can be used to extract and present domain-specific patterns. The Analyser is
15 The pre-processing module contains language specific tasks, but it is not a part of the system core 
functions.
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linked with the frequency distribution o f  the BNC, MSAC, English Top News and Arabic 
Top News reference corpora and contains a specific function for processing large XML 
corpora by loading a corpus into memory in size-specific chunks that can be determined by a 
user.
The domain specific pattern acquisition algorithm presented earlier in Figure 13 and the polar 
words extractor algorithm shown in Figure 17 are both implemented in the Corpus Analyser 
component, which is the main component o f  LoLo. Polarity-tagged corpora can also be 
compiled with the Analyser by loading a market data time-series when a corpus is available 
locally. For the pattern discovery, a user has the option to find patterns in interactive or batch 
mode. It can also mine for interrupted (also known as skip N-grams) or non-interrupted 
patterns and distinguish between single word and multi word slots. In addition, the analyser 
provides generic computational and corpus linguistics functionalities tailored for processing 
Arabic script-based languages (e.g. Arabic, Urdu and Persian) which are not readily available 
for researchers including concordance and collocation analysis (Almas and Ahmad, 2007a).
Before mining for patterns, a corpus pre-processor routine performs a few operations to 
improve the pattern discovery. Special rules are included in the pre-processor for English, 
Arabic and Urdu to optimise the tokenisation and sentence segmentation processes. First, all 
the numerical tokens are replaced with one tag ‘<no>’ as numbers can be part o f  some 
patterns and they contain periods and commas, especially in the domain o f  financial news.
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Then punctuation marks that are attached to the words get separated and acronyms are 
detected. Finally, the pre-processor identifies the sentences boundaries.
The pre-processor was tailored further for handling Arabic morphology and orthographic 
variations, a normaliser to equalise variations in some Arabic letters and a diacritic remover 
were implemented. In addition, an Arabic word segmenter (light stemmer) developed by 
Diab16 et al. (2004) was integrated with the pre-processor, it is accessible now through the 
system GUI instead o f  using Linux command lines and following its compilation 
requirements. W e have added an extra option to segment the definite article ‘the’ (al, 4') 
because Diab’s segmenter does not segment it. The pre-processing routine in LoLo transforms 
tire frequency distribution o f  tokens in Arabic coipora to be similar to that o f  English corpora 
(Almas and Ahmad, 2007a), Appendix E shows a snippet o f  the frequency distribution o f  an 
Arabic coipus before and after applying LoLo’s pre-processing routing.
The Rules Editor can be used by an expert or normal user to visualise and review the patterns 
discovered by the Corpus Analyser in their contexts in order to validate, tag and group 
patterns based on user-specific scenarios, sometimes not all the patterns would be important 
to a given task and the relevance o f  information depends on the context. The Editor can 
export the domain specific patterns as extraction rules using regular expressions notation 
allowing the extraction rules to be used for finite-state pattern matching (shallow parsing) in 
the Extractor or with other systems, another functionality o f  the Editor is that it can render all 
the patterns discovered for each keyword as an editable finite state automaton (FSA) graph 
for better visualisation using GraphViz’s DOT language (Ellson et al., 2003). The pre­
processing steps carried in the training stage can be applied again on any unseen text before 
the Extractor starts recognising patterns.
A  time-stamped coipus can be visualised using the Information Visualise?- tool. The 
Visualiser can display a time-series that shows how the extracted events emerge, repeat and 
fade over time in relation to other events or imported time series (i.e. financial instruments 
time-series). This can be useful for analysing any relations between different events or 
detecting trends in one or more coipora or with other time-series but more tests are still 
needed. Visualisation could help in crossing language barriers too. For example, a non Arabic 
speaker can have a general idea about what is in Arabic news by looking at the graphs.
16 Available at: http://wwwl.cs.columbia.edu/~mdiab
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3.5 S u m m ary
The m ethod introduced in this chapter w as based on insights from  several fields; language for 
special purposes, corpus linguistics, collocation  extraction, local-grammar analysis and 
inform ation extraction. Our hypothesis w as that there are frequent patterns for expressing  
both ‘p ositive’ and ‘negative’ inform ation in financial new s and that statistical analysis o f  
financial coipora could be utilised to  identify such expressions.
D om ain-specific linguistic patterns o f  usage in  financial texts w ere extracted using a corpus- 
based m ethod and the results have show n that a com m on use o f  the financial language is to 
report changes in the values o f  financial instruments and markets. T he patterns extracted from  
the E nglish and Arabic coipora confirm  the v iew s o f  the proponents o f  local-grammar o f  a 
special language to an extent. In both E nglish and Arabic, w e  have found that ‘percent’ or its 
equivalent is a keyw ord and N -gram s em bedded w ith  this keyw ord com prise metaphorical 
polar words (e.g. up, down, rise, fall). The association is further contextualised w ith other 
keywords o f  instruments (e.g. shares, stock, oil) and num erical values.
Such collocational patterns w ere utilised to autom atically extract positive and negative  
lexicons that exist in the financial language b y  develop ing a corpus-driven algorithm  for the 
automatic extraction o f  polar words. The algorithm  autom atically filters a training corpus and 
divides it into a positive sub-corpus and a negative sub-coipus by m atching numbers found in  
market data tim e-series w ith their occurrences that appear in new s items. After that, the 
algorithm  contrasts the frequency distributions o f  the tw o sub-corpora w hich  reveals which  
words are predominate in one sub-corpus com pared to the other. B ased on statistical tests, the 
m ethod assum es that words that are predom inate in positive sub-corpora are positive polar 
words and vice-versa for negative-words. Compared to approaches sim ilar to this work, our 
algorithm  does not require access to other know ledge and information sources (e.g. 
annotations, linguistic cues or thesauri) or to ad-hoc know ledge engineering except for market 
data tim e-series.
The analysis also show ed that though different languages have idiosyncratic features, it 
appears that the existence o f  a language o f  a g iven  specialism  along w ith its lex icon and local 
grammar unites natural languages. I f  w e  w ere to apply the grammars typically  used in part-of- 
speech taggers and syntactic parsing in general, the idiosyncratic behaviour o f  the pivotal 
keywords in specialist language does not becom e apparent. The pivotal keywords w ill be  
regarded as noun phrases and the association o f  these phrases is with other general categories 
o f  verb phrase, adjectival phrase and adverbial phrase making the features o f  tw o corpora in  
tw o different languages to appear different.
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4 Experiments
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter w e  have tested the hypothesis that frequency correlates with  
acceptability in a sp ecific  dom ain and argued that frequency and collocation analysis could  
lead to productive lexicons for analysing financial new s. W e have show ed that frequency and 
weirdness analysis can lead to the extraction o f  term inology. In addition, collocation analysis 
can lead to the extraction o f  local grammar patterns. From such analysis a corpus-driven  
hypothesis was developed w hich assum es that hack ing market data numerical values in 
financial texts could be useful for the autom atic polarity tagging o f  textual context 
surrounding the occurrences o f  these numbers in the news. The polar words can then be  
extracted b y  contrasting the frequency distribution o f  words in positive  sub-corpora to the 
frequency distribution o f  words in negative sub-corpora and v ice  versa.
The analysis o f  the corpora in chapter 3 aim ed to illustrate the m ethod, one keyword was 
sufficient for this purpose. M otivated b y  language use, the main objective o f  this study is to 
automate the analysis o f  financial news. In this chapter, w e  attempt to evaluate the 
effectiveness o f  our m ethod and the system  developed. W e evaluate the m ethod with  
contrastive statistical tests on tw o  languages. In addition, w e  conduct an application test to 
find out h ow  w ell the m ethod could analyse the polarity o f  financial new s in com parison to 
know ledgeable humans.
4 .2  D ata
In this section w e  describe the corpora w e have used in our experiments (Table 33). For each  
o f  the tw o languages o f  interest to us; E nglish  and Arabic, w e  have com piled 9 m illion token  
corpora o f  financial new sw ire published b y  Reuters U K 1 7  and Reuters A rabic 1 8  services 
betw een 2005 and 2008 . N ew s item s in  the financial corpora were ordered b y  their arrival 
tim e using X M L  notation. In addition to these tw o corpora, w e  also use G oogle  N ew s English  
and Arabic news archives to com pile polarity-tagged coipora.
17 Reuters UK Business: http jVtoday.reuters.co.uk/news/NewsEarlierArticles.aspx?typc=businessnews
18 Reuters Arabic Business: http://ara.today.reuters.com/news/newsChannel.aspx?type=businessNews
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T ab le  33 . C orpora and O n lin e  A rch ives used  in our ex p erim en ts19.
Corpus
Texts
Engli
Tokens
sh
Words Ratio Texts
Aral
Tokens
>ic
W ords Ratio
Reuters
Financial
25 ,980 9.48 M 60,066 0.63% 54,122 9.25 M 124,855 1.35%
Google News NA (Online English and Arabic News Archive)
Reuters transmits news including business/financial to dealing terminals and media 
subscribers around the world, and publishes important news on the web in nine languages. 
Important new s refers here to essential and critical event related to the area where the 
language specific  site covers. These are local new s and are usually available in the original 
language on ly  and w ill not be translated to other languages. For exam ple, Reuters Arabic 
website publishes news item s that are important to Arabic speaking countries including local 
and international news. Thus, even with the globalisation o f  finance and trade, what might be  
considered as new s in one area might not have any importance in another region o f  the world.
Reuters covers the M iddle East w ell and is regarded as a reliable source for news in an area 
where m any new s agencies are run or m ay be influenced by the governm ents. W e have 
surveyed m any Arabic newspapers and web portals and found Reuters to be a major provider 
o f  local and international financial new s. The new sw ire supplied by  Reuters is also used 
frequently as a source for corpus-based studies.
Selecting the sam e source and size  for the English and Arabic corpora and collecting news 
item s published in sim ilar tim e periods assists in making the tw o corpora comparable for 
identifying the sim ilarities (universal features) and differences (language sp ecific  features) 
between the two languages and deriving more reliable analysis and evaluation.
In both corpora, there are new s stories related to local and international stock, foreign  
exchange and com m odity markets. International reports m ainly cover the U S markets due to 
their importance globally. There are no press releases, but reporters cite and com ment on 
press releases or quote experts’ com m ents, this makes the corpus free from advertisement 
material associated w ith press releases. N ew s stories are either written by  speakers o f  each 
language or translated from another language. Original stories are m ore indicative o f  a 
language than translated stories where the source language can have som e effect on the target
19 The tokens counts are the sum o f strings separated by white space, punctuation and numbers 
“orthographical words” in each corpus. Punctuation marks and numerals were excluded in the tokens 
counts and all uppercase letters were converted to lowercase. The ratios were calculated using the 
formula: (words/tokens) x 1 0 0 .
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language like in the word usage, no distinction betw een the two is considered in this study. 
Reuters UK  is published with organisation names preceded by  their codenam e w hich makes 
identifying these organisations autom atically an easy task. H owever, in this study w e did not 
use such tags and they were rem oved during the corpus pre-processing stage. Com m as are 
used in the Reuters U K  new s stories but are absent in Reuters Arabic. Diacritics are used in 
Reuters Arabic very occasionally.
4 .3  E xperim ents
The goal o f  this section is to test the tw o algorithm s presented in Chapter 3 and analyse the 
output they generate using naturally occurring financial news corpora to determine how  
successful the m ethod is. In Section 4.3.1 w e  present the output o f  the ‘Extract Dom ain  
Specific  Terms and Patterns’ algorithm to  explore the behaviour o f  domain sp ecific  terms and 
their patterns o f  usage. In Section 4 .3 .2  w e present and discuss the output o f  the ‘Extract Polar 
Words and their Polarity’ algorithm in generating polarity-tagged corpora and extracting polar 
words. For both algorithms, w e explore and com pare the output using English and Arabic 
corpora.
4.3.1 E xtracting  D om ain Specific  T erm s and  P atterns
In addition to the BNC and the M SA C  frequency lists, w e have created tw o alternative 
frequency lists for calculating the weirdness o f  words in the financial corpora. This was done 
by using robots to com pile tw o 2 .9  m illion tokens corpora containing ‘Reuters U K  Top 
N e w s ’ 2 0  and ‘Reuters Arabic Top N e w s ’ 21 published in 2006. Table 34 sum m arises the 
properties o f  the financial new s and top new s comparable corpora used in our experiments, 
the two Reuters financial corpora are subsets o f  the 9 m illion token corpora presented in 
Section 4.2 . The training corpora contained news items published earlier to  test how  often  
patterns repeat in the future in the testing corpora.
T a b le  34 . C orpora used  for ex tra ctin g  dom ain  sp ecific  term s and p a ttern s.22
Corpus
E nglish Arabic
Texts Tokens W ords Ratio Texts Tokens W ords Ratio
Reuters Financial 9,917 3,528,232 40,232 1.14% 20,642 3,528,272 85,716 2.43%
Training 7,710 2,758.191 35,903 1.30% 16,374 2,757,989 75,277 2.73%
Test 2,207 770,041 20,029 2.60% 4,268 770,283 40,705 5.28%
Reuters Top 
News 6,495 2,951,270 40,963 1.38% 9,750 2,942,830 97,388 3.31%
20 Reuters UK Top News: http ://today.reuters. co.uk/ncws/NewsEarlier Articles.aspx?type=topnews
21 Reuters Arabic Top News: http://ara.today.reuters.com/news/NewsEarlierArticlcs.aspx?type=topnews
22 Appendix E shows a snippet of the frequency distribution of the Reuters financial training corpora.
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The ratio o f  unique words to all the words in  the corpora (type/token ration) sh ow s that the 
number o f  words used in Arabic are more than English, the ratio is sm aller w hen more words 
are repeated in a corpus. The higher lexical diversity in Arabic is m ainly due to the 
m orphological com plexity. The ratios also show  that the lexical com plexity in the general 
new s corpora is higher than the financial corpora confirm ing the speciality  o f  financial texts 
through lexical restrictions.
Corpora aimed to be representative o f  a language as m uch as possib le such as the B N C  are 
costly  to build and are not alw ays available for free (the frequency distribution might be  
available for free). T hey are also  not available for m any languages like Arabic and can be  
dated after few  years. The A m erican N ational Corpus (A N C ) is being com piled  to be  
dynamic, the plan is to update som e sections o f  the corpus (i.e. newspaper texts) every couple  
o f  years (Ide and M acleod, 2001). A lthough a collection o f  Reuters top new s is less indicative  
o f  the general u se  o f  a language and contains idiosyncrasies related to journalistic and 
agency’s sty le o f  writing, u sing the frequency lists o f  such corpora to calculate the weirdness 
has m any advantages. Such lists can be updated easily  (dynam ic) and so  changes in the 
language use  over tim e are reflected in the list. W eirdness analysis w ill not be affected by  
spelling varieties since both coipora are from  the sam e publisher, spelling varieties are 
specially  noticed in  Arabic betw een  different publishers and particularly in  using borrowed  
technical terms. Arabic journalism  writing is less mature than E nglish and so  changes in 
language usage are expected to be m ore in Arabic. The experiments in the tw o languages w ill 
be m ore identical as the reference corpora w ill be o f  a similar size, content, age and source. 
Reuters Financial and Top N ew s are available in m any major languages, w h ich  allow s 
experim enting in any o f  these languages.
B efore calculating the z-scores o f  the words to select keywords, w e  have excluded the words 
w ith frequency o f  one (Hapax Legomena) from  the frequency lists o f  the financial coipora, 
these words are usually dom inant in any corpus but are not significant and can distort the 
results b y  show ing spurious significance results. This group o f  words also usually  contain 
m any typographical errors. The exclusion  o f  such words reduced the vocabulary in the 
Training corpora frequency list b y  28.16%  (10 ,112  words) for E nglish and b y  38.35%  (28,873  
words) for Arabic. The difference in the Hapax Legomena is another sign  o f  the higher lexical 
diversity found in Arabic corpora. First w e have com pared the keywords that are prom oted in 
the training corpora using the B N C /M SA C  and Reuters top news corpora. W e have observed  
that using Reuters top new s for weirdness analysis prom otes m ore dom ain specific  and 
productive words, especia lly  for Arabic w here the balancing and representativeness o f  the
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M SAC is not as good as the B N C . For exam ple, words that are not dom ain specific like 
‘u .s .’, ‘Reuters’, and ‘internet’ appear as candidate words when using the B N C  but this is not 
the case when using Reuters U K  top news. In Arabic, general words like ‘day’ (vwm, ,*_*>), 
‘Reuters’ (rwytrz, and ‘to ’ (AlY, J ' )  appeared as top candidates when using the
M SAC. A  frequency z-score o f  1 and a weirdness z-score o f  0 was used for English and a 
frequency z-score o f  3 and a weirdness z-score o f  0  for Arabic, these em pirically set 
thresholds selected  60 terms or keywords in E nglish and 54 in Arabic. The higher frequency  
z-score threshold used in Arabic is due to the behaviour o f  the frequency distribution o f  the 
Arabic training corpus w hich has less variability compared to English, it has a standard 
deviation o f  656 w hich is about the half o f  the E nglish training corpus standard deviation at 
1274. This appears to be m ainly due to the high degree o f  clitisation in Arabic w hich makes 
the frequency values o f  words from most frequent to less frequent drop more gradually 
compared to English.
Table 35 lists the top 10 extracted keywords. An extended list o f  these keywords is listed in 
Appendix F. The words that are identified as keywords using Reuters top news as reference 
corpora are also sim ilar in E nglish and Arabic training corpora. One obvious difference is that 
the Arabic keywords list contains m any words related to oil markets. The extracted terms 
show  which financial instruments dom inate each corpus and this can guide the selection o f  
tim e-series data for extracting polar words.
T a b le  35. T op  10 k eyw ords in tra in in g  corpora.
English
■
Arabic
Rank
Keyword / Zr Weird z* Keyword /  Zf Weird z .
1 percent 25,622 17.34 12 0.19 dollar(dwiAr, jV y) 30,939 37.11 23 0.51
2 billion 10,552 7.10 17 0.37 percent (Alm}p, +14') 17,809 21.33 18 0.37
3 $ 10,546 7.09 10 0.12 the-oil{AlnfT, 16,716 20.02 24 0.54
4 pounds 9,795 6.58 25 0.66 million
(m lyw n , 0j+) 14,392 17.23 11 0.17
5 market 8,269 5.55 15 0.30 prices(>sEAr,J*~i\) 9,017 10.77 134 3.70
6 shares 7,967 5.34 130 4.45 company 
' "
8,975 10.72 32 0.77
7 company 7,861 5.27 31 0.88 the-dollar(AldwlAr, jVjJl) 8,748 10.44 276 m i
8 share 5,331 3.55 35 1.02 billion(mlvAr, j+ ) 8,723 10.41 23 0.51
9 bid 5,196 3.46 15 0.30 barrel(brmvl, 4“_x) 8,311 9.92 108 2.95
10 growth 4,908 3.26 25 0.66 price (sEr, _>*"0 8,303 9.91 286 8.06
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To extract the domain sp ecific  patterns, w e  have filtered out words with frequency z-score  
less than 1 in the sub-corpora and analysed up to 1 0  words on each side o f  the keywords. 
Patterns with frequency less than 10 were also filtered out. W e extracted patterns from the 
Training corpora using the ‘Extract Dom ain Specific  Terms and Patterns’ algorithm. Table 
36 shows exam ples o f  the patterns found for the five o f  the top 10 keywords extracted from  
the English and Arabic corpora where the dom ain specific  terms collocate with polar words 
and numerical values. The tables also show  how  often these discovered patterns occur in the 
future in the test corpora indicating their spread over different tim e period in the training 
corpora.
T ab le  36. E xam ples o f  p a ttern s w ith p o lar w ords co lloca tin g  w ith dom ain  sp ecific  term s 
and m arket data  nu m erica l values.
Language K eyword Exam ple Pattern /
Training
/
Test
percent shares were up <no> percent at 247 48
billion revenue rose <no> percent to <no> billion pounds 16 1 0
English $ up $ <no> at 41 1 1
pounds profit of <no> million pounds 149 47
share dividend of <no> pence per share 127 32
dollar M M  jYy  <no> A* ^  <no> 40 9(dwIAr, jYjJ)
for-a-barrel dollar to a-cent rise
percent
axJi A  <no> * M > J'j
355 109
Arabic
(Almfp, AiJ')
percent index increased
company
<nO> l&ijJ* J>j4 Ala
43 2($rkp, aSM) point rise big British company hundred
billion
jV jj J jL. <no> * jM '
161 36(mlyAr, jUl»)
dollar billion the-deficit
It appears that m any o f  the extracted terms and their patterns o f  usage have a similar 
behaviour in that these dom ain specific  terms collocate  strongly w ith polar words and 
numerical values o f  different financial instruments and econom ic indicators such as stocks 
markets indices, oil prices, currency exchange rates and accounts deficits. What is important 
to us, is that there is frequency evidence that polar words collocate with market data. Such 
collocations support our corpus-driven algorithm  and indicates that it could return productive  
polar words that are useful for subsequent extraction o f  sentiments from financial news. In the
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next section, w e  attempt to generate lexicons o f  polar words using our 2nd algorithm  (Extract 
Polar W ords and their Polarity) using tw o different types o f  corpora for each language.
4 .3 .2  E xtra ctin g  P o lar  W o rd s, th e ir  P attern s o f  U sa g e  and Polarity
W e carry on tw o sets o f  experim ents for each o f  the tw o languages; in the first experim ent w e  
use robots to generate the polarity-tagged corpora using G oogle N ew s and in  the second  
experim ent w e use our Reuters training coipora. The difference betw een the tw o sources is  
that G oogle  N e w s provides access to a large number o f  news providers and our training 
corpora are com piled only from one source. H ence the polarity-tagged corpora generated  
from G oogle  N ew s service are richer in that each market data query could result in m any  
m ore different sentences and phrases. H ow ever, w e  have m ore control on  our training coipora  
and could decide h ow  m uch context o f  the occurrences o f  market data numbers w e  w ou ld  like  
to include in  the polarity-tagged coipora. In addition, w ith  our locally  available corpora w e  
have access to the w hole content o f  new s item s w h ile  w ith G oogle w e could on ly  analyse the 
snippets returned b y  the archive search engine. T he context o f  the snippet that is returned b y  
G oogle N ew s could  vary from  each new s source to  the other. For exam ple in som e cases a 
w h ole  sentence is returned but in other instances strings from the previous or the next 
sentence could be included in the snippet and the sentence itse lf could be com plete or not. 
M any o f  the archives indexed b y  G oogle  provide com plete access to the new s items, 
how ever, a com plex robot m ust designed w ith sp ecific  instructions for each new s source 
because clicking on any new s item  title in the search results w ill redirect to  the w ebsite  o f  the 
new s item  source.
4 .3 .2 .1  E xtra ctin g  E n g lish  S en tim en t and P o lar ity  L exicons
For English, w e  use the market data o f  the FTSE 100 index for the period betw een June 1996 
and N ovem ber 2007, the c losin g  values o f  FTSE 100 w ere used to query G oo g le  N ew s which  
generated a polarity-tagged coipus com prising 3 7 ,654  new s item s snippets w ith 707 ,884  
tokens and 29 ,1 8 0  word types. After using dates as validators the s ize  o f  the corpus is reduced  
to 286 ,827  tokens w ith 6 ,137  word types w ith  12,821 new s item s snippets. T he reduction is 
by 65.95%  in number o f  new s item s and b y  59.48%  in the coipus size, the largest reduction is  
in the number o f  w ord types at 78.97%  w hich show s that the textual context o f  the market 
data numbers in  the new s is restricted. W hen the corpus is divided into the positive  and the 
negative sub-corpora, the positive  sub-coipus com prises 5 ,727 new s item s snippets with  
129,750 tokens and 3 ,858  types and the negative sub-corpus com prises 6 ,216  new s items 
snippets w ith 139,027 tokens and 4 ,355  types. The total o f  new s item s and tokens in the two  
sub-corpora does not equal to the w h o le  corpus due to the exclusion  o f  new s item s with 
corresponding market data that did not change com pared to the previous tim e period and in
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the case o f  this corpus it happens w h en  the FTSE closes flat. In Figure 20  w e  summarise the 
process o f  the com piling the coipus.
F igu re  20. T h e  flow  o f  tlie  ta sk  o f  c o m p ilin g  an E n g lish  po lar ity -tagged  corp u s using  
G oogle  N ew s and  F T S E  100 m a rk et data.
After dividing the coipus into tw o sub-corpora, w e  generate the frequency distribution o f  each 
sub-corpus and calculate the weirdness o f  each sub-corpus using the frequency distribution o f  
words in  each sub-corpus. Table 37  lists the w h ole  list o f  positive and negative words 
extracted from  the coipus w ith frequency and w eirdness z-scores above zero, the total is 58  
positive words and 77 negative words.
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T able  37. P ositive  and negative  ca n d id ate  po lar  w ords extracted  from  G oog le  N ew s  
E nglish  p olarity-tagged  corp us (w ords are ordered  by frequency).
Positive K eyw ords (58) N egative K eyw ords (77)
up, higher, rose, high, gained, added, firmer, 
gain, gains, better, ahead, numbers, helped, 
positive, highest, best, strong, climbed, rise, 
peak, record, rising, jumped, advanced, 
Wednesday, rallied, highs, stronger, good, 
edged, other, solid, boosted, overall, bid, 
gaining, surged, intraday, reached, each, 
sentiment, fresh, recovery, adding, july, moved, 
hopes, advance, afx, lifted, pushed, short, 
august, buoyed, june, mirroring, put, thanks
down, lower, fell, off, low, lost, dropped, 
weaker, fall, lowest, slipped, losses, shed, 
afternoon, decline, worst, falling, taking, only, 
profit, net, fallen, declined, loss, red, lows, 
negative, drop, took, eased, during, slid, gave, 
falls, weak, easier, amid, fears, weakness, shell, 
where, retreated, slide, poor, technology, 
dragged, weighed, sharply, slumped, dipped, 
europe, failed, little, profits, range, worse, 
december, today, reversed, suffered, tumbled, 
dropping, value, seven, deals, worries, pressure, 
wiped, pc, concerns, October, sell, sent, adrift, 
closes, decision, no
Our second experim ent in English w as with our single-source Reuters U K  training corpus 
com piled using one new s source w ith a robot, the corpus com prises 25 ,980  new s item s 
published between 11-01-06 and 31-01-08 . In terms o f  size, the corpus com prises 9 ,475 ,659  
tokens and 60 ,066  words. U sing the information retrieval routine w e  have im plem ented in 
LoLo, w e queered the corpus w ith the tim e-series o f  the FTSE 100, N A SD A Q  and Nikkei. 
This task resulted in a polarity-tagged corpus com prising 995 new s items w ith 444 ,915  tokens 
and 11,424 words. After using dates as validators, the corpus is reduced to com prise 875 news 
items com prising 4 0 8 ,472  tokens. L ess reduction is observed in the size  o f  the Reuters corpus 
compared to the G oogle  N ew s corpus after the date validation because the queried corpus is 
from one source and it on ly  com prises financial new s. The reduction in the number o f  news 
items is by 14.16%  in the case o f  the Reuters corpus compared to 65.95%  from the corpus 
generated from querying G oogle  news, the number o f  tokens are reduced by 9.34%  compared 
to 59.48%  with G oogle  N ew s. The resulting positive sub-corpus com prises 43 2  new s items 
with 197,541 tokens and 7 ,996  words. The negative sub-corpus com prises 443 new s items 
with 210,931 tokens and 8 ,188 words. U sing a frequency and weirdness z-score threshold o f  
zero, 16 positive and 33 negative keywords are extracted when only analysing the sentences 
that com prise the matched market data numbers. The number o f  extracted keywords is 
increased considerably to 1 1 1  positive keywords and 1 2 2  negative keywords when analysing  
the full content o f  new s item s (Table 38). In the sam e table, w e show  the results o f  frequency 
and weirdness analysis on the headlines and lead sentences as well. In the four parts o f  news 
items, sentences with market data numerical have the less number o f  extracted polar words 
and even less than headlines indicating the restricted vocabulary and local grammar they 
follow . On the other hand, there is an increase b y  around a factor o f  tw o in the number o f  the
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extracted polar words when shifting from headlines to lead sentences and from lead sentences 
to bodies due to the increase in linguistic expression and variations.
T ab le  38 . P ositive  and n egative  ca n d id a te  p o lar  w ords extracted  from  R eu ters U K  
p olarity-tagged  corp us (w ords are ordered  by  corp us frequency).
Segm ent o f  
N ew s Positive K eyw ords N egative K eywords
Sentences with 
matched market 
data
Positives: 17 
Negatives: 33
up, higher, friday, gained, rose, highest, 
from, monday, high, japan, gain, 
expected, also, federal, reserve, an, 
trade
down, lower, fell, lowest, tuesday, lost, 
shares, low, fall, it, point, year, tokyo, 
dropped, market, leading, that, august, 
expect, loss, concerns, back, below
Headlines
Positives: 26 
Negatives: 34
up, higher, and, high, miners, oil, gain, 
lift, m&a, gains, rally, rises, lifts, cut, 
gold, year, boost, bank, earnings, lead, 
hopes, week, world, european, near, 
time
lower, down, credit, fears, falls, rate, 
wall, weigh, fall, worries, global, hit, 
investors, recession, st, woes, drop, 
jitters, slips, street, close, low, slide, 
since, sink, bonds, economic, inflation, 
concerns, weighs, citi, sharply, dips, off
Lead
Sentences
Positives: 52 
Negatives:56
Higher, up, rose, share, prices, top, 
miners, boosted, close, highest, high, 
ahead, earnings, led, early, were, 
record, cut, strong, lifted, crude, 
mining, rise, gain, level, other, also, 
gained, helped, slightly, rising, 
supported, merger, closing, streak, five, 
surged, upbeat, weeks, rallied, group, 
new, unchanged, eased, end, m&a, 
losing, northern, stors, bet, had, 
meeting
down, fell, lower, interest, credit, 
markets, concerns, fears, rates, losses, 
over, economy, street, wall, inflation, 
ing, trading, off, weighed, crisis, 
recession, sharply, bonds, further, fall, 
subprime, loss, weak, sell, tumbled, slid, 
profits, Citigroup, equities, housing, out, 
drop, second, could, mortgage, raising, 
concern, full, investor, amid, low, lowest, 
most, dragged, fresh, outlook, across, 
quarterly, slowdown, dropped, possible
Bodies
Positives: 111 
Negatives: 122
up, rose, higher, gained, climbed, 
highest, gain, jumped, boosted, xstrata, 
advanced, rally, copper, activity, m&a, 
property, again, vodafone, Sunday, 
statement, lifted, boost, stake, lender, 
focus, surged, confidence, miner, got, 
finished, watch, february, country, 
antofagasta, life, should, tacked, gas, 
based, telegraph, hitting, april, 
resources, mobile, upbeat, supported, 
action, dealers, meanwhile, compared, 
topped, notes, buoyed, moves, lift, 
plan, say, unchanged, shire, squeeze, 
rebounded, portfolio, received, gaining, 
advancers, bullish, mart, net, wal, 
estate, solid, discount, imperial, 
reached, best, cautious, standout, 
upgrade, volumes, worth, bought, 
germany, boeing, eriko, funding, 
matter, strength, preparing, gainer, 
momentum, pharmaceuticals, return, 
sony, division, optimism, situation, 
update, countrywide, broadcaster, com, 
feel, sterling, australia, security, 
buyout, climbing, Philadelphia, bskyb, 
construction, fact, serious
down, fell, lower, lost, off, concerns, 
losses, fears, dropped, fall, subprime, 
shed, lowest, housing, Citigroup, falling, 
loss, dipped, sentiment, like, slid, even, 
weak, negative, decline, pressure, worst, 
nyse, sharply, weighed, concern, took, 
assets, fourth, might, slowdown, 
conditions, tumbled, cuts, settle, figures, 
how, lows, minutes, saw, write, hike, 
uncertainty, safe, territory, already, 
raising, tesco, bad, suffered, drag, 
warning, failed, dragged, disappointing, 
friends, provident, defensive, haven, 
systems, sent, hurt, these, looks, 
financials, sank, briefly, investors', 
declining, enough, investments, things, 
bae, pause, sold, announcement, ecb, 
fallout, income, aviva, declines, issues, 
trades, dropping, east, hard, overseas, 
red, case, inflationary, problem, soft, 
telecoms, msci, weighing, Chinese, 
longer, plunged, safety, slow, spot, 
triggered, beating, flight, google, weigh, 
fear, hours, become, options, wider, ever, 
legal, whose, grew, publisher, shedding
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U nlike the G oogle  new s archive, the Reuters corpus can be fully accessed by our pattern 
discovery algorithm since it is available locally. H ence w e pass the extracted positive and 
negative words to this algorithm  to discover their patterns o f  usage. In Table 39 w e g ive  
exam ples o f  different patterns o f  usage o f  words extracted from the bodies o f  new s items o f  
Reuters U K  corpus by the pattern discovery algorithm, the patterns shown are selected and 
grouped m anually into four groups to illustrate their function. Risk-oriented behaviour  
involves ambiguity, uncertainty and im precision and this leads to the frequent usage o f  affect 
words such as ‘fears’, ‘bu llish’ and ‘concerns’ w hen expressing sentim ents about financial 
markets and instruments.
T ab le  39. E xam ples o f  extracted  p attern s o f  u sage o f  p ositive  and negative  w ords from  
the R euters U K  corp us.
Category Positive Patterns N egative Patterns
M ovements
index was up <no> percent at <no>
profit up <no> percent
shares up <no> percent
revenue up <no> percent to <no> m illion
gave up <no> percent
down as much as <no> percent 
shares w ere down <no> percent 
profits down 
pushing down
sales w ere down <no> percent
Expectations
seen opening up 
seen opening higher on 
up m ore than expected 
expected to # up 
boosted expectations
seen opening down <no> 
seen down <no> barrels 
fell more than expected 
w ould be lower than expected 
expected to open lower
Investor
Sentiment
bullish sentiment 
bullish outlook 
bullish about 
very bullish 
m ore bullish
bearish sentiment 
expressed concerns about the 
concerns over the outlook 
fears o f  higher interest rates 
oil # fear
Econom ic/ 
Financial and 
other Events 
and Activities
construction projects 
plan to acquire 
grow th plan 
m&a activity 
com m ercial activity
meltdow n in u-s subprime m ortgages 
crisis in the subprime 
the subprime debacle 
housing crisis 
housing downturn
In the evaluation section, w e w ill be evaluating the performance o f  our system  using all the 
discovered patterns without any intervention or selection. Next w e present our experimental 
results o f  applying our m ethod on tw o Arabic corpora; G oogle news archive (online and 
m ulti-source) and Reuters Arabic (o fflin e  and single-source).
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4.3 .2 .2  E xtracting  A rabic  S en tim en t and P olar ity  L exicons
G oogle N ew s provides new s archives in Arabic as w ell, but the archive is sm aller compared 
to English because it was added recently. Less new s w ebsites are indexed in the archive and 
the Arabic archives have less tim e span com pared to the English news sources. Thus w e use 
market data o f  m ultiple financial instruments to com pile an Arabic polarity-tagged corpus. 
W e query G oogle  new s using the market data o f  the follow ing stock markets indexes: Saudi 
Stock Exchange (Tadawul), K uwait Stock Exchange (K SE), Cairo and Alexandria Stock  
Exchanges (CASE 30), N A SD A Q  Stock Exchange, D o w  Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) 
and Tokyo Stock Exchange (Nikkei 225). The resulting corpus com prises 2 ,571 new s items 
snippets, 610 news items are filtered out and 1,961 new items are validated to be published  
within 7 days o f  the corresponding date o f  the market data with 38,785  tokens and 3,617  
words. The positive sub-corpus com prises 1,108 new s items w ith 21,278  tokens and 2 ,460  
words and the negative sub-corpus com prises 801 news items w ith 16,738 tokens and 2 ,359  
words. Our algorithm extracted from this corpus 87 positive words and 82 negative words 
with frequency and weirdness z-scores above zero as show n in Table 40.
T ab le  40 . P ositive  and n egative  ca n d id ate  po lar w ords extracted  from  G oog le  N ew s  
A rab ic  p o larity -tagged  corp us (w ords are ordered by  corp us frequency).
P ositive K eyw ords (87) N egative K eyw ords (82)
i jjLJI i Jet iOjjIj  yjjl UjJ  iOjjl i f  jj
4;Jjli* 40jlj jjj iiaij\j\ J  4DjL jj 4.ji lAjVjIAj 4 V J—“J
iAjLlJ 4AJL*J3 4 4 JA—O 
4UoJLSm» 4<J!uj 4 * \ j U 4jLLJ J  i 4A cU jjl 4 fli 4 j l j
fll. +»' tvLlSj 4 LluW 1 j  lAuAlj lAj*  - ^  L J  -N. \ ■ 4 .w i J  4 AC j  y n
4^u»lj 4sll*ij j l j  4j l l j J  ‘ jjU }  4 4Aj L 4\j tAA
iAiL-al C jS IlJ J  j [ A C'.JfA 4 ^ jjjjll 4 ^ J j j i  4V_Lul£ 4 4 4(>LaJAL] 
4 iL-Laji i >— 4^_l Sl j  aa-v ■« wLoi j  
4A-AA1JJ 4oljlsAA 4Ajl4JJA 4 ^ 4
\A_^u4^*1 4^ i c V  J 4*lj* ill 4A -A \ j l 'il l  4 li^C l
4A 4__v-4^ . 4-iAi j l J  L j  4^juai+jl iLjcaLk+o i a a I j j  
4 4 ^ u jI illSLs 4^oL iaJl 4 ^ j i  4\■»n j 4L124. j j  
4jjS ffa 4 A„u> 44.ru,>! JJ 4A_aJc 4 li jA 4 4 jmT. j  iu.1 jjj jj 
4 ^ JJ j£ ll 4<j£*jiJ 4ejjLuiaU 4LLj j X  4 j j - i  4 
tA S ^cl 4 j j S j  4s** llcQaS 4 jiia*  ) iAjjULlll ‘AjSj y ' j*i 1 
1 J . A ' I  4 ^ 4  0 ilA.DtU 40^J 4£JJ 4Axa£jl 4fJ \ jJ l
i juUAJ iL ja li+ jl 4^uiajll 4 £ a J jlJ l 4 46JoLe 
iA-i+i-j 4 nl 4AajL5 iAxiljl 4AxJ\jl1) iA^ jJill 4^ uujjll
4 A tau  4 JjLlIIX 4L-Ujh43s iASkJ^. 4v_J) 4 jzkLxll tl  ^-si ' j )  i J j s l  
j  4 JJaS  j j  iC.i'iX) 4Lft-a
W ith the Reuters Arabic corpus, w e  use market data o f  N A SD A Q , N ikkei, CA SE 30 and 
Tadawul stock market indexes in addition to OPEC basket prices due to their frequent 
appearance in the corpus which w e observed by  frequency analysis. The Reuters Arabic 
corpus com prises 54,122 new s item s published betw een 04-03-05 and 31-01-08  with 
9 ,254 ,183  tokens and 124,855 words. Our system  generated a polarity-tagged corpus with 
2 ,505 new s snippets com prising 436 ,8 0 3  tokens and 16,350 words. W hen validated using the 
date tags, the corpus size w as reduced to 2 ,262  news items snippets w ith 3 8 4 ,054  tokens, the 
positive sub-corpus com prised 1,243 new  item s snippet with 215 ,738  tokens and 11,885  
words and the negative sub-corpus com prised 1,005 new s item s with 168,316 tokens and 
10,326 words. The extracted keywords w ith frequency and weirdness z-score above zero are 
provided in Table 41 by  analysing different parts o f  the news item s, . O nly 20 positive  
keywords and 1 1  negative keywords are extracted when only analysing the sentences that
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com prise the matched market data numbers, the figures jum ps to 204 positive keywords and 
182 negative keywords when analysing com plete bodies o f  news items. Lead sentences and 
headlines lie in the m iddle in term o f  the number o f  extracted positive and negative keywords.
T ab le  41. P ositive  and  negative  ca n d id a te  p o lar  w ords extracted  from  R eu ters A rabic  
polarity-tagged  corp us (w ords are ordered  by corp us frequency).
Segm ent o f  
N ew s
P ositive K eyw ords N egative K eywords
Sentences 
with matched 
market data
Positives: 20 
Negatives: 11
‘3^ ®^  ilaijjA 4£^jl
ijL-uj tJliSl 4 *3  ^4.33* ‘ JL! < jjLa * *u! 4P^*a3
Joe*
4K^I JJ 4^ 3kljJJ 4-4+Uk 4 jl i^ jAaA 'llj 4 I t AlA va 4 jjaidkjl 4JajA j
jAl iA‘d 43jij tAiij
Headlines
Positives: 51 
Negatives: 64
i^ ij jj 1 4 A*jj ja 4 4^ -lij jl 4 via
4jlj 4v^Lc.1 4Aaalj 4cl>l_«lwi 4laijjA 4 iw t i  
<3> *4>J < .1 «-4~) J 4 ^ J- 4v__lJv£a 4 ucxi 4 jj 4^ j£*aIjjI 
iA j jS  4 AT) 4jilajjl * 3 . 3  4kl>V\ 4 A t  V I  4 V  
iAil 4J>iij 1 A: i JJJJ 4 j  j»J 4£J jll 4 jilt 4M\jU*
s^ jj *^ 3®^ 4^ iu j  ^4^ lfc * A »*>!■> 4 ISLjaI
4 fr* 4^x1 JOJ 4xjA'Lt2hJl 4 A* At AM 4 jAiA ij 4 XJxl JJ kja jjA
i 3«-jj 4 In^") iJa—i j  4Aj£j J«*VI * I * A ftA  M  . 3  J J  iALu j l * j  41—ijL A -a
<^ jj ‘Aal^ j «Aai^ j 4 jL*Aj ‘^ IjjV! 4^3l^ , tVl. t jAaAJj 
4 jLaljY1 4^ jjV 4^kljjj 4 4 4 "Aj\ar. tklijuu 4^ a.ljjj 433 
»,»j3i 4 jjJ 4 J^j 46Jjlla 4Aajj^ Al 46Jtluue i^ iaJ 4l^ jo
«Jj£i i^ UA 4 jLAJl t jyj*jl**all *^ ljjVl 4^ a*iIj 4Aj-a1'l*J1
4Jajj^ Jl 4Vjjj 4 »  jjA*Alll 4 3 ^ . 7 1
4 jIa*jI 4 1 Jjlj** 4«—Unl^ oll 4 j)j<Ik1 4 jLoC- 4 4 JjS %JOJ
4^ -i»  43*J4-i
Lead Sentences
Positives: 112 
Negatives: 115
4 A*jj JA 4(»^_**| 4 J 4 A-flOj jl 4 4(*Jjjl 
‘3^ *3 ‘4jji 4v uJAa 4 3« At) tkLiljj**! 4 3-^ ± ' *AaJC.Aa 4
4 Ac. 1 uAlj «»-"  ^'Y1 .4 ■ .1 -v 4 l*_L) j-q 4 *^»ula3 4A£j**Jl »4 Ma'i
44jA^  »3j\ij \*j>U 4 j  jliill iL a jc -J u  tja>i «jjc.
* A«-_g 4 jii 4«.lj*ill iA—oj^ ali 4(jil_ajjl 4 ^ Lui <v!»Ac.Lm 
4 Ac.l_k* 4 j —A j  44_U*iI£aJ 4 j>ASl A.T .U -i t3jLkrt i l j  4$.|j*a1
‘A*^ i i l t l i j j l  tL *c .J  4A^jbaul * 3 , 3  43 r f*a ^  tA^aaLyiVl
4 >" ' .A'i'll 4 AltiC- 46j*AA**l 4klljjc. 4 j-*£kJJJ 4 ^ iL a l l  tO V M A D U
»#Aia. 4lja**ija£ i a 4A!>jajll * jl ZTi.-Vl 4^ jS 
i-lja**«ii iAj ja 4o2jA^ i 4lA.lj3j 4 jjjaj 4 ALxal 4^ ,1 4^ *lijj^ ll 
t S." M»1 J 4wy*jjj <3^ -laVI 4 Ojjc- 4.“1<‘»i 4 Ajji]l 4w*ll 4>. A*AlJ
4 j^ Jai 4^- jj—il 4 jJJ i a^jkljll » aL-o! ja 4 jUIa
iAdMU-ljA ‘ ^ I j j V  ‘ 4 j l j  4 j L  4 * .L jl 4AjJJjSil 43LaC.VI 
4 A^. 4 (jyJL\ 4 ^ _ lL  4 £ ljjJJ  4£J j l  4£&j J  4 3_)~> A l  4 j l  lM.fi * Ac. jJ A a  
J>A,-a 4Aajlj
4^ LjV! 4 jUlj «JaA 4kAuuxl jj iX)j 4^ yAiAjl 4 jj 
»*—ijlA-a 4 jaSi 4 ^ jA\ tA »1 4 4"ilj\ar. i l o j J k  4w_jjlA*aJl
4A u A j  43 L  4 eAxGLaJl 46jjUM 4 Aj-aIIjlJI c l* A tA M  
4 jUi 4 AoC- 4 k" ilaj wa 4 jiS\^ *i 4 j1jaj*j1 4^  jliail 4 jL 
4 j-aj]l 4(31l*I1 4 ^ %H]l 4 jjl «v 6a,.A 4 j l £ j j iV I  ik"unTtliAl 4 jj j4*l
t jAaJl 4jlj) 46 j\*oA 4 ^  »3^  J—‘1 il *Al tA il 4 4AjIj j  j]' 
4^ L*aIja 4Aj jLklll 4 6-lji 4AJU*-Aq 4C .1 j^  4 Jjjjj tAaja^ J 4 jJoIAaII 
4 s l j b l j  j  4 jj J * i j  4 j l a l j j  4 J*V D 4»- k a * A l 4 ^ 3  t ’ yLul 4«AjjIj1 4 w U  j  
4v"ul^ **l iA j jA I I j  4 A j j l ^ l l  4 j l j i V I  ‘  A-4 j i  4 y*JcS*a i3 l - ° ^ l i  i ^ l j i  
t k l i i J  4uL)LLa*j 4^x1 j A l  4 4 3 u * ^ i  4 j l a —* j  4 j l a  . *1 
«W4J i^ lA A l 4 Lj n \  tA 'lV I 4 J * A l  4 j i l * * l  4<AjJ| i C jJ *  4 j  J j j j  4 L*L2kl jj 
4 k A jL - f i j jJ l  4<Aijj j l£ J V !  i b'Jjo 4 iA A jM  41 j j l o a  4 j ia S  4 AS 
4(jj1ufc*i 1 AaK' 4 AjI jj i i^ 4Aj 1 lAlIaLoll iSjK+ail 4 j^jail
AjUkjIj 4 jajAijA 4 LA*j
Bodies
Positives: 204 
Negatives: 182
tMjaJjjl 4 A a*-r>j 4^ *lijj1 ‘Jljj 4* ^ c*' tUjjj-o
4 Jl j  4 a L M  iAau*-o 4A«Jjja 4 j45j 4)AAnJj jl J  4 J» .-^1 41-1 jA 
4 jl£L**QU 4^ *oluS 4«Aj1jJux 4vLlA*-h-Q 4 Aj jl i ^ .IaI 4 3* At ' 
iJjjjl tJja^ all 4^ UjjVI 4jUaaj 4 jlS 4 *A-ajc.A-» 
4 jAK3l 4«Aj Jl jj 4lc.Ujjl 4 jaj tjUl 4 Ai.t~% 43Masi 
4jil*lil isJLuj iLajC-Aa 4 3 ^ 4vAaaij 4CjJ15j iAjbxjl 4cl)jiij
4 'wAC-J 4 ^ i j j a  4 AzALaII 4 jO A a a llj 4 j j c -  t ^ j i l  4A£jJLll iC - l i j  j ^ U  
4 AA-£-L-m 4 d jlA lL u t 4 A u il ‘ l ' j -  - 4 AjC-\ Itr f lll 4 p 'w ijjU  4 ^ AAj j  4 fC. 2 
4 3L’oaC. 4 j i k l  4 LL (j  J-aj! 4 Ac-M 4»A\jjj 4 *J j l l  4 AL*ol J*a
i la* iii tS 4 A * Aj jc. 4 ^  > v lA l ^ l  »3*^ "’ »3~<ar 
4 4 ALilaj jjj 4 aIIAj 4-n .*^  » *  *jJ 4^ j^ aj 4 ALil j la L o
4 ftJ jl* k a  4 jj t A+xLu-oJl |Q>«4.» 4A£1aa]I
4l j^1m4»11 4 xij jj 4 jL*C.) 4 AjAlj 4^Aj j  jc. ijjiij 4 4 Alllc. \ 1 > rfll 1 
4 InirtA 4_j2: js_^ a]l 4 AlLill 4 k—uhISaj 4wj\jj|1JA tAia^  iA
4 ALeff 4 Aj 4 ^  j  U \..,« 4^ loj1 4 J j * —Ckii 4 ^ *AljV! ■ - * ■ ' " J
4A-oi 4ljjlaia 4^ 1-3 4^ LoAjl »aK—t*Jl 4.j>x^ jljll 
»^ ’>>\i>l iaua4 4Y 4 j^Ukjl 43*All 4 J 4 jj iAj^ UAjil 
4 w_ll J*i 4 3j>-*T' 4 Ajlc-lij jVl ijAjaj 4 ^ _ll J 4w*1L»J 4UjjLi “"‘Al 
4^ jAj J-Jl (^ ljc.1 4*AUI 4 J^ JqI 4 Aolia J  4 AAAaojl 46 JJ— 46J JC- 
i AiC- i^jjj 4 j^ Ti) 4 v k‘il 4 AjAaAI 4 jyjjujull 4 j j jU k L k * * l l
*5* j j * i a  t3Sl 4 ja.U. 4j* 4 J j V '  «jVj3L 4^ ujV
4(JJ&V 4A*^03k J 4^ Uj 4 Ajj^ il 4 A: j-Al 4vj!iUiV! ll 4 3^J 
4 a] jjli 4 A+o 4 Jnla^ ll 4XJjl 4 LaAjV1 t .1^ *1'j 41 j*i » JLilS j*H 
4 3 ^ > K  4AjjUkjV! 4 ^ ja  »A I i3 L « ! t J a L l i l l  ( A + jl^ 4  
iSil 43lj-*i 4aAjl! 4 jLial 4^ Uj1 tAjJuaaJl 4Jji 4^ jLoj ibjiiLa 4^ lai 
3 jL 4 A,4.1c- Lk*ij 4 (a—1JA i jl ja 4 3 ^ 3  ‘
4<jALiAj^ ll t »3la isLuAjsj 4 jAlAJl ijAlAjl \ 
4 6 jjlIM 4 4AojL*i 4 '3*-* 4 jjlj 4 j i a U - J l  t-c+Jk j  4 A jjA -a 4 n+vl jlil 
4s1jjlil «jljl t3jjJ 4 J 4 J~ Ant iiajA *33^  *lM%lA M tAaALawa 
4 j;U-4ail 4 jA jll 4kill*A\tAj^ l 4^ >AUAjV' tk ka>At
4ljOkljj 4AL1 jjlj iAjl ikluA&Ajl 4l*A\iiAM 4A9 4^ Jj jj]l
iAtia *A 4 jliu-ti «k—)bl^ *ui 4 jiwii 4 4 6-1 J> 4 AjI jj 4 k"ia -vi jj 
i O j 4  ‘ V j j j  4 A »A t  A \ a 4 v-JIjlA-a iljjlHa 1 j u l  4 A jIa II 4 3 l- * ^ l  
ij) tkluMuLSJl 4jj! 4jLil 4jjajjj iAAia-Ukj 4^ 3kljjj 
i julnttir. 1 1 4 ilt'ic-1 i\^ a^ _wil 4jIjaj*-j1 4 A*a jl 4Aajjl
j | j i Y l  . ^ Y l  . c U j V  1 j t A V I  . M A V I  • J A ? - 7 I  <^jAi 
V U V I . i i j V l  * v ^ V i  > . J W l . j i l j J V i
4Ajail 4AjJL*a11 t jy3l 4 jAsJl 4Aj^ alt 4<_jjj jjll 4 xjjil 4 cLlill 
4 jjlalajL-oll 4 CjL-*** jail 4 4 ^ _»Ajill c jljiail 4^jli3l 
i^ jUll 4 3jLLft]l 4 4v—6jlA-all 4 jjoK*ki\ 4 j3*lajL*ll 
43j—*i% 4 jla*nL 4 3fr) tjAliAjl 4wAjIjY3' (A-laL**ij]1 
4kli=kj 4 jjjIj »mj 4-lajj^ j 4L4J t3alj 4 jL^ u *Aj\Aj 4+Aj 1 jA’ciAJu 
4 jil**-i. 4 jcA ijuL^ 44. ilrfc >bU 4.1^ *k- »A*_a.l jj 4 *_^1 jj 
4 La^-k* *33—• ‘ jAlua tklibljj 4 ft J 4^ J ixJJ 4 k.li*AtA 4 6jL**A
1 A*c- 4 Aj j'uic. 4(xle. 4 Laic. 4v illn 44. ka *A 4,3^ 1 i.^ i 4 jjj^*i ‘ L
4 Ac. JA^ aI yJa 4^ Lj^ U iAASj 4 ~1.>1 4 V 4^\i 4 AS 4 4_jljT.
4 jau 4>"au 4>jAtAM 4k k*A!M 4jjjAJuuAA ijljjj* tAjlL* *^ j3
‘Ma+'okj 4kli*jxl JJ  j 4fUjj ik"i*AtAil j  i ^ j A  tJojA 4 jJua S jj
4(‘J^ J 4cl,JAJ 4^ ASj 4l3c'J tCLu4-^ J 4s^ 'S-5 4'^ ji^ J  ii-klAj
k_jjJj 43^ l*J *c" >.Wj
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Som e o f  the patterns o f  usage o f  the above Arabic polar words are given in Table 42 , these  
patterns were discovered by  the algorithm  w hen analysing the bodies o f  news item s in the 
Reuters Arabic corpus.
T ab le  42. E xam ples o f  extracted  pattern s o f  usage  o f  p ositive  and n egative  w ords from  
R euters A rab ic  corpus.
Category Positive Negative
i s f r
(and the company stock rose)
f r y  itj
(and the index fell)
Markets (and inflation rate rose) (and Brent crude fell)
Movements
and
Conditions
cWji J 1—
(net profits rise)
Jj- fr\ jV <no> y  
(rising <no> dollars a barrel)
jrUjl J a iijlj  
(and production fell) 
Jc. 1 Ja iijlj  
(and demand fell)
(and the company share ascended)
La _+!' u j>-*
(and benzene inventories fell)
y t  Jc. £Juj\
(rose unexpectedly)
, f r  y  
(expectations retreat)
£Viij\ 
(expect a rise)
J  ( f f r  fr . ^ f r  
(unexpected descend in inventories)
Hxpeciations
TyLdl y= +Ja2l 
(better than expected profits)
(ift. eJLaiJj
(disappointing outlook)
fcijlall y .
(better than expected results)
jldl ya ■ 0.-^ 1 -
(came weaker than expected)
cUJJll >  J e i  
(higher than expected)
UJaliAil y i  y .  jjlU  *11
(analysts expect a fall)
jl
(confidence rise)
i'\ w i n y f r \ f r \
(investors are selling)
f-\yi J l  j j j  .Vi, n-.lt
(investors to buy)
J s  j 5i 
(signs of fears)
Investor
Sentiment (strengthen investors confidence)
y* JUI Iaa 
(raised fears from)
Jjtiill j jp  
(strengthened optimism)
JjSj y .  ijjLi-dt
(fears from economic recession)
yl ya ...—It
(with the optimism of investors)
LuVI uijtiT l 
(security fears)
Jlj-i js-S 
(the flow of funds)
JaLATl <Jlc- AjJUxll LijA J  
(high risk subprime mortgages)
Economic/ 
Financial 
and other 
Events and 
Activities
f  ■ —t
(issuance of free shares at)
frlJJ y e ju
(bid to buy)
sjJLC- J  JUU*
(expansion projects)
AjjujLlui AaJ\
(political crisis)
jUliVi Ltji 
(credit crisis)
JA jll G ji 
(subprime mortgages market crisis)
-Lajll JLjuuiI £liij \  
(thanks to high oil prices)
\ l i f r S  f r ^ f \ j£l 
(effects of Katrina hurricane)
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4 .3 .2 .3  D iscussion
Table 43 provides a com parison between the four experiments in the tw o languages in 
extracting polar words autom atically from m ulti-source (G oogle  N ew s) and single-source  
(Reuters) corpora when analysing on ly  the sentences that com prise the numerical values o f  
tim e-series data. In Arabic, there is a larger increase in the number o f  polar words extracted 
when shifting the analysis from a single- source to a m ulti-source polarity-tagged corpus 
which could be a result o f  a more linguistic variation in financial reporting in Arabic between  
different new s sources compared to English. W ith the m ulti-source polarity-tagged corpora, 
although the Arabic corpus is much sm aller than the English corpus and com piled using less 
news sources, more polar words are extracted from  it compared to the E nglish corpus. One 
main reason for this phenom enon is due to the com plex m orphology o f  Arabic. For exam ple 
there are eight different forms o f  the word ‘rise’ in the extracted Arabic polar words list. The 
Arabic inflectional m orphology appears to direct words to categorise (i.e. word forms appear 
m ostly in positive or negative contexts) more than English resulting in more polar words in 
Arabic compared to English.
T a b le  43 . C om p arison  betw een  the E n g lish  and  A ra b ic  experim ents for ex tra ctin g  polar  
w ords from  sen tences w ith  m arket data .
English Arabic
(G oogle N ew s English) 
M ulti-Source  
Polarity-Tagged  
Corpus (N = 707,884)
(Reuters UK ) 
Single-Source  
Polarity-Tagged  
Corpus ( N -  16,039)
(G oogle  N ew s Arabic) 
M ulti-Source 
Polarity-Tagged Corpus 
(N = 38 ,785)
(Reuters Arabic) 
Single-Source  
Polarity-Tagged  
Corpus (N =  39,826)
Positives: 58 
Negatives: 77
Positives: 17 
Negatives: 33
Positives: 87 
Negatives: 82
Positives: 20 
Negatives: 11
In the extracted words and patterns lists in English and Arabic using the Reuters corpora, a 
number o f  observations arise. First is the up-to-date nature o f  the extracted words is apparent 
in that words such ‘subprim e’ and ‘credit’ are appearing as negative polar words reflecting  
the recent credit crisis in the U S  econom y and banking system s due to the failure o f  
‘subprime m ortgages’ w hich affected financial markets and institutions around the world 
including the m iddle-east. A  review o f  the extracted polar words in both languages reveal 
similar characteristics in that beside the polar words, there are words denoting com panies, 
days, m onths, markets nationalities and markets sectors which tend to appear more frequently 
in one sub-corpus compared to the other. This is due to the performance o f  the financial 
instruments across the date span o f  the content o f  the training corpora. M arkets might be 
perform ing w ell on specific  days o f  the w eek and som e com panies or sectors in stocks 
markets perform ing p ositively  during the m ajority tim e span o f  the corpora. Manual
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inspection o f  the extracted polar words m ight be m isleading without looking at the 
collocations and patterns o f  usage o f  the extracted words. For exam ple, the words ‘longer’, 
‘safety’ and ‘w ider’ are extracted as negative words from the Reuters U K  corpus and the 
inspection o f  their collocates reveals that the ‘longer’ collocates strongly w ith  ‘take’, ‘wider* 
w ith ‘lo ss’ and ‘sa fety’ w ith ‘v io lations’ resulting in the tendency o f  these w ords to appear in 
negative contexts. For exam ple, in our corpus ‘w ider’ collocates 24 tim es w ith T oss’ and 4  
tim es w ith T osses’ compared to only  10 tim es w ith ‘gain’ and 2 tim es w ith ‘gains’. There are 
culture sp ec ific  words and patterns such as ‘bu llish sentim ents’ and ‘bearish sentim ents’ that 
only  appear from the analysis o f  the U K  corpus. In addition, in both lists o f  English and 
Arabic extracted words using Reuters coipora, there are sim ilar words that denote activities 
and actions that result in positive or negative im pacts on die markets such as ‘bu y’, ‘se ll’ and 
‘m & a’ (merger &  acquisition) and words denoting the sentim ents o f  markets participants 
including the w ords ‘optim ism ’, ‘confidence’ and ‘fear’ and their patterns o f  usage. The 
extracted words and patterns also  show  that expectations are important and events can be  
‘above’ or ‘b e lo w ’ expectations, w e  b e lieve  such patterns are useful for ‘new s impact 
analysis’ as unexpected events could have larger im pacts. Again, the Reuters Arabic corpus is 
dom inated w ith patterns related to o il markets com pared to the U K  corpus and the word ‘o il’, 
for exam ple, appears in  the pattern “thanks to higher oil prices” in the Arabic corpus 
com pared to  die pattern “oil #  fears” in the U K  coipus. These tw o patterns reflect the 
differences betw een the econom ies o f  GCC countries and the UK .
The results o f  the tw o experim ents in each language can be utilised to filter out words that are 
extracted as polar words but are not so  due to  idiosyncratic properties o f  each corpus. For 
exam ple a polarity-tagged corpus com piled using market data o f  the FT SE  100 w ill be  
dominated with-com panies listed  in the index and sim ilarly for the U S based N A SD A Q  index. 
In addition, the tim e span o f  the coipus used  w ou ld  also affect the type o f  som e o f  the 
extracted polar words. H ow ever the sim ilar polar words m atched from die lexicons extracted 
from tw o or more polarity-tagged corpora
are expected to contain different com pany nam es, days, months, and sectors i f  they perform  
differently and the corpus content is published over different tim e spans and report different 
financial instruments. Thus w e  carried out a test to find the lists o f  intersecting polar words 
betw een the G oogle  N ew s polarity-tagged coipora and the Reuters polarity-tagged coipora. 
Table 4 4  show s the sim ilar words extracted from  the tw o different coipora in each language, 
for the Reuters coipora the words extracted from  analysing the bodies o f  new s item s w ere  
used. In English, 17 positive sim ilar words were found representing 29.3%  (17 out o f  58) o f  
the G oogle  N ew s positive words and 15.3%  (17 out o f  111) o f  Reuters U K  positive  words
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lexicons, 32 negative sim ilar words were found representing 41.6%  (32 out o f  77) o f  the 
G oogle new s negative words and 26.2%  (32 out o f  122) o f  Reuters UK  negative words 
lexicons. W hile in Arabic, 25 positive sim ilar words were found representing 27.7%  (25 out 
o f  90 ) o f  the G oogle new s positive words and 12.3%  (25 out o f  204) o f  Reuters U K  positive  
words lexicons, 24  negative sim ilar words w ere found representing 29.8%  (25 out o f  84) o f  
the G oogle  N ew s positive words and 13.2%  (24 out o f  182) o f  Reuters U K  negative words 
lexicons. Although the number o f  sim ilar extracted polar words from the tw o corpora is small, 
this cross-validation m ethod o f  polar words betw een different training corpora can result in 
larger lexicons and subsequently better recall by  increasing the size o f  the training corpora 
and by having both corpora com prising com plete new s items instead o f  only new s snippets as 
in the case o f  the G oogle  N ew s polarity-tagged corpora.
T ab le  44 . S im ilar  p o lar  w ords extracted  from  tw o  polarity-tagged  corp ora  in  each  
L angu age  using G oogle N ew s and  R euters po lar ity -tagged  corpora.
English Arabic
Positives (18) N egatives (32 ) Positives (25) N egatives (24)
climbed, jumped, 
gained, advanced, 
gaining, highest, rose, 
climbing, surged, 
best, boosted, up, 
gain, higher, lifted, 
strength, rally, 
rebounded
suffered, red, lost, 
dropped, loss, slid, 
tumbled, dragged, 
down, fell, lower, off, 
concerns, losses, fears, 
fall, shed, lowest, 
falling, dipped, weak, 
negative, decline, 
pressure, worst, 
sharply, weighed, took, 
lows, failed, sent, 
dropping
i J j U d  t j l  j j
t d j l j j j  i j l j  (LlwjLjS 4^-lc. 1 
t j i s  j  *3  ^
i lc - la j j l i^jlc.1 j  
4 ^ U jjL j * j j *
4 A jlAJ J>» 4 djJLflU j l  j  4JjX *«C I
^ 4A_jYaj id ix A jjl
i S i i j
4kjia iL aJ !j iJajAj
4-L- iA J  4£ -^J J J  4£1J
4JoJ j A  t/u>lJ J  ‘ j h ' t N i l  
4JAS 4 j j * * 3  j j  J  a A  M l ^  ‘i-n.
j j L u i ^  4>—i  A 4» jLuiaL
4.4  E valuation
The evaluation should be a m easurement o f  success in achieving the goal o f  an algorithm or 
system . As m entioned earlier, our goal is to automate the task o f  c lassifying financial news 
into positive or negative new s as humans do. Here w e need to find out how sim ilar the system  
performs to a human expert. The m ajority o f  system s that attempt to analyse financial news 
are developed based on theories and observations related to the English language and are 
subsequently evaluated with E nglish data only. T hese system s m ight not be adequate for 
analysing texts in other languages, especia lly  topologically  and m orphologically different 
languages compared to E nglish and languages with scarce computational resources. The 
m ono lingual evaluation can not g ive any indication on the ability o f  such system s in 
analysing texts in other languages. W e evaluated our system  with tw o topologically  and 
m orphologically different languages; English and Arabic. Such cross language evaluation
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w ould help in  deriving better assessm ents on  the perform ance o f  algorithms intended to 
process free texts and m ore through error analysis for further enhancem ent o f  such  
algorithms.
The polarity lexicons and patterns learned using our algorithms are used to extract polar 
expressions and their orientations. In general, the longer the patterns the more sp ecific  they  
are and the less context variation they have, w hich could  lead to higher precision and lower  
recall. In our system , w hen one pattern is part o f  a larger pattern and both are m atched in  a 
sentence, it w ill only count the m atch o f  the longer pattern. W hen labelling sentences as 
positive or negative, i f  a sentence is m atched w ith an equal number o f  positive  and negative  
words or patterns, it is considered am biguous and is labelled as unknown. Another heuristic 
that w e  have added w hen using patterns is that the polarity o f  a pattern is changed to the 
opposite i f  it com prises one o f  the top 15 w ords o f  the opposite polarity. For exam ple, i f  the 
word ‘confidence’ is extracted as positive and generates a pattern ‘confidence fe ll’ then this 
pattern w ill be regarded as a negative patterns i f  the word ‘fe ll 5 is one o f  the 15 m ost frequent 
negative polar words.
D eterm ining the polarity o f  a pattern depends on the exact goal and scenario o f  new s analysis, 
an actual or expected rise in  o il prices could b e  positive  new s for o il producing econom ies but 
a negative new s for econom ies that depend on im porting oil. The Editor tool in  LoLo 
facilitates the creation o f  a user-specified pattern base for each scenario through the manual 
inspection o f  the generated patterns to im prove precision. A  user could ask ‘what is the 
impact o f  the event o f  this pattern on m y portfolio?’ A  m achine translation system 2 3  can help 
a user w ho cannot read a sp ecific  language in validating the patterns.
Since our objective is to discover patterns that can extract information related to sentim ents in 
financial texts, w e  have set up qualitative experim ents to evaluate the performance o f  our 
system  and the usefulness o f  the patterns discovered in  extracting the sentim ent bearing 
sentences and determ ining their polarity as positive ‘good ’ or negative ‘bad’. The output o f  
LoLo for each language w as compared w ith  human judgem ent. There are tw o questions that 
the evaluation should be able to  answer: (a) what is  the quality o f  extracted words and 
patterns (precision)? (b) how  w ell they represent the text (recall)? W e measured the precision  
and recall that our system  achieved in labelling the evaluation corpora in  com parison to
23 We had a test with Google’s English-to-Arabic and Arabic-to-English translation service 
(http://translate.google.com) and we found that the automatic translations were reasonable for inferring 
the meaning and polarity of the patterns.
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humans. In addition, w e compared the performance o f  our system  with that o f  the GI lexicons 
introduced earlier in Chapter 2.
In the evaluation tests, w e have exported the words and patterns generated by  LoLo each 
separately as regular expressions using the Editor feature, and then used the Extractor to 
autom atically extract and tag unseen sentim ent bearing sentences in the evaluation corpora.
4.4.1 E va luation  D ata
To com pare the performance o f  the system  with the performance o f  humans in analysing  
financial news and extracting sentiment polarity information, w e prepared reference data by  
com piling tw o evaluation corpora com prising 30  Reuters Arabic and 20 Reuters U K  news 
stories randomly selected new s stories not seen b y  the system . W e denote these corpora as 
‘E ntire-N ew s’ corpora as all the com plete content o f  news items are included. W e have also  
com piled another tw o corpora com prising on ly  lead sentences o f  news items to evaluate how  
w ell our system  can analyse the main events o f  new s items. W e denote these resources as 
‘L ead-Sentences’ corpora and they com prise 40  lead sentences for each language.
Two know ledgeable humans were asked to label each sentence as positive, negative or 
neutral/unknown. The E nglish annotator was asked to label the sentences based on what is 
positive or negative to the U K  econom y w h ile  the Arabic annotator w as asked to annotate 
with respect to M iddle Eastern econom ies. The breakdown o f  the labelled sentences in the 
tw o corpora is presented in Table 45.
T ab le  45 . B reakdow n o f  sen tences in the ev a lu ation  corpora as labelled  by hu m ans.
Language Corpus Tokens P ositive N egative Neutral Total
English
Entire-News 7,561 89 134 92 315
Lead-Sentences 1,294 16 24 - 40
Arabic
Entire-News 7,373 163 109 72 344
Lead-Sentences 1,293 19 17 4 40
W e checked the cross agreement betw een tw o humans in labelling 113 E nglish sentences 
when given the sam e scenario (i.e. the new s in relation to the UK  econom y) and found that 
they agreed in labelling 87 sentences (77% ). This show s that the task is not straightforward, 
one o f  the reasons o f  the disagreem ents was caused as a reason o f  the annotates perspective  
on whether the information has positive or negative impact on the U K  econom y like the 
sentence:
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M ost arrivals from Eastern Europe have opted for low  paid service jobs.
Another reason was due to the inability o f  one o f  the annotators to determine the polarity o f  
som e sentences and marked them  as neutral/unknown w hile the other annotator w as able to 
assign a positive or a negative label like the sentence:
B usiness travel firm H ogg R obinson said on Friday it planned to price its delayed  
initial public offering (IPO) on M onday.
In the case o f  GI lexicons use in our evaluation, w e  have elim inated the POS details (e.g. 
advance [noun] and advance [verb] w ill be m erged in one entry) and kept the m orphological 
variants o f  words o f  the GI lexicons. This process reduced the number o f  positive words from  
1,915 to 1,644 and the number o f  negative words from 2,291 to 2,019. On the other hand and 
to the best o f  our know ledge, there are no available Arabic positive and negative lexicons. 
This led us to autom atically translate the GI lexicons from English to Arabic. W e have 
designed a robot that autom atically retrieved each entry o f  the GI lexicons and used it to 
query G oogle 2 4  English-to-Arabic translation service to create an Arabic version o f  the GI. 
The robot generated 1,597 positive and 1,999 Arabic words and phrases. W e are aware that 
the automatic translation is less reliable than replicating the m ethod in w hich the GI was 
constructed which is a very expensive process as well as the manual translation, but it can still 
provide an indication o f  the performance on our system  compared to large m anually 
constructed lexicons. The automatic translation itse lf was evaluated by  com paring its 
performance in labelling sentences to human’s performance.
In the case o f  the lexicons and patterns generated by our algorithms, w e analysed the 
evaluation corpora using the words and patterns extracted from analysing the bodies o f  news 
items in the Reuters English and Arabic 9 m illion corpora which resulted in 113 positive and 
122 negative English words (Table 38) and 204 positive and 182 negative Arabic words 
(Table 41). Table 46  com pares the size  o f  the GI and our smaller word on ly  lexicons which  
equal to only 6.4%  o f  the E nglish GI and 10.7% o f  the Arabic GI.
T a b le  46. W o rd -b ased  lex icon s used  in the eva luation .
Language Lexicon Positives Negatives
English
GI (without POS distinction) 1,644 2,019
Generated by LoLo 113 122
Arabic
GI (automatically translated from English) 1,597 1,999
Generated by LoLo 204 182
24 Available at: http://translate.google.com
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4 .4 .2  S ystem  P erform an ce in Sen tim en t A n alysis o f  E n tire  N ew s Item s 
W e first used precision and recall statistics to measure how  well the English and Arabic GI 
lexicons label the sentences o f  the Entire-N ews evaluation corpora as positive and negative. 
Then w e repeated the process using the word lexicons generated by LoLo and once more with 
pattern (a pattern here m eans a regular expression with at least two words) lexicons generated  
by the sy stem  The results o f  the evaluation are show n in Table 47  for the overall performance 
o f  the lexicons as w ell as the positive and negative sentences individually.
T ab le  47. P erform an ce in sen tim ent and polar ity  analysis usin g  the E ntire-N ew s corpora  
(W = w ord-based  lexicons, P =  pattern -b ased  lexicons).
Corpus Lexicon
' •
Positives Negatives Overall
Prec. Recall Prec. Recall Prec. Recall F
(0=1)
English
GI 38.1%(43/113)
48.3%
(43/89)
65.1%
(54/83)
40.3%
(54/134)
49.5%
(97/196)
43.5%
(97/223) 46.3%
LoLo- W 45.3%
(39/86)
43.8%
(39/89)
66.2%
(51/77)
38.0%
(51/134)
54.9%
(90/164)
40.4%
(90/223) 46.5%
LoLo- P 45.3%(39/86)
43.8%
(39/89)
74.3%
(58/78)
43.3%
(58/134)
59.1%
(97/164)
43.5%
(97/223) 50.1%
Arabic
GI 63.0%(63/100)
38.7%
(63/163)
50.0%
(39/78)
35.8%
(39/109)
57.3%
(102/178)
37.5%
(102/272) 45.3%
LoLo- W 70.9%(83/117)
50.9%
(83/163)
55.0%
(61/111)
60.0%
(61/109)
63.1%
(144/228)
53.0%
(144/272) 57.6%
LoLo-P 73.2%(85/112)
52.1%
(85/163)
59.6%
(56/94)
51.4%
(56/109)
68.4%
(141/206)
51.8%
(141/272) 59.0%
The F-m easures o f  English show  that the word-based lexicons extracted by LoLo perform  
fractionally (0.02% ) better compared to the GI although that LoLo's lexicons are much 
smaller. The larger lexicons o f  the GI result in more overestim ation (low er precision by 5.4% ) 
compared to LoLo's lexicons, on the other hand the GI recall is better b y  3.1% . W hen using  
LoLo’s pattern based lexicons, the overall performance o f  the system  has increased by  3.6%  
from 46.5%  to 50.1%  and both the precision and recall improved because fewer patterns are 
m atched in each sentence compared to words. In the case o f  Arabic, LoLo's word-based 
lexicons performed better than the translated GI Arabic lexicons by 12.3%. The F-m easure  
has im proved by 1.4% when patterns were used instead o f  words. The performance o f  the 
system  in Arabic was better than in English w hich might be an indication that Arabic 
m orphology helped our m ethod by having more specific words (through inflectional 
affixation and the heavy use o f  clitics) that appear in more specific  contexts.
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4 .4 .3  System  P erform an ce  in S en tim en t A n alysis o f  M ain  E vents
An important factor that m any approaches to the autom atic analysis o f  financial new s do not 
consider is the discourse structure o f  news reporting and the use o f  the inverted pyramid 
structure discussed in Section 3 .2 .4 . Ignoring such property can lead to less than expected  
results even i f  the lexicons and text analysis com ponents have good coverage and accuracy 
due to the system  giving sim ilar w eights to foreground and background information.
The sentiment analysis approaches to the analysis o f  financial news (e.g. Tetlock et al., 2007) 
did not differentiate between foreground and background information. A s m entioned earlier 
in Chapter 3, the foreground inform ation is the important news and the background 
information is there to support, elaborate and put the foreground information in context. 
H ence the background information usually has less value compared to the main event and 
could m islead the result o f  sentim ent analysis i f  the impact o f  news on markets is being 
studied. U nlike other types o f  text like narratives and editorials, the structure o f  new s items 
makes it easy to isolate the m ost important information in a news item by  on ly  selecting the 
lead sentence. Table 48  lists the performance o f  our system  in analysing the ‘Lead-Sentences’ 
corpora.
Table 48. P erform an ce in sen tim en t and  polar ity  analysis usin g  the L ead-Sentences  
corp ora  (W =  w ord-b ased  lex icons, P =  pattern -b ased  lexicons).
Language Lexicon
Positives Negatives Overall
Prec. Recall Prec. Recall Prec. Recall F
(0=1)
English
GI 37.5%(6/16)
37.5%
(6/16)
62.5%
(10/16)
41.6%
(10/24)
50.0%
(16/32)
40.0%
(16/40)
44.4%
LoLo-W 71.4%(10/14)
62.5%
(10/16)
78.6%
(11/14)
45.8%
(11/24)
75.0%
(21/28)
52.5%
(21/40) 61.8%
LoLo-P 58.3%(7/12)
43.7%
(7/16)
81.8%
(9/11)
39.1%
(9/24)
69.6%
(16/23)
40.0%
(16/40) 50.8%
Arabic
GI
62.5%
(10/16)
52.6%
(10/19)
66.6%
(6/9)
35.3%
(6/17)
64.0%
(16/25)
44.4%
(16/36) 52.4%
LoLo-W
71.4%
(10/14)
52.6%
(10/19)
64.7%
(11/17)
64.7%
(11/17)
67.4%
(21/31)
58.3%
(21/36) 62.5%
LoLo-P 68.7%(11/16)
57.9%
(11/19)
68.7%
(11/16)
64.7%
(11/17)
68.7%
(22/32)
61.1%
(22/36) 64.7%
The results indicate that there is an overall im provem ent in performance w hen analysing lead 
sentences only compared to the full content o f  new s items because o f  the more restricted 
structure they have. Both the word-based and pattern-based lexicons in both languages 
performed better compared to analysing full content o f  new s and better than the GI lexicons. 
In English, the F-M easures o f  the word-based lexicons increased by 15.3% from 46.5%  to
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61.8%  and that o f  the pattern-based lex icons increased very slightly from  50.1%  to 50.8%. 
One unexpected result w as the better perfonnance o f  word-based lexicons (61.8% ) compared  
to the pattern-based lexicons (50.8% ) m ainly due to  higher recall; words w ere able to identify  
the label o f  m ore sentences com pared to  patterns. In Arabic, the performance o f  the word- 
based lexicons im proved b y  4.9%  increasing from  57.6%  to 62.5%  and that o f  the pattern- 
based lexicons increased by  5.7%  from 59.0%  to 64.7% .
4.4.4 Limitations and Error Analysis
Since recall relates to identifying all the instances o f  the required inform ation to be extracted, 
it appears to be m ore difficult than precision. O ne reason for the system  recall being  in the 
range o f  c. 40% -60%  is due to the values o f  the thresholds used w hich  led to the loss o f  
valuable inform ation in the lexicons b y  excluding the less frequent polar words and patterns. 
The algorithm  also can not label new s that does not include market data numbers when  
com piling polarity-tagged corpora. There are linguistic expressions w hich the algorithm  
cannot detect based on frequency bases because they are used rarely but appear in the  
evaluation corpora. Another reason is that som e sentim ent and polarity bearing expressions 
are not presented significantly in the training corpora or are expressed very divergently. For 
exam ple, the fo llow in g  sentences are not m atched w ith any o f  the patterns in  the system  
lexicons:
Fresh sabotage o f  a p ipeline carrying crude from  Iraq’s northern oil fields to 
Turkey’s Ceyhan port pushed back the planned restart o f  exports along this route.
(Human Label: Negative, System Label: Unimown)
JaLill dlajIc- (/c- LajLojc-1 CP* ' j S 4 cf+A/
(Saudi Arabia is trying to diversity its econom y as other G u lf States to reduce their 
dependence on the volatile  o il returns.)
(Human Label: Positive, System Label: Unimown)
Precision is m ainly affected  b y  three factors. First, som e words and even patterns can appear 
in their unusual polarity due to their w ider context in a sentence w hich shifts their polarity  
such as in the fo llow in g  tw o sentences:
H SB C  said online fraud on  its Internet system  w as low er  than the market averagef-1 
and it w as satisfied its customers were m ore than adequately protected.
(Human Label: Positive, System Label: Negative)
+L+ Cy* £+jJi aKui ^ 11] Uajj <no> ‘d Juki! jt&i (jc. sjuli j  <no> cJLj 
(A nd the index is below  its hiehest point at < no> recorded on the 7th o f  February)
(Human Label: Negative, System Label: Positive)
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Restricting the m inim um  number o f  words to accept the discovered patterns m ight reduce 
such errors, how ever recall w ill be expected  to reduce. The second reason that affects the 
precision is that the autom atic labelling o f  words and patterns by  the system  som etim es labels 
a word w ith an opposite polarity or that the words is not polar in  itse lf  as in the fo llow in g  two  
sentences w here the word ‘cautious’ in E nglish  is labelled as positive and the word  
‘N ovem ber’ (nwfmbr, jfrfr) in  Arabic is labelled as negative and their patterns are tagged as 
positive b y  the system:
The m ood is also cau tiou s aheadf+1 o f  an interest rate decision  from  the U .S . Federal 
Reserve late on Tuesday.
(Human Label: Negative, System Label: Positive) 
dulS ITjj jYj-i j LLa <no> di) jLiLuYI eliiL [-), .JlSil Jtiill (j JS i^lL j  oJill
jyjs jLL <no> AjjUijiyi dji^±iii
(In the period from  January to N ovem ber actual investm ents reached <n o>  billion  
dollars w liile  pledged investm ents w ere <no> b illion  dollars.)
(Human Label: Positive, System Label: Negative)
In general, the system  detects what is  going or expected to go ‘up’ as positive and what is 
going or expected to go ‘dow n’ as negative. H ow ever, this might not always b e  case as it 
depends on the interests o f  people, organisations and nations in a financial instrument or 
econom ic indicator go ing  ‘up’ or ‘dow n’. For exam ple, the Arabic annotator w as asked to 
label the sentences in respect w ith  m iddle-eastern econom ies and so  labelled the fo llow ing  
sentence as p ositive  probably because ‘r ising’ U S  crude inventories m ight result in low er oil 
prices, w hich is negative new s for m iddle-eastern econom ies:
Jill (jj J J l  diLLu (Jji <La.yi j  Jail JTjll jL_«l dijausl
.fUJI J=L3| [+1(j ; 'fr* pl&ijt tji
(Crude o il prices stabilised on W ednesday m orning before Am erican inventories 
data are released w hich are expected to show  a r ise  in crude inventories.)
(Human Label: Negative, System Label: Positive)
Similar- remarks can be applied on the fo llow in g  sentence and the ‘positive’ label assigned to 
it b y  the system , how ever ‘higher’ fuel costs is not positive  for U K  consumers:
“G iven that consum ers are n ow  facing h ig h er  fiieir+1 and heating costs as w ell as 
heftier council tax b ills , w e  forecast that the stress on  those in debt is  lik ely  to  
increase,” said Mark Sands, director o f  personal insolvency at financial consultant.
(Human Label: Negative, System Label: Positive)
In such cases, a user o f  the system  cou ld  m odify  the polarity o f  the patterns related to a 
specific  instrument by sim ply  sw itching the polarity o f  the patterns o f  that instrument.
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N egations were also a source o f  error but their occurrences were low  in both the training and 
evaluation coipora. A  sim ple heuristic to shift the polarity w hen one o f  the negation words is 
detected before a word or pattern could so lv e  this source o f  error. Another source o f  
am biguity to the system  is w hen  m ore than one polar expression occurs in one sentence, this 
is more apparent in Arabic w ere sentences are longer and conjunctions can be used  to link  
m ultiple clauses.
There are som e words that have the sam e predom inate polarity and are less affected by  the 
context such as ‘bad’ and ‘negative’ com pared to ‘fa ll’ and ‘dow n’ w hich cou ld  b e  positive  
w hen collocating w ith words such as prices and inflation.
4 .4 .5  C om m en ts o f  F in a n c ia l E xperts on  th e  S ystem
W e have presented the algorithm s and the system  to  a team o f  market researchers supporting 
financial traders at a major U S-based global investm ent bank and w e  received a positive  
feedback on our m ethod and system . T hey have inform ed us that such an approach is o f  
interest to them  because they are currently investigating how to utilise the autom ated analysis 
o f  financial new s in  their proprietary trading (trading for the bank account) strategies beside  
the quantitative m odelling techniques they have been using for decades.
4.5 S u m m ary
In this chapter, w e have attem pted to extract sets o f  polarity bearing lexicons along w ith their 
polarity and evaluated their usefulness in perform ing automatic sentim ent analysis on unseen  
polarity-tagged evaluation coipora labelled by  humans.
In Section 4.3.1 w e  found that there are a number o f  domain specific  keywords (e.g . index, 
barrel, dollar) that appear to have a sp ecific  grammatical category in  the sense that the 
neighbourhood o f  these words is occupied b y  a sm all number o f  other words (e.g. up, down, 
fall, rise) w hich express polarity and numerical values which denote market data. Such  
collocations further support the basis o f  our polarity extraction m ethod w hich depends on the 
correlation betw een the polarity o f  market data values reported in news and the words that 
surrounds them  either in the sam e sentence or across the news item.
Furthermore, the words that express polarity can be grouped into tw o categories positive  and 
negative. These tw o categories o f  polar words appear to sw itch positions in text w ithin sim ilar 
contexts o f  dom ain sp ecific  terms such as the names o f  financial instruments (e .g . shares, 
index, oil) and econom ic concepts (e.g . inflation, em ploym ent, interest-rates) and other words 
o f  em otions (e.g . hopes, fears, optim ism ) and beliefs (expectations). A ll o f  these  can go  ‘up’
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or ‘dow n’ or ‘above’ and ‘b e lo w ’. In Section 4 .3 .2  w e  have show n that the extract polar  
words algorithm  discovered sim ilar polar words and patterns in both English and Arabic such  
as patterns related to markets m ovem ents, investors sentim ents and expectations. The 
occurrence o f  the polar words in a com pound or a phrase, is equally idiosyncratic in that these  
dominant single or com pound terms co-occur m ore frequently w ith one set o f  words than with  
others.
In general, the metaphorical expressions used in  Arabic financial new s fo llow  patterns sim ilar  
to the ones in English. On the other hand, the lexical choice and m orphological patterns in 
Arabic are plentiful and the Reuters Arabic corpus is dom inated w ith keywords and patterns 
related to energy markets, the m ain source o f  export o f  m any Arab states econom ies, more 
than the Reuters U K  coipus.
W e have evaluated our system  b y  using precision and recall and cross language analysis. The 
evaluation results have show n that w ith only  a fraction size  o f  the GI lexicons, our m ethod  
performed better than the GI b y  using a sm all but frequently used polar words and patterns. 
G iven that no linguistic know ledge w as provided to the system , w e  b elieve that the results are 
encouraging because they are achieved fu lly  automatically, and that they can be further 
im proved without human intervention. Som e o f  these im provem ents are d iscussed  in  the next 
chapter w hich gives conclusions, possib le contributions and outlook for future.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work
W e have argued that a m ethod that is focused on frequency at the lexical level(s) o f  linguistic  
description (single words, com pounds, and N -gram s) w ill lead to patterns that are 
idiosyncratic o f  a specialist dom ain without recourse to any know ledge resources. In this 
thesis, a corpus-based m ethod for the autom atic d iscovery o f  domain sp ecific  patterns from  
raw coipora w as adapted. The m ethod on ly  requires a m ore generic coipus compared to the 
specialist corpus and is based on analysing the distribution o f  N-gram s in sentences that 
contain dom ain specific terms.
Our frequency-based hypothesis together w ith the corpus-based m ethod led  us to develop a 
second coipus-driven algorithm  for extracting affect lexicons com prising sentim ent laden 
words and their patterns o f  usage from  financial coipora. Our analysis has show n that it is 
possib le to devise an algorithm  to  extract patterns in w hich m ovem ent and polarity  
information is expressed in financial texts by  using text external criterion (market data 
numbers) that are frequently reported in text. Our observation w as that the change in the value 
o f  market data numbers over tim e is reflected on the selection  o f  words that surround those 
numbers in financial texts. W e have show n that w hen  the market data numbers are m oving  
‘up 5 a selection o f  positive words surround their occurrences in text and w hen  the numbers 
are m oving ‘dow n’ a selection  o f  negative words surround them. This observation m ade it 
possib le to  com pile polarity-tagged corpora autom atically b y  matching market data values in 
financial texts. Thus, w hen a new s item  com prises a positive (negative) number it can be  
tagged as positive (negative). Then w e  have adapted a technique o f  dom ain-specific keyword  
extraction (weirdness) for the extraction o f  polar words. Our analysis o f  sets o f  p ositive  and 
negative sub-corpora show ed that there are tw o  groups o f  words that are distributed equally  
betw een the tw o sub-corpora: closed -classed words and domain specific  keywords. Then  
there exist a group o f  words that are predom inately distributed in one sub-corpus com pared to 
the other and can be autom atically extracted as candidate polar words using weirdness 
analysis and each sub-corpus frequency distribution as a reference corpus for the other sub­
corpus.
These polar words and patterns were derived on purely lex ica l (frequency) bases in two  
topologically  different languages; E nglish and Arabic. Behind the variation in m orphology  
and syntax, the patterns o f  usage o f  the polar words indicated that there exists a degree o f  
universality in  the distributional behaviour o f  words and an underlying preserved sem antics in 
special languages (e.g . financial) across languages (e.g . English and Arabic) that could be  
utilised to develop m ulti-lingual system s.
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The m ethod was im plem ented in a system  (LoLo) and experiments on financial new s corpora 
in E nglish and Arabic resulted in productive patterns w hich are useful for extracting phrases 
and sentences that contain sentim ent inform ation. The evaluation results have sh ow ed that the 
affect lexicons extracted by our system  perform  better than the GI lexicons and given that 
they are generated fu lly  autom atically w e b e lieve  that the results are encouraging. W e  b elieve  
that the performance o f  the system  can b e  further im proved without human intervention or 
using thesauri. The main sources o f  error and points o f  im provem ent w ere also identified. The  
lim itations o f  the m ethod were a lso  discussed.
5.1 Contributions
The m ain contribution o f  this research is a corpus-driven method for the automatic and 
cross-languages extraction of affect lexicons (positive and negative) useful for sentiment 
and polarity analysis of financial news using techniques of corpus-linguistics and special 
language terminology. The literature o f  special language analysis focuses on keyw ords and 
their extraction but not on affect lexicons. In this thesis, w e have show n how  techniques o f  
keywords extraction can be utilised  to extract polar- words across languages. U n lik e other 
research in sentim ent and polarity analysis, our approach does not require any linguistic  
know ledge to start extracting sentim ent bearing words and patterns. In com parison to the 
hybrid approaches to the analysis o f  financial texts, our system  does not assum e a m ovem ent 
in tire market is a result o f  the preceding and hence derive generalisations based such 
correlations w hich take sim plistic  v iew s to the relation betw een new s and financial markets. 
W e on ly  m atch the existence o f  the values o f  tim e series in specific  tim e in new s and 
hypothesise on the polarity o f  the sentence or the new s based on the polarity o f  the number. 
Supporting methods for better use o f  on line resources in corpus-based studies and for creating 
polarity-tagged corpora were also  introduced.
The second contribution is the developm ent o f  a system  (LoLo) w hich is an im plem entation  
o f  all the techniques and algorithm s presented in  this thesis, all accessed through a G UI w ith  
outputs exportable to other applications. LoLo’s functionalities include extracting polar words 
and patterns as w ell as extracting dom ain sp ecific  keywords, collocations and patterns in 
different languages (A lm as and Ahm ad, 2006). It can also generate a polarity-tagged corpus 
using market data tim e-series. In addition, the system  can plot graphs show ing the change in 
frequency o f  appearance o f  sets o f  words or patterns in a tim e-stam ped corpus along w ith  
other tim e-series data (A hm ad and A lm as, 2005).
Our third contribution is the cross language evaluation. The focus o f  the majority o f  current 
system s in  sentim ent analysis and particularly o f  financial texts is on the E nglish  language.
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W e attempted to evaluate our m ethod on a topolog ica lly  and m orphologically  different 
language (Arabic). The properties and com plexities o f  special textual data in Arabic were 
contrasted w ith E nglish from an IE and sentim ent analysis perspective (A lm as and Ahmad, 
2007b). W e have com piled coipora in both languages that are labelled w ith polarity at the 
sentence leve l and can be used to evaluate sentim ent analysis system s (especia lly  financial) in  
English and Arabic.
A s w e  had to process Arabic script-based languages using techniques o f  coipus linguistics 
and special language term inology, w e  w ere faced w ith the lack o f  tools and resources that are 
available for Arabic. This has led  us to  develop too ls and resources for processing these  
languages. LoLo can be utilised by  other researchers to study Arabic script-based languages 
and develop system s that are either corpus-based or corpus-driven, the system  provides 
specific  functionalities for analysing and processing Arabic script-based languages (Alm as 
and Ahmad, 2007a). The system  has already been used  b y  other researchers such as for 
studying N E R , anaphora resolution and automatic extraction o f  events from  sports 
com mentaries in Arabic. The M SA C  coipus is a resource that w e  have com piled. It is a 
representative coipus o f  different types o f  written Arabic and its frequency distribution  
inform ation is bundled w ith LoLo. M oreover, w e  com piled  translated versions o f  the GI 
positive and negative lexicons to Arabic and Urdu w hich  can be used for automatic sentiment 
or content analysis in these languages (preferably after som e human validation). T he lexicons 
can also be used  for evaluation purposes o f  sentim ent analysis system s in Arabic script-based  
languages.
5.2 F u tu re  W o rk
The w ork presented in this thesis has generated m any ideas w hich w e  b elieve are worth 
exploring further. A n interesting aspect from  a m achine learning perspective is to extract the 
causal relationships and make the system  deduct the m ain reasons for the m ovem ents o f  
different financial instruments. Such inform ation could be useful in predicting the future 
m ovem ents o f  the instruments. A  further plan is to explore the language and evaluate the 
system  o f  each type o f  financial markets and further analyse individual instruments in  each o f  
the markets. O ne approach w ou ld  be to think o f  the m ain stock market perform ance o f  a 
country as a reflection o f  the perform ance o f  its econom y. Then, through data collection  
robots, an instrum ent-specific corpus w ith new s on ly  about a sp ecific  stock market can be  
com piled  to analyse what w ords and patterns o f  usage are associated w ith the rise and fall o f  a 
sp ecific  stock market and also an econom y. W e  have already com piled a coipus com prising  
new s about the N A SD A Q  for the past 10 years and are planning to com pile another corpus 
with new s on a stock market in  another part o f  world, say  Japan or Saudi Arabia. Then an
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interesting contrastive study could  b e  conducted. A s our system  performs relatively better 
than the GI, w e  are currently investigating how  w e  can link our frequency-based analysis and 
detection o f  sentim ent words and patterns to  behavioural finance m ethods o f  analysing  
financial markets. Since human behaviour does not always appear to be rational, affect 
lex icon  could help in articulating bounded rationality. Perhaps instrum ent-specific coipora  
com prising new s related to one financial instrument w ou ld  be helpful here.
Another fiiture direction is to explore the language o f  financial blogs, electronic forums and 
prediction sharing sites. Such resources are increasing and large corpora can be created 
through them. W e could also explore h ow  to automate the analysis o f  the polarity o f  such  
texts and test or extend our lexicons to such sub-dom ains. There exist now  search engines that 
index b logs and data-collection robots could be u tilised  to create a polarity-tagged corpus o f  
blog-data. In such case, in addition to  financial new s, the output o f  our system  could feed  
system s that attempt to  predict the markets using financial b logs and editorials.
On the adaptability o f  our polarity extraction m ethod to other domains than econom ics and 
finance, there exist other types o f  tim e-series data that appear in other dom ains and can be  
utilised to com pile polarity-tagged coipora (Figure 21). For exam ple, numbers appear 
frequently in sports new s expressing the results o f  matches o f  different types o f  gam es. In 
addition, sporting w ebsites provide historical results o f  sp ecific  teams. A  robot can access 
such historical data and use them  to  query new s archives for com piling polarity-tagged  
corpora. In politics, an exam ple is elections and particularly U S  presidential elections where  
the results o f  the elections o f  each state are reported in numbers and reported in  news. The  
numbers used in  the exam ples above are less unique compared to the w ay numbers are used  
in finance, so  in  addition to dates som e keyw ords can also be added in the queries w h ile  
com piling polarity-tagged coipora such as the nam es o f  the teams or political candidates 
w hich  are included in the tim e-series data. W hile  in  finance figures are usually related to 
single entities (one exception is exchange rates), in the two scenarios o f  sports and politics the 
numbers are related to one entity versus the other (e.g . ‘M anchester U n ited’ vs. ‘Everton’ and 
‘O bam a’ vs. ‘C linton’) and this requires further attention. In Figure 21 w e show  tw o possib le  
exam ples o f  data sources that can b e  used  for com piling polarity-tagged for the dom ains o f  
sports and politics using data collection  robots.
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F igu re  21 . T w o p ossib le  exam p les for co m p ilin g  po larity-tagged  for the dom ain s o f  
sports and politics.
In terms o f  im proving the sy stem ’s performance, heuristics can be added to validate the polar 
words. A  weirdness analysis with ‘top n ew s’ corpora could be added as an extra criteria for 
extracting polar words to find out whether or not it improves performance. For example, 
words denoting months and dates could be filtered out through this measure. Another 
improvement can be done by using m ultiple corpora from different sources and locations and 
then accept words and patterns that are extracted from at least more than one or tw o o f  these  
corpora to avoid the extraction o f  non polar words. Extracting named entities is another issue  
worthwhile exploring. U sin g  techniques sim ilar to the ones w e introduced for extracting polar 
words and patterns, an N ER  system  can be developed using a word distribution analysis 
technique (e.g. by develop ing !ocal grammar extraction rules) and integrated with the existing  
system  for extracting polar words and patterns to know  towards who a sentiment is expressed. 
The performance o f  the pattern discovery can also  be improved i f  com panies and persons 
nam es are detected and marked in advance before the discovery algorithm is applied on a 
corpus. Som e words are useful for identifying chunks (see Sinclair and Mauranen, 2006 for 
details on chunks) in new s items. A  verb (or word o f  action) in an SVO  ordered headline is 
useful for identifying the end boundary o f  the main event actor or proper noun. The polar 
verbs in the titles frequently occur (centred) between the main event proper noun and the 
object. Thus, the polar words that are identified autom atically can help in extracting the main 
event actor. In addition, polar words o f  the sam e category that have sim ilar collocates 
(contexts) could be abstracted to one word type during the pattern discovery and during the 
pattern m atching to im prove recall. F inally, as Bell (1991) remarks that headlines are alm ost
Results of US Presidential Elections 
(source: www.cnn.com)
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always derived from  lead sentences, w e  have noticed in our training coipora that headlines 
frequently com prise polar words and phrases that are synonym s o f  the polar words or phrases 
m entioned in the lead sentences. Such a relation could  be utilised as a feature to bootstrap the 
lexicons o f  polar- words extracted b y  our algorithm  or to validate already extracted words. 
One last idea o f  im provem ent that can b e  im plem ented in the system  is adding rales to detect 
whether the polarities extracted are for expected or unexpected events, and whether they are 
events that happened in the past or are predicted. Such distinction could help is detecting  
new s that could have more impact on the fiiture direction o f  a market or an instrument.
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A p p e n d ix  A . LoLo’s G U I
Analysis
F igu re  A .I . Corpus Analyser m ain w indow
Corpus Analysis Options
Reference Carpus Frequency Distribution (for wietchess enetyss)
Bntuh National Corpus IBNC)
Aiebe Top N e w  (Pie-Processed)
UK Top News (Pre-Processed)
Figure A.2. Corpus Analyser pre-processing options.
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Appendix B. A  Note on Processing Arabic
Arabic is ranked as the 5th language in the w orld in terms o f  numbers o f  native speakers and 
the Arab speaking world is one o f  the largest geographical regions in the world, its writing 
system  is used b y  m any other languages like Urdu and Persian (Farsi). The U nicode  
Languages and Scripts 2007  online reference lists tw enty languages that use the Arabic script 
and another four languages that use Arabic as a secondary script. One o f  the European U nion  
languages, M altese, is the o n ly  Sem itic language that is considered to be derived from  Arabic 
and uses the Latin alphabet (H obennan and Aronoff, 2003).
Arabic is a major language in a strategically important area (M iddle-East) that has an 
estim ated 65 percent o f  the world oil reserves (Salam eh, 2003), recently, high oil prices 
accelerated the econom ic growth and helped in expanding the region financial markets and 
sovereign w ealth funds w h ich  grasped the attention o f  international m edia and investm ent 
banks and organisations. The M odern Standard Arabic (M SA ) is the language o f  the media, 
scientific  writing, contemporary literature, diplom acy and administration and is understood 
across all Arab speaking countries where several colloquial forms o f  Arabic are used  in day- 
to-day or informal conversations; it is a socio lingu istic  phenom enon known as ‘d ig lossia ’.
Arabic is an under-resourced2 5  language from  a computational linguistics perspective. Until 
recently, Arabic has received lim ited consideration in terms o f  com putational linguistics 
research and developm ent o f  resources especia lly  for corpus-based studies w h ich  m ay be due 
to the com plexity o f  the language and the lack o f  research in tire Arab w o r ld  There is a need  
for tools, corpora and statistical inform ation to help in  im proving com putational m odels o f  
Arabic.
The U nicode standard has helped m any system s designed m ainly for European languages to 
be adaptable to Arabic to som e extent lik e  G ATE (Cunningham  et al., 2002; M aynard et al., 
2003; Maynard et al., 2 004), W ordSm ith (Scott, 2004), Xaira (Burnard, 2004) and N ooj 2 6  
(Silberztein, 2005), transliteration2 7  to roman characters w ere used w idely  in the past to 
overcom e the incom patibility w ith Arabic characters. Arabic in general and its com putational 
processing received considerable focus in  the U nited States research labs after the September 
1 1  attacks due to m ilitary and national security reasons and to bridge cultural gaps as
25 Some authors use the term “Lesser-Studied”.
26 Nooj development was based on Maurice Gross theories in finite state grammars (e.g. Gross, 1997).
27 Transliteration to roman letters is also useful for making Arabic texts accessible to people who can’t 
read Arabic script.
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language is the m ain transmitter o f  culture w h ich  itse lf  is an important factor in  understanding 
the world.
The Arabic script is cursive (lik e the E nglish handwriting), letters are written connected to 
each other and each letter shape depends on its position  as word initial, m iddle or final. It is 
written from right to left and does not em ploy capitalization. Arabic grammar is com plex  
compared to E nglish and is more sim ilar to classical European languages.
A t the m orphological level, the structure o f  Arabic words differs considerably from the 
structure o f  E nglish words. It is important to consider how  words are formed (derivational or 
lexical m orphology) and how  they interact w ith syntax (inflectional m orphology) to express 
grammatical contrasts, derivation is a m orphosem antic process for creating words stem s and 
occurs before the m orphosyntactic process o f  inflection  w hich m odify  the stem s (e.g . through 
affixation) to  have the correct grammatical word-form  or m eaning as they being used  in a 
grammatical context (Ryding, 2 0 05) like the addition o f  the su ffix  ‘- s ’ for plural nouns in 
English.
Arabic w ords are usually derived usin g  a root-and-pattem  derivation m orphology b y  jo in ing  a 
root o f  tw o to five (usually three) consonants w ith patterns com prising long and short vow els  
to generate stem s o f  nouns and verbs. The root is not a word but a morpheme that represents a 
sem antic field  and w hen com bined w ith  the sense o f  a pattern the m eaning o f  the generated 
word is derived. Arabic root-and-pattern derivation m orphology is more com plex than 
E nglish sim ple concatenative and linear derivation m orphology. E nglish uses stem s and 
affixes that helps in leaving related w ords w ith  sim ilar sequences o f  letters, even som e  
m orphologically- com plex Indo-European language like German are also m ainly 
concatenative. Patterns can m odify  the roots intensely w ith prefixes, su ffixes and infixes 
w hen generating stem s and it is com m on that w ords w ith different m eanings be derived from  
one root.
From one root, the Arabic derivational system s can produce a large number o f  words (lexical 
forms) each w ith sp ecific  patterns and sem antics. For instance words such as to-use (>stEm l, 
(3“ +*!), worker (EAmI, cU *), deal (tEAml, cW "), laboratory (EmAlp, < + « ), usage (AstEmAl, 
3 + * l ) ,  custom er (Emyl, J+*»), currency ( Emlp, <L^), treason ( EmAlp, ^ L » ), business 
( >EmAl, J+&i), com m ission (Emwlp, ^ j -^ ) , treatment (mEAmlp, and practical (Emly, 
are all derived from  the root (Etnl, cW ) (Rafea and Shaalan, 1993).
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The Arabic language is high ly inflected and interact heavily  with syntax through affixes and 
clitics, Arabic words inflect (phonological change) for more grammatical categories2 8  than in 
the case o f  English. For exam ple, word forms o f  nouns, verbs and adjectives must agree on  
the gender and number (singular, dual and plural) they refer to and their lexical structures 
inflect accordingly through affixation. A s in English, the inflectional m orphology in Arabic 
does not change the grammatical category o f  words and Arabic inflection rules are more 
system atic (A l-Sughaiyer and Al-Kharashi, 2004).
Conjunctions, articles, particles and pronouns which appear as w hole words in English can be 
attached to the beginning and end o f  the stem s in Arabic as clitics for grammatical purposes 
and they can be concatenated with each other. Sproat (1992:72) defines a clitic as “a 
syntactically separate word that functions phonologically  as an affix”, several English clitics 
are reduced variants o f  non-clitic words (H uddleston, 1984:46) like ’m  (am), ’t (not) and 
possessive  - ’s29. C litics in Arabic are usually  equal to stop words and closed class words in 
English, for exam ple, the grammatical conjunction ‘and’ (w, j )  and the definite article ‘the’ 
(Al, J') in Arabic are always attached to the beginning o f  the follow ing word without an 
intervening space, the phrase ‘and the shares’ is equivalent to one word in Arabic that has 
three syntactic words (wAlAshm, ^ V 'j ) .  Table B .2  lists som e o f  the clitics that can be 
attached to an Arabic word.
Table B.2. Some examples of clitics (adapted from Darwish, 2003).
Exam ples o f  proclitics Examples o f  enclitics
and (w ,j  ) his (h, <-)
like (k, -£ ) your; singular (k, *4)
then (/;-* ) their (ohm,?t-)
to (1, 4 ) your; plural (bn, )
the (wAl, 4 ' ) her (hA, V )
and the (wAl, 41 j  ) m y (y, s r )
28 Arabic has eight main grammatical categories: tense/aspect, person, voice, mood, gender, number, 
case, definiteness.
2Q Some linguists consider the possessive,’s to be a grammatical case.
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In general, clitisation in Arabic can be c lassified  intro three degrees (Sadat and Habash, 2006) 
as show n in Figure B. 1.
F ig u re  B . l .  S tru ctu re  o f  A ra b ic  W ords.
Stem 
(ro o t +  p a tte rn )
Prefix [ Pref ix+STEM+S uffix] Suffix
Proclitic [CON3UNCTION+ [PARTICLE+ [DET+ STEM +PRON]]] Enclitic
E nglish letters are represented usin g  an alphabet writing system  w h ile  Arabic letters are 
represented b y  an abjad system , both are phonetic and Arabic has ten sounds that do
not have equivalent in E nglish  and tw o v o w el lengths (short and long), in addition to glottal 
sounds. The m ain difference betw een the tw o  writing system s is that in an abjad only  
consonants and long vow els are recorded, short v o w els do not have letters but special marks 
are used instead (D aniels, 1996). There is m uch m ore match betw een the pronunciation o f  
Arabic words and their spelling than in English, this makes the correct pronunciation o f  short 
vow els important.
D iacritic marks are used in Arabic as short vow els, writing diacritics is optional and is 
typically om itted from the m ajority o f  texts in favour o f  easier and quicker writing, except, for 
exam ple, in children, religious and grammar books, causing som e different words to appear 
exactly the sam e m aking word sense disam biguation more difficult30, this source o f  am biguity  
is expected to be m ore restricted in specialist coipora. A n average reader should  be able 
restore the invisib le diacritics w h ile  reading to determine the correct word from  context, 
diacritic marks are usually used when there is a  high fear o f  am biguity in  determ ining a word  
sense or grammatical case and for marking indefiniteness w hich corresponds to the use o f  ‘a ’ 
and ‘an’ in English. Arabic does not mark indefiniteness with a separate word, nunation 
(tanwiin, OiA*), a  suffix  sound /n / indicated w ith an inflectional (short) vow el on a word  
tw ice, is used at the end o f  an indefinite noun or adjective (Ryding, 2005). In contrast to 
English, adjectives in Arabic mirror the definiteness o f  the noun, so the phrase ‘the European 
shares’ becom es literally ‘the-European the-shares’ (AlAshm AlAwrwbyp, in
Arabic.
3 0  Systems that perform deep linguistic analysis o f  Arabic may need to restore diacritic marks to reduce 
ambiguity.
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English and Arabic use  word order to express the function o f  words and do not exhibit a free 
word order. Languages that use  grammatical case-m arking to convey the function o f  words 
(e.g. subject or object) can fo llo w  a free word order like Russian and F innish and are 
challenging for deriving standard structures and patterns theoretically and em pirically. In 
English, there is no grammatical case marking, there is no change in the structure o f  nouns 
(declension) and m ost o f  the verbs (conjugation) b y  the change in grammatical role. H ence, 
parts o f  speech (i.e. verbs, objects and subjects) m ust fo llow  a strict order in  sentences and 
phrases to show  their roles, as an exam ple, the noun that precedes the verb is the subject. 
E nglish nouns do not decline except for a number o f  pronouns. H ow ever, Arabic has a more 
flexib le order because a grammatical case-m arking m orphology is used along w ith word 
order, w hich is shown at the end o f  words through diacritic marks to show  the function o f  a 
word in a sentence.
Arabic has three grammatical cases, a nom inative case /u / (AlrJE, <^j") for marking the norms 
that are the subject, accusative cases /a/ (AlnSb, m-=+') for marking the verbs objects and the 
genitive case /if (Aljr, j+J>) for marking the objects o f  prepositions, p ossession  nouns and 
annexations (AKDAjp, s+^yi). A ll o f  the three grammatical cases have other uses that m ay  
not exist in E nglish and can occur in  different sounds in som e situations. B ecause the cases 
o f  Arabic nouns are usually  marked w ith short vow els using diacritic marks, they are 
generally om itted in published texts, readers are required to assign the grammatical cases only  
w hen having a careful read aloud (H oles, 2004: 251). Consequently, word order variation 
becom es more restricted compared to texts w ith diacritics written, because m ore em phasis 
w ill be on  word order to convey  the function o f  the words.
In declarative sentences, Arabic words usually  fo llo w  a V SO  (Verb-Subject-O bject) order 
known as verbal sentences whereas E nglish fo llow s an SV O  order. There can be occasional 
shift from  verbal sentences (V SO ) to nom inal sentences (SV O ) in Arabic for stylistic  
pm poses (eloquentness) or to put m ore em phasis on the subject (Ryding, 2005), like in the 
case o f  journalistic writing w ere headlines are frequently written using a V SO  word order and 
the lead (first) sentence in V SO . Several other studies reported in (M ellor, 2005: 120) show ed  
that the majority occurrences o f  V S O  structures based on frequency counts across different 
genres appear in newspaper headlines and generally do not appear in new s features in the 
inside pages, and V SO  is also  m ore frequent in  editorials. Another less com m on word order in  
Arabic is V O S. In English, headlines and content sentences usually fo llow  the V SO  order. 
H eadline in E nglish are usually written without using articles e.g. ‘the’, ‘a’ and ‘an’ but this is 
not the case for Arabic.
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Som e Arabic words can have orthographic variants because som e letters have spelling  
alternatives due to phonological requirements, for exam ple the letter Alef ( I ) can b e  written 
on its ow n or com bined w ith the glottal mark Hamza 6) above ( i ) or be low  ( ) )  the letter 
according to Arabic spelling rules. W riters’ confusion o f  Arabic grammar and spelling rules 
in addition to typing m istakes in using such characters can cause spelling variations also.
In English, subordination is m ore frequent than coordination whereas Arabic favours 
coordination (Badaw i et al., 2004). Except for the first, Arabic sentences (especia lly  
journalistic) in a p iece o f  text frequently start w ith  the sentence starter conjunction ‘and’ (wa, 
S). It denotes logical, sequential, temporal and other ‘additive relations’ or conveys the 
addition o f  lo o se ly  related events in a ‘continuative relation’ that connect verbal and nom inal 
sentences, the conjunction ‘and’ sentence starters are usually om itted w hen Arabic texts are 
translated to other languages like E nglish  (K halil, 2000). The starter conjunction is usually  
attached to a verb in an SVO  word order conveying a sequence o f  events. Arabic sentences 
are usually longer than E nglish sentences.
Arabic could be seen as less standardised than English in som e aspects. The use o f  
punctuation is less system atic in Arabic com pared to English, the w a y  com m as and periods 
are used is variable and idiosyncratic, and punctuation is basically  absent in classical Arabic. 
The use o f  punctuation does not matter m uch because a system  o f  textual chunking works 
alongside w ith  punctuation using coordinates and conjunctions w hich identify  the beginnings 
and endings o f  sense groups and the logical or functional relationships betw een them  (H oles, 
2004: 251). The style o f  new s writing in Arabic has a tendency towards nom inalization, there 
are m ore noun phrases and less finite verb phrases w ith noun phrases being longer and more 
com plex compared to other types o f  writing. N om inalization is utilised to g iv e  the sense o f  
objectivity to what the writer is reporting, whereas the clauses w ith finite verbs m ust specific  
for a person (H oles, 2004).
Som e linguists remark that the “M edia Arabic” got influenced by external causes, nam ely the 
global dominant o f  western m edia particularly in  English where m any newspaper stories in 
Arabic are quick translations from E nglish and other western languages and often literally  
(H oles, 2004). This process facilitated the introduction o f  new  terms and expressions in the 
M SA  used in news “M edia Arabic” (Abdelfattah, 1990: 46). Other influences are lexical, 
phraseological and syntactic. A  lot o f  the econom ical, political and technological phrases as 
loan translations from  European languages like ‘hard currency’ (AlEmlp AISEbp, aLTI), 
‘cash flo w ’ (sywlp nqdyp, and ‘floating the pound’ (tEwym Aljnyh, a jJ i
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In newspapers, correctors are part o f  the editorial stu ff to ensure that the Arabic is written 
correcting according to the grammar and sp ellin g  rules o f  Arabic, w hich is  v iew ed  as a w ay  o f  
uniting the Arab world and preserving a one Arab identity. N onetheless, there exist stylistic  
differences in different newspapers especia lly  from  different Arab countries w hich  
Abdelfattah (1990) dues to the non-existent o f  clearly defined stylebooks that are shared 
betw een the newspapers. M ellor (2005: 126) remarks that the work o f  Parkinson and Ibrahim  
(1999) show ed “that there w ere indeed differences in  the lexical choice betw een Egyptian and 
Lebanese newspapers”. Abu Zeid (1993 , quoted in M ellor, 2005) reported that the editors o f  
Al-H ayat newspaper had to translate reports send b y  its Maghreb countries (A lgeria, M orocco  
and Tunisia) reporters because o f  their sty le  and their use  o f  archaic and unintelligib le words 
that w ere different from the newspaper style.
G iven that Arabic has restrictions on the word order and rely less on pragmatics for show ing  
the functions o f  words (cf. w ith  C hinese), collocations and local grammars extraction could  
appear to  be useful for the com putational approaches to Arabic language. One o f  the few  
recent studies on Arabic collocations w as done by  Brashi (2005) who remarks that Arabic is a 
language that is rich in terms o f  the number o f  collocations it contains. The study w as focused  
on the im plications o f  Arabic collocations for translation and its aim  w as to survey the 
problem s facing translators w hen translating collocations from E nglish to Arabic. H e argues 
that the m ain problem  is m ainly due to the lack o f  know ledge in collocations and to the 
differences in  the collocational patterns o f  the tw o languages. B esid e  that, Brashi states that 
another reason could be “the lack o f  studies into Arabic collocations, resulting in an absence  
o f  resources for understanding Arabic collocations” (Brashi, 2005: 5).
The investigation o f  Em ery (1988 , 1991), cited in Brashi (2005), about Arabic collocations 
show ed that classical Arabic lexicographers like  Ibn-Qutaybah (died in  889) and A l-Thaalibi 
(died in  1008) w ere aware o f  the phenom enon in Arabic and have added material on 
collocations in their "dictionaries o f  meaning" w hich  were sorted based on their m eaning, but 
such work appears to be unsystem atic w hen seen from  the perspective o f  m odem  linguistics.
Each lexem e (lexical item) w ill have m ore word forms in Arabic and more w ord types can be  
found in Arabic coipora com pared to E nglish  o f  the sam e size  and type, Arabic coipora w ill  
contain words that do not have equivalents in E nglish  corpora, unknown words are also  
expected to occur more frequently in unseen corpora.
The grammatical (m ainly phonological, m orphological and syntactical) features o f  Arabic 
cause more am biguity and sparsity and are m ore challenging for system s intended to process
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Arabic texts, either statistically or linguistically, in comparison with English. Language use is 
complex, varied, and comprises many structures that seldom occur and so all acceptable 
combinations o f language use can’t be modelled. Data sparseness is a problem for any 
frequency based method especially with morphologically complex languages like Arabic. 
Special language corpora usually exhibit less sparsity compared to general language corpora.
Word sparsity in Arabic corpora can be reduced by increasing the size o f training data (Almas 
and Ahmad, 2006) and by segmenting Arabic words, it is important to decide which features 
or segments o f Arabic words to abstract or to split in a pre-processing step to reduce sparsity 
(Sadat and Habash, 2006) without losing important information, which in turn makes a corpus 
more homogenous and can improve the performance o f statistical measures. Linguistic 
analysis can capture more generalisations from a coipus than statistical analysis, but requires 
more knowledge resources and human involvement. Generalisation and paraphrase (or 
similarity) detection is important to minimise the number of rules and maximise coverage by 
abstracting some o f the linguistic variations encountered in free texts.
Context sparsity can be reduced using skip-grams where low frequency tokens can be 
slapped, Guthrie et al (2006) showed that for covering tri-grams using skip-grams are more 
effective than increasing the training corpus size but they also remark that skip-gram models 
produce a very large training model and their use can be more justified when it is difficult to 
acquire larger training data.
There are two issues with diacritics and morphology which can affect (statistical) NLP 
systems, first is sparsity were words can appear less than their frequency either because o f  the 
high degree of inflection and clitisation or because the same word can sometimes appeal' with 
diacritics in specific contexts to avoid ambiguity or the writer/editor style and confusion of 
spelling rules. Second is the ambiguity when different words can be grouped together because 
o f the absence of diacritics like the words flag and science.
Arabic morphological analysis is an active area o f research and the main focus o f researchers 
is in information retrieval (IR) for expanding queries and machine translation (MT) for better 
mapping between Arabic and other languages. IR researchers are interested in removing 
affixes and clitics while MT researchers’ goal is to segment them  Arabic morphological 
analysers can be classified into two classes, root-based (or heavy stemmers) that attempt to 
find the root o f every analysable word (e.g. Beesley, 1996 and Darwish, 2002) and stem- 
based (or light stemmers) that strip only specific prefixes and suffixes to find stems (Lee el al. 
2003 and Larkey et al, 2007). Detecting affixes and clitics is not trivial because the same
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letters used for affixation can be part o f a stem as well, many analysers return several possible 
analyses for each word. Arabic morphological analysers are more prone to errors in domains 
like finance where there are many solid stems particularly proper nouns and loanwords that 
cannot be analysed using a root and pattern paradigm. Lemmatisation without root-and- 
pattern analysis can be considered also as light stemming, lemmatisation is more complex 
than stemming and uses POS tags to identify lemmas.
There are no standards or agreements on the most suitable approach to Arabic morphology, 
some recent work suggest that stem-based analysis perform better for IR while root-based 
analysers seem to suit systems that perform deep linguistic analysis (Al-Sughaiyer and Al- 
Kharashi, 2004). Sadat and Habash (2006) had several experiments with Arabic pre­
processing schemes and reported that splitting only specific proclitics (conjunctions and 
particles) performs best for Arabic-English Statistical MT when using large amounts of 
training data but not statistically significant compared with simple tokenisation of strings 
(tokens) separated by whitespaces.
Because roots are ambiguous, using root-based morphological analysers for pre-processing 
Arabic texts can result in over-generalisation and reduce precision via conflating words that 
belong to different semantic classes and contexts but same roots, that is to say, the 
discriminative power o f words decreases. Stem-based analysers can cause less over­
generalisation at the cost o f leaving some related words un-conflated like broken plurals 
(broken plurals stems are generated using a different pattern than the singular- stem).
English stemmers (e.g. Porter, 1980) are simple and mainly remove suffixes. Dave et al.
(2003)-applied a stemmer to reduce variations and dependencies in their English coipus of 
product reviews and found that it degrades classification performance. They conclude that the 
stemmer causes over-generalisation because their corpus is highly sensitive to small details of 
language, for example the negative reviews frequently occur in the past tense.
To our knowledge, there are very few IE studies on Arabic specialised texts, most of 
academic research is focused on extracting named entities (e.g. Florian et al., 2004; Abuleil, 
2004 and Zitouni et al., 2005) from general texts. Some commercial and R&D companies 
received funding from the United States government to develop software31 that can detect 
entities in Arabic texts for security intelligence.
31 i.e. Inxight Entity Extraction (www.inxight.com) and BBN IndentiFinder (www.bbn.com),
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There is a number o f  commercial software available for processing Arabic texts, Sakhr32 and 
Melingo33 (a subsidiary o f Britannica) companies developed such software. Sakhr’s Siraj34 is 
a SDK that contains a module for extracting keywords for information retrieval, classification 
and summarisation, not much information about the techniques used in Siraj’s is available but 
it appears that it does not have IE capabilities beyond extracting prescribed named entities 
and their morphological valiants. Melingo’s developers utilised the similarities between 
Hebrew and Arabic (both belong to Semitic language family) to port their Morfix system to 
Arabic (Kamir et al., 2002). Morfix is equipped with 4 lexicons. A lexicon o f lemmas for 
listing inflectional forms of Arabic words and an idiom/collocation lexicon, both extracted 
from dictionaries and text coipora, two further lexicons for morphological and syntactical 
rules derived from grammatical books and manual analysis o f corpora. The syntactical rules 
are used to disambiguate words using contextual information. The system potential 
applications are information retrieval, categorisation and data mining but no evaluation is 
provided for the system performance using Arabic texts.
The availability o f data sets by the LDC, TREC (for IR) and NIST have helped in increasing 
the number o f computational research of Arabic, Larkey et al (2007) remark that 
“morphological analysis o f Arabic is now an active research area, and many systems are 
being developed to return more complete analyses of Arabic words. A more interesting 
question is how to use morphological analysis to aid information retrieval, and in particular, 
to aid stemming”.
The National Institute o f Standards and Technology (NIST) in the United States sponsors the 
Automatic Content Extraction (ACE)35 program for evaluating IE systems, they provide 
annotated corpora o f newswire, broadcast news and newspaper in Arabic, Chinese and 
English as evaluation data. The evaluation tasks are extracting entities, values, temporal 
expressions, relations, and events. In the 2005 Evaluation36, there were three candidates from 
industry only who attempted to extract entities from Arabic corpora; they were BBN 
Technologies, IBM and Basis Technology, Inc. The later two also attempted to extract 
relations. The performance o f the systems using Arabic corpora where not published because 
organisers could amiotate only a part o f the Arabic coipora, which reduces the statistical 
power of the results compared to English and Chinese. Figure B.2 shows the performance of 
the best system in extracting entities and relations for the ACE 2004 evaluation, the
32 www.sakhr.com
33 www.melingo.com
34Sakhr Siraj: http://www.saklir.com/L_Item/datasheets/Siraj_E.pdf
35ACE evaluations: http://www.nist.gov/speech/tests/ace/
36ACE 2005: http://www.nist.gov/speecli/tests/ace/ace05/doc/ace05eval_official_results_20060110.htm
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evaluation metrics o f ACE competitions are stricter than the previous Message Understanding 
Conferences (MUC)3' held between 1987 and 1998 for evaluating IE systems.
Figure B.2. Performance of best system in ACE 2004 (Ramshaw and Weischedel, 2005)
,7MUC conferences: http://www-nlpir.nist.gov/related_projects/muc/index.html
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Appendix C. Modern Standard Arabic Corpus
We could not find an adequate corpus that could be used as an indicative general language 
corpus o f Modem Standard Arabic (MSA). There is an ongoing project at Leeds University 
for compiling a contemporary corpus o f Arabic (Al-Sulaiti and Atwell, 2005)38 but the initial 
version available has a limited content. Sakhr39, a company specialised in developing NLP 
applications for Arabic language claims to have a corpus of MSA including classical Arabic 
comprising more than 160 million tokens, however their “Computerised Arabic Corpus” is 
only available internally for company developers. This shortage has led us to compile a 
general language corpus of MSA comprising 2.68 million tokens of text written between 1980 
and 2005. The textual data collected are from many different Arab countries. The categories 
o f textual data in the corpus are similar to the BNC and are shown in Table C .l, the most 
frequent 50 words in the corpus in the MSAC and the BNC are listed in Table C.2 and Table
C.3.
T a b le  C .l. T e x t  categories in the MSAC.
Text Category
Cumulative
Relative
Frequency
Sub-Categories
Books 48% language, biography, children, history, novel, politic, religion, social, story and other books
Periodicals 48% magazines and newspapers
Material written to be spoken 3% play texts and political speeches
Misc. published material 0.9% academic publications and advertisements
Unpublished written material 0.1% Letters and emails
38 Al-Sulaiti, Latifa. & Atwell, Eric. (2005) ‘Extending the Corpus of Contemporary Arabic’. In Proc. 
of Corpus Linguistics Conference 2005, Birmingham.
3 http://www.sakhr.com
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Table C.2. Cumulative distribution of tokens in the MS AC corpus (N = 2 . 6 8 M ).
Rank Tokens CumulativeFrequency
Cumulative
Relative
Frequency
1-10
in (j )  -  from ( a - )  -  over (M-) -  that 0 )  -  over (J |)  -  those- 
feminine (MD -  than/about (J&) -  no/not (Y) -  which/what (A) 
-  this-masculine ('j*)
474,681 17.7%
11-20 that (j>) -  this-feminine -  whose (MD -  with (+-) -  or (j') -  was (M) -  this/that MD -  not (4) -  to (Q' ) -  between (aw) 140,730 5.2%
21-30
Allah (■*') -  as (AS) _ every (<JS) -  after (-M) -  may (-») -  and 
(j) -  he (y )  and-may (M) -  was-masculine (=.l£) _ the- 
Arabian (Do*D
86,693 3.2%
31-40
on-it/him ( M )  -  through (c tu .) _ at-which (M ^) -  then (D) -  
even (JA) -  year (M) -  and in (J j )  -  son (Ch) -  for it/him (A),
i f  ( d )
64,318 2.4%
41-50
and-not (Yj) -  said (M ) -  and-him ( y  j )  -  she ( ^ * ) -  other ( M )  
-  some ( J * j) -  “calling preposition” (9) , and-from ( a - j )  -  
before (M), the-year (MO
54,167 2.0%
Total 820,589 30.5%
Table C.3. Cumulative distribution of tokens in the BNC corpus (N = 1 0 0 M ).
Rank Tokens
, ' ■ ■ ■ •
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Relative
Frequency
1-10 the, of, and, a, in, to, for, is, as, that 22.3M 22.3%
11-20 was, L, on, with, as, be, he, you, at, by 6.51M 6.5%
21-30 are, this, have, but, not, from, has, this, they, or 4.23M 4.2%
31-40 which, an, she, where, here, we, one, there, all, been 3.05M 3.1%
41-50 their, if, has, will, so, would, no, what, can, when 2.35M 2.4%
Total 38.44 38.50%
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A ppendix D. Frequency D istribution o f T raining Corpora
Table D.l. Frequency distribution and weirdness analysis (using the BNC and MSAC) 
of the top 50 words in the training corpora used in Section 3.3.2.
E nglish  (N  =  2 ,758 ,191) A rab ic  CN =  2 ,757 ,989)
Rank
W ord / y W eird /■wrinJ W ord f Zf  W eird Tweini
1 the 145682 116.7253 1 -0.05 in (^i) 135570 206.4281 1 -0.04
2 to 78284 62.69527 1 -0.05 from 0 > ) 62860 95.68499 1 -0.04
3 a 66676 53.38965 1 -0.05 that (o ') 34103 51.88579 2 0.01
4 in 65085 52.11421 1 -0.05 t o ( J ) 33734 51.32377 3 0.05
5 of 64766 51.85848 1 -0.05 dollar ( jY j j ) 30939 47.06676 10 0.36
6 and 56016 44.84399 1 -0.05 over (J c ) 29551 44.95273 0 -0.08
7 said 38852 31.08436 7 -0.05 percent (ki*ll) 17809 27.06872 67 2.87
8 on 34814 27.84727 2 -0.05 reuters ( j j k j j ) 17445 26.51432 126 5.47
9 for 28012 22.39441 1 -0.05 the-oil (Liili) 16716 25.404 5 0.14
10 percent 25622 20.47845 317 0.08 d a y fr jj) 16576 25.19077 7 0.23
11 it 23666 18.91041 1 -0.05 and-said (J i j ) 16233 24.66835 4 0.10
12 that 22267 17.78889 1 -0.05 million ( u j+ ) 14392 21.86436 4 0.10
13 its 21773 17.39288 5 -0.05 that (O') 13159 19.9864 0 -0.08
14 by 21716 17.34718 2 -0.05 than/about ( a t - ) 12287 18.65828 1 -0.04
15 at 21285 17.00167 2 -0.05 with ( t- ) 12175 18.48769 1 -0.04
16 is 18410 14.69691 1 -0.05 those-feminine (J 1) 11970 18.17546 0 -0.08
17 as 18342 14.64239 1 -0.05 the-year (e1*^) 11007 16.70874 2 0.01
18 with 17400 13.88723 1 -0.05 prices ( j ' j —') 9017 13.67781 14 0.54
19 was 16055 12.80901 1 -0.05 company (*£_>“ ) 8975 13.61384 3 0.05
20 from 14764 11.77407 1 -0.05 the-dollar ( jY + ) 8748 13.2681 34 1.42
21 year 13290 10.59243 7 -0.05 billion ( J f r ) 8723 13.23002 5 0.14
22 be 12056 9.603182 1 -0.05 london (u-“ ) 8524 12.92693 16 0.62
23 has 11228 8.93941 2 -0.05 barrel 8311 12.60251 7 0.23
24 which 10885 8.664442 1 -0.05 price (o**“) 8303 12.59033 12 0.45
25 million 10589 8.427152 16 -0.05 whose (if r ) 8238 12.49133 1 -0.04
26 billion 10552 8.397491 81 -0.02 by-percent (AiJU) 8163 12.3771 159 6.93
27 $ 10546 8.392681 382757 161.09 after ( ^ ) 8054 12.21108 1 -0.04
28 would 10540 8.387871 1 -0.05 y e a r ( J ) 7785 11.80137 1 -0.04
29 but 10148 8.073622 1 -0.05 the-past 7137 10.81442 4 0.10
30 reuters 10077 8.016704 2422 0.97 level (lS >>—■) 7085 10.73522 5 0.14
31 an 9886 7.863588 1 -0.05 index (_>“ > ) 6956 10.53874 34 1.42
32 pounds 9795 7.790637 29 -0.04 this-masculine ('■“ ) 6929 10.49762 0 -0.08
33 have 9648 7.672793 1 -0.05 said ( JU) 6560 9.935601 1 -0.04
34 up 9591 7.627099 2 -0.05 the-american ( f r f r i ' ) 6375 9.653831 33 1.37
35 had 9379 7.457148 1 -0.05 crude ( + J ') 6104 9.241076 15 0.58
36 will 9231 7.338503 1 -0.05 the-company (* £ _ + ') 6021 9.114661 3 0.05
37 are 9135 7.261544 1 -0.05 day ( fji) 5786 8.756737 3 0.05
38 market 8269 6.56731 10 -0.05 by-ratio 5736 8.680583 5 0.14
39 not 8016 6.36449 1 -0.05 since (4i*) 5411 8.185582 2 0.01
40 shares 7967 6.325209 34 -0.04 the-bank ( 5374 8.129228 4 0.10
41 after 7933 6.297953 2 -0.05 daily f r j i ) 5347 8.088105 7 0.23
42 company 7861 6.240234 7 -0.05 the-hour (itU Ji) 5300 8.01652 9 0.32
43 this 7820 6.207366 1 -0.05 which/ what ('-•) 5126 7.751504 0 -0.08
44 he 7641 6.063869 0 -0.05 Wednesday ( .U jjlfi) 5088 7.693627 62 2.65
45 more 7180 5.694306 1 -0.05 tuesday 5077 7.676873 30 1.24
46 were 7106 5.634983 1 -0.05 point (*!■") 5071 7.667735 7 0.23
47 U.S. 7064 5.601314 576 0.19 rise ( £ j j l) 5060 7.650981 6 0.18
48 we 6932 5.495495 1 -0.05 for-the-barrel ( + * J ) 5048 7.632704 21 0.85
49 group 6633 5.2558 6 -0.05 between (o*0 4983 7.533704 0 -0.08
50 new 6470 5.12513 2 -0.05 tim ing (^ySj*) 4980 7.529135 173 7.54
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Appendix E. Pre-processing Arabic Corpora with L o L o
Table E.l. Frequency distribution of a financial news corpus in Arabic before and after 
pre-processing with L o L o  (Reuters top news is used for weirdness analysis).
B efore Pre Processing  (N  =  2 ,757 ,989)) A fter P re-Processing  (N =  3 ,919 ,768)
Rank
W ord / Z f W eird Z* W ord / Z / W eird z„.
1 i n ( ^ ) 135570 206.43 1 -0.09 the (-11) 751523 186.78 1 -0.09
2 from ( i> ) 62860 95.68 1 -0.09 and ( j) 158440 39.36 1 -0.09
3 that (o ') 34103 51.89 1 -0.09 i n O ) 142743 35.46 1 -0.09
4 t o ( J ' ) 33734 51.32 1 -0.09 to/for (-1) 92202 22.89 1 -0.09
5 dollar (j Vj j ) 30939 47.07 22 0.70 by/with (-:) 79317 19.69 1 -0.09
6 o v e r ( J t ) 29551 44.95 1 -0.09 from (O ') 66874 16.60 1 -0.09
7 percent 17809 27.07 17 0.51 that (0 1) 62148 15.42 1 -0.09
8 reuters (j J k j j ) 17445 26.51 2 -0.05 dollar (j Vj j ) 40237 9.98 28 0.80
9 the-oil 16716 25.40 23 0.73 her(U ) 39256 9.73 1 -0.09
10 day ( f  j:) 16576 25.19 1 -0.09 t o ( J ' ) 38698 9.59 1 -0.09
11 and-said (J * j) 16233 24.67 1 -0.09 over ( P - ) 37006 9.17 1 -0.09
12 million ( u j+ ) 14392 21.86 11 0.29 his (■*-) 33889 8.40 1 -0.09
13 that (O') 13159 19.99 1 -0.09 day (? ji) 29158 7.22 1 -0.09
14 than/about (C f) 12287 18.66 1 -0.09 hundred (•O.) 26259 6.50 18 0.47
15 w ith (t* ) 12175 18.49 1 -0.09 s a id (J s ) 22598 5.59 1 -0.09
16 those-feminine ( ^ ) 11970 18.18 1 -0.09 oil (L»j) 20106 4.97 19 0.50
17 the-year ( + ! ') 11007 16.71 3 -0.01 year ( f^ ) 19519 4.83 2 -0.06
18 prices ( jU - 1) 9017 13.68 139 4.74 reuters ( j j s j j ) 19026 4.70 2 -0.06
19 company (+£.>*1) 8975 13.61 30 1.03 company («£_>i) 17480 4.32 30 0.87
20 the-dollar( 8748 13.27 247 9.87 prices (jU*»i) 16306 4.03 100 3.20
21 billion ( j t + ) 8723 13.23 22 0.70 million (0 j + ) 14536 3.59 10 0.20
22 London (0 + ) 8524 12.93 20 0.66 barrel (c+ jj) 13401 3.31 123 3.96
23 barrel (4 s*_m) 8311 12.60 99 3.77 with ({-*) 12822 3.16 1 -0.09
24 price (_p-) 8303 12.59 257 10.24 th o se -fe m in in e /^ 1) 12726 3.14 1 -0.09
25 whose ( c + ) 8238 12.49 1 -0.09 than/about ( 0 + 12708 3.13 1 -0.09
26 by-percent (*£■+) 8163 12.38 43 1.52 after (+4) 12121 2.99 1 -0.09
27 after (-wj) 8054 12.21 1 -0.09 shares (<■*—r) 11616 2.86 169 5.49
28 y e a r ( + ) 7785 11.80 -0.05 price ( j» -) 10144 2.50 193 6.29
29 the-past .Uli) 7137 10.81 1 -0.09 whose (if-U1) 9648 2.37 1 -0.09
30 level (cf ji*“ ) 7085 10.74 22 0.70 american (v £ i j ' t) 9521 2.34 2 -0.06
31 index (jA>*) 6956 10.54 138 4.59 bank («+) 9399 2.31 30 0.87
32 this-masculine (B*) 6929 10.50 1 -0.09 ratio (+s^) 8898 2.19 10 0.20
33 said (cU) 6560 9.94 1 -0.09 said-feminine (■oils) 8878 2.18 1 -0.09
34 the-american 6375 9.65 2 -0.05 billion ( j l + ) 8757 2.15 22 0.60
35 crude ( + J 1) 6104 9.24 106 3.80 index (_►“> ) 8677 2.13 149 4.83
36 the-company 6021 9.11 38 1.33 point (U»*i) 8467 2.08 16 0.40
37 day ( f j i ) 5786 8.76 0 -0.13 crude (+ -) 8160 2.00 126 4.06
38 by-ratio + u ) 5736 8.68 41 1.26 level (cf jS—) 7875 1.93 16 0.40
39 since (+i») 5411 8.19 1 -0.09 increase (•+ > ) 7861 1.93 15 0.37
40 the-bank (uiici) 5374 8.13 27 0.96 but (Oil) 7812 1.92 1 -0.09
41 daily (L-jj) 5347 8.09 21 -0.09 london (O-+ 7804 1.92 19 0.50
42 the-hour (Sx-LJi) 5300 8.02 8 -0.09 companies (ol£_>i) 7705 1.89 35 1.04
43 which/ what (U) 5126 7.75 1 -0.09 this-masculine (>1+) 76% 1.89 1 -0.09
44 Wednesday (.U jjVl) 5088 7.69 2 -0.09 production (c'-S) 7320 1.80 34 1.00
45 Tuesday (• '& 2 |) 5077 7.68 2 0.70 p a s t(^ > U ) 7146 1.75 1 -0.09
46 point (+L»j) 5071 7.67 11 -0.09 what/that (L) 7134 1.75 1 -0.09
47 rise (fcUu1) 5060 7.65 35 0.51 american-feminine (<+_+•') 7057 1.73 1 -0.09
48 for-a-barrel (J+*_+) 5048 7.63 178 -0.05 market (6 j= ) 6863 1.68 15 0.37
49 between (Os) 4983 7.53 1 0.73 rise ( L ^ j 1) 6784 1.66 33 0.97
50 timing (>L*js) 4980 7.53 9 -0.09 euro ( j j j i ) 6701 1.64 47 1.44
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Appendix F. Extracted Terms
Table F.l. Extracted terms (keywords) from training corpora used in Section 3.3.2. with
Rank
Englis h ( N -2 ,7 5 8 .1 9 1 ) A rab ic  (N  =  2 ,757 ,989)
W ord * Zf W eird z» W ord / Z f W eird z».
1 percent 25622 17.34 12 0.19 dollar ( j Vj j ) 30939 37.11 23 0.51
2 billion 10552 7.10 17 0.37 percent (i- f e 17809 21.33 18 0.37
3 $ 10546 7.09 10 0.12 the-oil (Liili) 16716 20.02 24 0.54
4 pounds 9795 6.58 25 0.66 million ( u jA ) 14392 17.23 11 0.17
5 market 8269 5.55 15 0.30 prices ( j ^ f e 9017 10.77 134 3.70
6 shares 7967 5.34 130 4.45 company (+£ J ) 8975 10.72 32 0.77
7 company 7861 5.27 31 0.88 the-dollar 8748 10.44 276 7.77
8 share 5331 3.55 35 1.02 billion (jUL) 8723 10.41 23 0.51
9 bid 5196 3.46 15 0.30 barrel (d “ > ) 8311 9.92 108 2.95
10 growth 4908 3.26 25 0.66 price (j * -) 8303 9.91 286 8.06
11 business 4669 3.10 11 0.16 by-percent 8163 9.74 45 1.14
12 prices 4566 3.03 27 0.73 level (cf j f e ) 7085 8.44 23 0.51
13 sales 4540 3.01 38 1.13 index ( j f e ) 6956 8.29 130 3.58
14 profit 4386 2.91 228 7.99 the-crude ( M 1) 6104 7.27 109 2.98
15 stock 3789 2.50 36 1.06 the-company ( ^ f e 1) 6021 7.17 40 1.00
16 rose 3773 2.49 34 0.99 by-ratio ( fe + ) 5736 6.82 38 0.94
17 price 3645 2.41 27 0.73 the-bank ('■fei) 5374 6.39 30 0.71
18 pence 3434 2.26 625 22.33 point (LLii) 5071 6.02 11 0.17
19 quarter 3354 2.21 26 0.70 rise ( f f e 1) 5060 6.01 36 0.88
20 financial 3291 2.16 7 0.01 for-a-barrel (Jj» J J ) 5048 6.00 199 5.56
21 firm 3286 2.16 14 0.26 a-dollar ( f e  f e 4956 5.89 61 1.60
22 higher 3125 2.05 16 0.34 the-euro ( j j f e ) 4821 5.72 483 13.71
23 investors 2939 1.93 19 0.44 the-energy (isUJi) 4442 5.27 15 0.28
24 rise 2932 1.92 11 0.16 the-shares ( 4266 5.06 157 4.35
25 earnings 2928 1.92 533 19.00 increase ( iJfe ) 4176 4.95 13 0.22
26 trading 2898 1.90 34 0.99 the-m arket ( o f e 1) 4157 4.93 39 0.97
27 executive 2882 1.89 15 0.30 koruna (f e f e ) 3891 4.61 613 17.44
28 investment 2820 1.84 16 0.34 higher ( Je .i) 3797 4.49 30 0.71
29 interest 2719 1.78 13 0.23 pound (* fe) 3732 4.42 56 1.46
30 companies 2642 1.72 14 0.26 the-production (fefe 3656 4.32 106 2.89
31 markets 2505 1.63 10 0.12 the-financial (fefe 3630 4.29 8 0.08
32 index 2479 1.61 80 2.65 the-intemational ( f e l f e 3595 4.25 12 0.20
33 fell 2473 1.61 9 0.08 the-companies felS+J1) 3476 4.11 41 1.03
34 euros 2432 1.58 16 0.34 prices ( j U J ) 3470 4.10 75 2.00
35 2415 1.57 15 0.30 point (LLii) 3357 3.96 7 0.05
36 sector 2268 1.47 15 0.30 the-demand (fe* !1) 3336 3.94 34 0.83
37 costs 2265 1.47 35 1.02 companies (CjlSfe) 3302 3.90 40 1.00
38 rate 2250 1.46 19 0.44 versus ( J f e ) 3256 3.84 7 0.05
39 shareholders 2229 1.44 2435 87.68 production ( j f e ) 3196 3.77 23 0.51
40 exchange 2192 1.42 9 0.08 the-gold 3165 3.73 291 8.20
41 rates 2185 1.41 39 1.17 bank (4 fe 3134 3.70 49 1.26
42 stocks 2063 1.33 47 1.46 the-quarter ({ fe1) 3065 3.61 241 6.76
43 points 2006 1.29 9 0.08 the-central ( t / jS f e ) 2987 3.52 23 0.51
44 value 1971 1.27 57 1.82 rose ( { f e ) 2977 3.51 42 1.06
45 takeover 1941 1.25 39 1.17 the-exchange 2966 3.50 102 2.78
46 industry 1934 1.24 8 0.05 the-interest (U J i) 2936 3.46 360 10.18
47 buy 1908 1.22 16 0.34 bourse 2893 3.41 319 9.00
48 cash 1895 1.22 12 0.19 yen (ot) 2842 3.35 3134 89.75
49 stake 1893 1.21 28 0.77 the-business (S jlfe ) 2825 3.33 24 0.54
50 analyst 1805 1.15 12 0.19 franc ( ^ j j ) 2713 3.19 499 14.17
51 annual 1794 1.15 11 0.16 shares ( f f e ) 2697 3.17 142 3.92
52 expectations 1792 1.15 30 0.84 share ({♦-*) 2685 3.16 987 28.16
53 average 1767 1.13 17 0.37 riyal (ckj j ) 2612 3.07 152 4.21
54 profits 1767 1.13 88 2.94 for-deals (cjX.Ujl) 2563 3.01 141 3.90
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Appendix G. Buckwalter Transliteration Scheme o f Arabic
Table GI. Buckwalter transliteration scheme.
Arabic alphabet Buckwalter
i A
V b
- t
& V
e j
c H
c X
J d
j *
J r
j z
u * s
J* $
tfr S
f r D
T
i Z
& E
i g
V—j f
3 q
d k
J l
(* m
0 n
_A h
J w
s? y
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